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Abstract 
Aspec tua l ca tegor ies are not l anguage dependen t , but are based in h u m a n cogn i t ive 
abi l i t ies . We show that Aspec t is a lso a m a j o r seman t i c ca t egory in s igned l anguages 
g r a m m a r . T h i s thes is a ims to p rov ide an ana lys i s on the ve rbs of H o n g K o n g Sign L a n g u a g e 
( H K S L ) f r o m the pe rspec t ive of Si tuat ion Aspec t as p roposed by Smi th (1997) . T h e cur ren t 
ana lys i s f o c u s e s on iden t i fy ing the m o v e m e n t f ea tu res in the ve rbs of H K S L and as soc ia t ing 
t h e m wi th c o r r e s p o n d i n g inheren t aspec tua l va lues . An a t t empt is a lso m a d e to c lass i fy the 
ve rbs a c c o r d i n g to the s i tuat ion types in H K S L . Moreove r , the in teract ion be tween 
V i e w p o i n t Aspec t and Si tuat ion Aspec t will a lso be inves t igated . 
T h e f ea tu re s [Epenthes i s ] and [Contac t ] are c o m m o n in States . [Path] is a su f f i c i en t 
but not necessa ry m o v e m e n t f ea tu re to deno te the not ion of d y n a m i s m in H K S L . O t h e r local 
m o v e m e n t s can a lso s ign i fy d y n a m i c mot ion . O n l y the path m o v e m e n t s that m a r k loca t ions 
or a g r e e m e n t s conta in the aspec tua l f ea tu re [ D y n a m i c ] . We argue that the f ea tu re s [ T M ] and 
[Repea t ] deno t e atel ic and dura t ive aspec tua l mean ing . T h e r e f o r e , they are obse rved in 
psycho log ica l States , Act iv i t ies , and the Act iv i ty part of type (I) A c c o m p l i s h m e n t s but are 
absen t in S e m e l f a c t i v e s and A c h i e v e m e n t s in H K S L . Moreove r , the f ea tu re [Tense] is 
usua l ly a c c o m p a n i e d by a fas t m a n n e r in sign p roduc t ion . Such m a n n e r s are iconic and they 
d e n o t e an ins t an taneous A c h i e v e m e n t . 
T h e f ea tu re [Hold] has d i f f e ren t aspec tua l m e a n i n g s a c c o r d i n g to the t ype of 
m o v e m e n t it a c c o m p a n i e s wi th . W h e n [Epen thes i s ] ends wi th [Hold] , it d e n o t e s a State 
e x p r e s s e d in t e rms of pos tu res and locat ion. W h e n the [Path] in ve rbs of d i s p l a c e m e n t of an 
ent i ty e n d s wi th a [Hold] , it indica tes a spec i f i c spatial endpo in t to the d i s p l a c e m e n t . 
Bes ides , w h e n a s ingle [Tense] m o v e m e n t hal ts wi th a [Hold] , w h e t h e r or no t it c o n t a i n s the 
f ea tu r e [Path] , it impl ies a c h a n g e of s tate in the s i tua t ion . T h e r e f o r e , an end -ho ld impl ies a 
te l ic m e a n i n g in H K S L . 
A n u m b e r of A c c o m p l i s h m e n t s need to be d e c o m p o s e d into an Ac t iv i ty ve rb and an 
o u t c o m e . T h e real izat ion of the o u t c o m e var ies wi th the types of c h a n g e of s tate of the 
s i tua t ions . In fact , there is a small pe rcen tage of s ingle A c c o m p l i s h m e n t ve rbs in H K S l . . 
T h e d i f f e r en t exp re s s ions of A c c o m p l i s h m e n t are sub jec ted to the lexical s eman t i c 
r epresen ta t ion of the ve rb itself. 
A c c o r d i n g to our p re l imina ry inves t iga t ion of V i e w p o i n t Aspec t , no a spec tua l 
in f lec t ion of v i e w p o i n t s and impe r f ec t i ve marke r are obse rved in H K S L . Al te rna t ive ly , we 
iden t i fy the p re sence of a pe r fec t ive m a r k e r F I N I S H in H K S L . T h e m e a n i n g of the 
pe r f ec t ive m a r k e r F I N I S H is de t e rmined by the e n d p o i n t type of a s i tua t ion and s o m e t i m e s 
by the in terpre ta t ion of the s igners . F u r t h e r m o r e , it is sugges ted tha t V i e w p o i n t A s p e c t is 
inheren t to bas ic - leve l s i tuat ion t y p e s in H K S L wi thou t t he need of h a v i n g expl ic i t 
a spec tua l m o r p h e m e s . Each bas ic - leve l s i tuat ion has its u n d e r l y i n g v i e w p o i n t t ype in 
a c c o r d a n c e wi th the inherent t empora l f ea tu re s of the s i tua t ion , w h i c h are e x p r e s s e d t h r o u g h 
d i f f e r e n t m o v e m e n t fea tu res . H e n c e , w e a rgue tha t Neu t r a l v i e w p o i n t d o e s not exis t in 




在手語語法中也是一個主要語義類別0本論文旨在根據Smith ( 1 9 9 1 , 1 9 9 7 )提出 
的場景體（Situation Aspect)去分析香港手語中的動詞。本硏究主要識別香港手 
語中動詞的移動特徵（Movement F e a t u r e s ) ’從而把與之相關的內在體値聯繫起 
來。我們更會就動詞集所屬的場景種類而作出分類。此外，視點體（Viewpoint 
Aspect)與場景體的相互作用也是本文的探討重點。 
[插音] ( [ E p e n t h e s i s ] )與[接觸] ( [ C o n t a c t ] )是狀態體（ S t a t e )的常見移 
動特徵°要表達“運動力”（Dynamism)這個槪念’[途徑]([Path])在香港手語 
裏是一個充分卻非必需的移動特徵’因爲其他局部移動（Local M o v e m e n t ) 也 
能表現動態的運動°只有標誌地點與一致關係（Agreement)的移動才能表示 
[動態] ( [ D y n a m i c ] )這個意思。[顫動移動] ( [ T M ] )和[重複] ( [ R e p e a t ] )代表 
無定點（Atdic)及持續的詞體意思。故此，在香港手語中，它們只能出現在心 
理狀態體（ p s y c h o l o g i c a l S t a t e ) � 活動體（ A c t i v i t y ) 和第 -•類完成體 
(Accompl i shment冲的活動體部分’而不能出現於單次出現體（Semel fac t ive )和 










的表達形式差異’全取決於動詞本身的“詞義表達式”（IjCxical S e m a n t i c 
R e p r e s e n t a t i o n ) ° 
根據對視點體的初步調查硏究，我們暫未在香港手語中發現視點的體屈折 
變化 ( A s p e c t u a l I n f l e c t i o n )和未完成體標記（ I m p e r f e c t i v e m a r k e r ) ° 相反’我們卻 
觀察到香港手語存在著一個完成標記（ P e r f e c t i v e m a r k e r ) “完” 
("FINISH")。完成體標記的含意取決於埸景的結尾種類’有時候則由打手語 




V i e w p o i n t ) o視點的轉變直接弓「致場景轉移（Situation S h i f t ) ’最終導致衍生場景 
( D e r i v e d S i t u a t i o n )的出現。 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.0 Introduction 
It is an undeniable fact that aspectual categories are not language specific, but 
are perceptually and cognitively based. Children make aspectual distinctions easily 
without being taught. It has been proposed that Aspect is also a major semantic 
category in signed languages grammar. However, sign and spoken languages differ in 
the realization of aspectual meaning. In a visual-gestural modality, it is observed that 
signed languages express aspectual meaning mainly by "movement". This thesis will 
explore Aspect in Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL), especially Situation Aspect. 
We will start our discussion by first giving a brief definition of Aspect in section 1.1. 
1.1 Aspect: a definition 
'Aspect ' originates from the Latin word aspicere; the latter translated as ‘look’ 
in English. It means view or perspective (Vogel 1997:70-71). It also corresponds to 
the Russian word vid, which is glossed as ‘view’ in English (Brinton 1988:2). The 
term 'Aspect' was introduced to the western grammatical tradition in the early 19th 
century through the study of Slavic, a language spoken in East Europe. During that 
period of study, ‘Aspect, referred to the presentation of a speaker's viewpoints such 
as perfective and imperfective on events through morphological markings. Recently, 
linguists come to appreciate the relation between viewpoint and situation structure. 
Comrie (1976) argues that the internal temporal properties of situations also 
contribute to aspectual meaning. 
1 
Comrie (1976) states that, 
(1) ‘Aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency 
of a situation'. (Comrie 1976:3) 
Similarly, Smith (1997) also asserts that, 
(2) 'Aspect is the semantic domain of the temporal structure of situations and 
their presentation., (Smith 1997:1) 
From the definitions given by Comrie (1976) and Smith (1997), we can see that 
the definition of 'Aspect ' has been broadened to comprise the notions of the 
grammaticalized viewpoints and temporal properties of situation. 
The aspectual meaning of a sentence is made up of two kinds of information: i) 
a situation is presented from a particular viewpoint or focus and; ii) the situation 
itself is implicitly classified into different types according to its intrinsic temporal 
features. Smith (1997) names the semantic domains that aspectual viewpoints project 
on situations 'Viewpoint Aspect' and the internal temporal features of situations 
'Situation Aspect'. She proposes that the distinction between 'Viewpoint Aspect，and 
'Situation Aspect' is crucial. They are equally important as they interact to bring 
forth the comprehensive aspectual meanings of a sentence. Smith (1997) regards 
‘Viewpoint Aspect' and 'Situation Aspect, as two components of aspect. The details 
of the two components of Aspect will be discussed in Chapter 2. In this thesis, 1 will 
primarily adopt Smith's (1997) Two-component Theory' to investigate ‘Aspect’ in 
Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL). Since the focus of this thesis is on Situation 
Aspect, which is developed on the basis of verb classification, I would like to give a 
brief overview about the development and other alternate analyses of verb classes. 
2 
1.2 Analyses of verb classes 
The study of verb classification originates from the Ancient Greek philosopher 
Aristotle. Aristotle distinguished ekhein (translated as state) from energein 
(translated as activity) in De Animo and made a difference between inclusive 
energiai (translated as "actualities") and kinesis (translated as "movemenl') in 
Metaphysics (1048b). In the modern linguistic literature, Ryle (1949) is the first 
scholar to discuss verb classes. Ryle identifies 'state' and he uses the term 
‘achievement, for verbs with a resultative state. He distinguishes ‘achievement’ from 
'task verb'. 'Task verb' refers to an activity without a change of state. Later, Kenny 
(1963) proposes that there are 3 classes of verbs, namely, 'state', 'activity' and 
'performance'. 'Performance' verbs are equivalent to both 'accomplishment" and 
'achievement' verbs in Vendler's (1967) quadripartition. 
Both Ryle (1949) and Kenny (1963) interpret the Aristotelian distinction in a 
tripartition. It is Vendler (1967) who first proposes a quadripartition of verbs: ‘state，’ 
'activity', 'accomplishment' and 'achievement'. He gives many examples (which he 
calls 'unambiguous cases') of each type of verbs based on English. Some of them are 
listed in Table 1.1 
Table 1.1 Examples ofVendler 's (1967) Four Verb Types 
Activity term: run, walk, swim, push or pull something 
paint a picture’ make a chair, build a house, uive or attend a class, play 
Accomplishment term: ^ m e of chess, recover from illness, grow up 
. recognize, realize, spot and identify something, lose or find an object, 
Achievement term: reach the summit, win the race, cross the border 
State term: love, know, like, want, hate, dominate somebody or something 
3 
He distinguishes the four classes of verbs according to time schemata, which 
refer to the inherent temporal properties of verbs. The semantic distinction of 
duration and definiteness of time are the main parameters of the schemata, which 
will be elaborated with Vendler's own descriptions below (Vendler 1967:106): 
(3) Activity term: A was running at time t means that time instant I is on a time 
stretch throughout which A was running. 
Accomplishment term: A was drawing a circle at t means that t is on the 
time stretch in which A drew that circle. 
Achievement term: A won a race hetM>een tj and t] means that the time 
instant at which A won the race is between // and tj 
State term: A loved somebody from // to h means that at any instant 
between // and h A loved thai person. 
From description (3), one clearly observes that the emphasis rests with how 
time is perceived with respect to the verb types. The four classes are on equal footing 
rather than partially ordered. This is because Vendler identifies the four classes of 
verbs as four individual categories. No category is treated as a sub-class of another 
one. Vendler's (1967) classification of verb generates a matrix of temporal features 
as illustrated in Table 1.2 below. 
Table 1.2 Underlying matrix of the four ‘Vendler-classes’ 
-Durative + Durative 
-Definite State Activity 
+ Definite Achievement Accomplishment 
The temporal feature [士Definite] refers to the 'definiteness of the temporal unit’ 
and [士Durative] refers to the notion of 'duration' in Table 1.2. The terms inslanf and 
stretch and the articles a, the and any in (3) imply the 'duration' and 'definiteness of 
the temporal unit' of each verb class respectively. The indefinite articles any and a 
used to delimit the time in State and Activity indicate that the two classes of verb do 
4 
not denote a definite temporal natural endpoint (i.e. -Definite). Conversely, both 
descriptions of Accomplishment and Achievement contain the definite article the. 
This shows that both verbs classes denote a definite natural endpoint (十Definite). 
Moreover, Activities and Accomplishments are conceived of as processes going on at 
time stretches, which are durative in time. Yet Achievements and States are viewed 
at time instants, which are non-durative. 
Actually Vendler's analysis of verb classes includes not just the lexical verbs. 
Other components of the situation like the direct objects also affect the inherent 
temporal properties of the situations in his examples and analysis. For example, the 
direct object ‘a picture' in his accomplishment term 'paint a picture, denotes a 
definite natural endpoint to the situation. On the other hand, the verb 'paint, will be 
regarded as 'activity term' in his classification, which progresses indefinitely in time 
without a definite natural endpoint. Besides, the verbs and examples mentioned in 
the Vendler's classification only focus on the verbs related to human agency. All the 
subjects in the examples illustrated are human beings. 
Unlike Vendler (1967) who assigns an equal footing to the verb classcs. many-
linguists introduce a partial ordering approach (Mourelatos 1978, Dowty 1979. 
Verkuyl 1972, 1989，1993 & Tenny 1987, 1994). They propose that the verb classes 
form a hierarchy. Some verb classes are more fundamental than the others and should 
be ranked higher. The lower ranked classes are sub-classes. 
Mourelatos (1978) develops the classification of situations on the basis of 
5 
Kenny's (1963) tripartition. He proposes that situations include State and Occurrence. 
Occurrence actually means 'action' to him. Thus State means ‘non-action,. 
Occurrence is further classified into Process and Event. As explained by Mourelatos, 
Process is actually a counterpart of Activity; and Event is the same as Performance. 
He suggests that there is a secondary division of Events, which includes 
Development and Punctual Occurrence. The two subdivisions are equivalent to 
Vendler's Accomplishment and Achievement respectively. The illustration of 
Mourelatos's trichotomy can be referred to Figure 1.3. 
Figure 1.3 Trichotomy of situations by Mourelatos (1978:423) 
situation 
I ‘ 1 
state occurrence (action) 
r — ^ 1 
process (activities) event (performances) 
I — — 1 
development punctual occurrence 
(accomplishments) (achievements) 
The classification of situations by Mourelatos actually focuses on the semantic 
distinction of dynamism, boundedness of situation and duration of time. He regards 
the notion of dynamism as the most basic features to differentiate State from 
Occurrence. The boundedness of the situation further classifies Process from Event 
However, the criterion of duration is considered as a secondary division to further 
differentiate Development from Punctual Occurrence. 
A 'Reductionist Analysis' of the aspectual class is proposed by Dowty (1979) to 
reproduce Vendler's classification. He puts forwards the hypothesis that ‘different 
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aspectual properties of the various kinds of verbs can be explained by postulating a 
single homogeneous class of predicate—stative predicate—plus aspectual operators 
CAUSE, BECOME and DO’ (Dowty 1979:71). He calls this proposition 'Aspect 
Calculus' (Dowty 1979:71). The representations of Vendler's four categories by the 
Calculus are shown in Table 1.4. 
Table 1.4 Aspect Calculus by Dowty (1979:123-5) 
Aspectual Classes Formulas Examples 
State TT N ( g I. • • • , a N) John knows the answer. 
Activity DO ( a i，[ tt „ ( a i.. . . ’ a " ) ] ) John is walking. 
Achievement BECOME [ tt „ ( a ,.. . . , a „ ) ] John discovered the solution. 
A [[DO ( a , , [ 7r„ { a , . . . , a " )])] CAUSE , , , , . . , Accomplishment L � 广 二 v m John broke the window. “ [ B E C O M E L P m C P l . - - - , Pm)] ] ] 
The formulae ttn ( a i’. • .，an ) andpm ( P i，• . .，Pm ) stand for stative 
predicates of different stages, which Dowty considers the most elementary. The 
operator DO signifies a dynamic and durative action, whereas the operator BECOMF 
indicates the inchoativeness. The operator CAUSE functions as a sentential 
connective in the combination of DO and BECOME to show a complex event 
structure of Accomplishment 
Furthermore, Dowty revises Vendler's verb classification by constructing ‘five 
partially cross-classifying semantic distinctions' (Dowty 1979:183). The five 
distinctions are: (a) Momentary vs. Interval Predicates; (b) Predicates with Changes 
vs. Predicate without Change; (c) Definite Change-of-state Predicates vs. Indefinite 
Change-of-state Predicates; (d) Singulary Change Predicates vs. Complex Change 
Predicates, and (e) Agentive vs. Non-agentive Predicates. He classifies four major 
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aspectual classes, namely States, Activities, Single change of state and Complex 
change of state in a partial ordering. According to Dowty's Aspectual Calculus and 
the semantic distinctions (b), (c) and (d), the four aspectual classes are ordered as 
follows: 
Figure 1.5 Partial ordering of Aspectual Classes by Dowty (1979) 
Predicate 
I I (-change) (+change) 
(Stative predicate) (Operator(s) + Stative Predicates) 
[States] I I I 
(indefinite) (definite) 
(DO + Stative Predicate) ( . . .BECOME Stative Predicate) 
[Activities] ^ 1 
(Complex) (Singulary) 
(CAUSE (BECOME Stative Predicate) (BECOME Stative Predicate) 
[Accomplishments] [Achievements] 
Dowty first distinguishes Stative from Non-stative with the feature [ 土Change]. 
Actually, the notion of 'Change' in his analysis is equivalent to 'Dynamism' . Stative 
is [-Change]. He further divides Non-statives according to the feature [土 Defmite] . 
The definiteness of change of state corresponds to the notion of 'Boundediiess' or 
Tel ici ty ' . The non-statives, which lack a definite endpoint of change, are Activities. 
The Non-statives with a definite endpoint of change are telic/bounded in meaning 
and they are further differentiated by the feature [土 C o m p l e x ] � P r i n c i p a l l y , the more 
complex levels of change of state, the more durative the situation is. Thus, we can 
roughly relate the feature [土 Complex] with the duration of situation. In fact. 
Dowty's aspectual classes o f 'S ing le change of state' and 'Complex change of state' 
‘ T h e feature [+Complex] implies [-Singulary] and [-Complex] implies [+Singulary]. 
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are analogous to Vendler's Achievement and Accomplishment respectively. 
Although Dowty uses five distinctions to classify aspectual classes, only three 
of them actually differentiate the four major classes of verbs in his analysis (see 
Table 1.6 below). 
Table 1.6 Underlying matrix of the Aspectual Classes by Dowty (1979) 
Change Definite Complex IMomentary Agentive i 
States - 0" 0 ±(habitual) 土 
Activities + - 0 ±(habitual) 土 
Complex change of state + + + ±(habitual) 土 
Single change of state + + - ±(habitual) 土 
Dowty deals with both agentive and non-ageiitive cases in each class of verbs. 
Thus, the distinction of agentivity is not a factor for distinguishing the classification 
of verbs. Besides, the distinction of momentary vs. interval is not clearly defined. 
The criterion used to support the distinction is the progressive form (ProgF). 
Predicates that can occur in ProgF are [-Momentary] and vice versa. Since habituals 
cannot occur in ProgF, Dowty claims that 'habituals' in all classes are [+Momentary]. 
Similar to the distinction of agentivity, the distinction of habituals from processes 
and events runs through all the classes. Thus it is not a decisive criterion of verb 
classification. 
Later, Verkuyl (1989) discusses the Vendler-classes and argues that ‘there are no 
decisive criteria for Achievementhood’ (Verkuyl 1989:58). He thinks that duration is 
a relative and variable notion, which is not a primary and necessary criterion for verb 
2 The neutral value 0 is used in the matrix to represent the partially ordered substructure. 
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classification. He concludes that ‘there is no ground for distinguishing Achievement 
terms from Accomplishment terms' (Verkuyl 1989:58). Verkuyl follows the 
tripartition of Kenny (1963) and Mourelatos (1978), distinguishing verb classes into 
States, Processes and Events without further classification of Accomplishment and 
Achievement. The semantic distinctions for his classification are only dynamism and 
boundedeness of situations. Moreover, he shares the view with Mourelatos (1978) 
and Dowty (1979) that Vendler's agentive-biased verb classes can be repaired by 
adding non-agentive counterparts. Nevertheless, since all situations can include 
agentive and non-agentive verbs, Verkuyl (1989) argues thai agenlivity is not an 
essential decisive factor to the classification of verbs. 
Based on the two semantic distinctions of dynamism and boiindedness of 
situation, Verkuyl (1993) develops a revised theory about aspectual compositinality. 
He states that aspectuality is compositionally formed by a combination of the feature 
[ 士 A D D TO] of the verb and the feature [ 土 S Q A ] of the argument(s) of the verb. 
The feature [ ± A D D TO] is assigned to the verbs and it indicates the presence or 
absence of a process that involves successive phases following one another in time. 
As a result, [-ADD TO] is assigned to State indicating no movement while [十ADD 
TO] is assigned to Process. SQA stands for 'Specified Quantity of A, where A is the 
predicate. The feature [土 S Q A ] is contributed by the argument(s) of the verb to 
indicate the boundedness of the arguments. Usually count nouns are regarded as 
[+SQA] because the quantity of such entity can be calculated, while mass nouns are 
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[-SQA] as the quantity of such entity cannot be calculated. Consequently, three sorts 
of aspectual situations i.e. State, Process and Event are predicted. 
Table 1.7 Aspectual situations of Verkuyl (1993:20) 
E x a m p l e s M o l e c u l e s S i tua t ions 
(a) Judith ate three sandwiches [+SQA1+[+ADD T 0 ] + [+SQA] Event (bounded) 
(b) Judith ate sandwiches [+SQA]+[+ADD T0]+ [-SQA] Process (unbounded) 
(c) Judith ate no sandwich “ [+SQA]+[+ADD T 0 ] + [-SQA] Process (unbounded) 
(d) Judith wanted nothing — [+SQA]+[-ADD T 0 ] + [-SQA] State 
(e) Nobody ate a sandwich [-SQA]+[+ADD T 0 ] + [+SQA] Process (unbounded) 
(f) Nobody ate sandwiches [-SQA]+[+ADD T 0 ] + [-SQA] Process (unbounded) 
(g) Judith wanted a sandwich [+SQA]+[-ADD T 0 ] + [+SQA] State 
(h) No one wanted a sandwich [-SQA]+[-ADD T 0 ] + [+SQA] | State 
As observed from the table, a bounded Event is formed only when the verb is 
[+ADD TO] and all the arguments are [+SQA] such as (a). Verkuyl regards this 
combination as ‘terminative aspect,. The feature [-ADD TO] is sufficient lo denote 
State while the feature [土 S Q A ] is irrelevant with respect to determining state and 
process . The dynamic situations，which are [+ADD TO]’ are then further classified 
by the feature [ 土SQA]. A [-SQA] dynamic situation denotes a Process, whereas, a 
[+SQA] dynamic situation signifies Event. The compositional scheme of the 
tripartition can be referred to Figure 1.8 below. 
Figure 1.8 Compositional scheme of the tripartition by Verkuyl (1993:19) 
NP -SQA +SQA 
V -ADD TO +ADD TO 
Tenny (1987) assumes that Aspect should be considered in terms of predicate or 
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sentence level rather than lexical level. She focuses on the interface of syntax and 
semantics in the analysis of Aspect and specifically studies the aspectual 
property—delimitedness. Tenny (1994) puts forward the ‘Measuring-Out Constraints 
(M0C)3，，which is a revision of the 'Aspectual Theory of Affectedness，and the 
notion of 'Delimitedness' (Tenny 1987). 'Delimitedness' refers to the property of an 
event's having a distinct, definite and inherent endpoint in time (Tenny 1987:4). In 
MOC, she realizes three types of verbs, namely, 'Stative verbs', 'Non-stative 
non-delimiting verbs' and 'Non-stative delimiting verbs'. 'Non-stative 
non-delimiting verbs' are equivalent to unbounded 'Processes' , such as 'Susan shook 
the tree'. Tenny mainly analyzes the ‘Non-stative delimiting verbs", which 
correspond to bounded 'Events ' . She suggests that there are three kinds of 
'measure-out ' on three various subclasses of 'Non-stative delimiting verbs' , namely 
(a) incremental-theme verbs, (b) change-of-state verbs and (c) route verbs. The 
internal arguments of these verbs 'measure-out' the events. Measuring-Out consists 
of two components: a measuring scale associated with an argument and a temporal 
bound or delimitedness (Tenny, 1994:15). 
(a) Incremental-theme verbs: 
(4) build a house 
The house is the incremental theme. Its creation corresponds to the temporal 
3 According to Tenny (1994:11), the 'Measuring-Out Constraint (MOC)' has three clauses: 
(i) The direct internal argument of a simple verb is constrained so that it undergoes no necessary 
internal motion or change, unless it is motion or change which 'measures out the event, over 
time (where 'measuring out entails that the direct argument plays a particular role in 
delimiting the event). 
(ii) Direct internal arguments are the only overt arguments, which can 'measure out the event'. 
(iii) There can be no more than one measuring-out for any event described by a verb. 
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progress of the event. The process of building progresses through various stages of 
completion of the house. When the house is complete, the process of house building 
is also complete. The final stage of the completed house provides a temporal 
terminus for the event. Usually, verb of creation and verbs of consumption can have 
incremental themes (Tenny 1994:15). 
(b) Change-of-state verbs 
Change-of-state verbs can be durative or instantaneous in time. The 
change-of-state in (5) is durative, while in (6) it is instantaneous. 
(5) Ripen the fruit 
(6) The baseball cracked the glass. 
In (5), the fruit becomes riper and riper until the point that the fruit has 
accomplished the property of ripeness. However, in (6), the cracking of the glass 
does not consume time nor has duration. The change of state of becoming cracked is 
instantaneous. According to Tenny, the measuring of an instantaneous 
change-of-state is just the same as that of a durative one. It is only that the change in 
the argument of an instantaneous event may be collapsed into a very small increment 
of time, so small that it seems to be instantaneous. (Tenny 1994:16-17) 
(c) Route verbs 
Different from the objects in incremental-theme verbs and change-of-state verbs, 
the path objects of 'route verbs' do not undergo change nor motion during the event. 
On the other hand, they define a path or distance to measure-out the event, for 
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example, 
(7) Bill climbed the ladder. 
The process of climbing is measured-out by the length of the ladder. The end of 
the ladder defines the end for the event of 'climbing the ladder’. In each verb type, 
the internal argument provides a kind of scale or a series of increments that 
corresponds to the event at different times or stages of completion (Tenny, 
1994:17-18). 
Tenny's analysis of verb types also treats the semantic distinction of dynamism 
as the primary criterion for classification. She first differentiates 'Stative verbs' from 
‘Non-stative’ verbs. She then regards the notion of 'delimitedness' as the most 
fundamental semantic distinction to ‘Non-stati\'e’ verbs. She further classifies 
‘Non-stative non delimiting verbs' and 'Non-stative delimiting verbs'. To her, the 
notion of duration is less important. 
1.2.1 Interim summary of analysis of verb classes 
The above analyses of verb classes and Situation Aspect have various focuses. 
A brief comparison of the semantic distinctions adopted by different scholars to 
characterize their aspectual classes is illustrated by Table 1.9 below 
Table 1.9 Comparison of the semantic distinctions adopted by different scholars for 
the characterization of their aspectual classes. 
Vendler Mourelatos Dowty Verkuyl Tenny 
Dynamism 土 Dynamic 土 Change 士 Dynamic (土 ADD TO) 土 Stative 
Definiteness/ 
Boundedness/ 土 Definite 土 Bounded 土 Definite 土 Boundedness (土 SQA) 土 Delimited 
Delimitedness 
Duration 土 Durative 土 Durative 土 Complex (土 Durative) 
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As shown in table 1.9, the most common semantic or temporal distinctions 
adopted are 'Dynamism' and 'Defmiteness/Boundedness/Delimitedness\ Actually, 
'Definiteness/ Boundedness/Delimitedness' is comparable to 'Telicity' in Smith's 
model. Both notions function to differentiate ongoing dynamic situations from 
dynamic situations with endpoints (spatial or temporal). The notion of ‘Telicity, will 
be discussed in the next chapter. Notwithstanding, 'Duration' is considered as less 
important for the classification of verb types because duration is a relative and 
variable factor. Besides, many scholars comment on the problems with Vendler's 
classification. They think that Vendler's classification is chiefly human-agency 
oriented and focuses on the lexical verbs only. The contribution of other sentential 
components to the aspectual meaning of a sentence is ignored. Therefore, they all 
supplement Vendler's classification by suggesting an 'Agenlivity neutral 
classification'. Agentivity should not be the semantic primitive for verb classification 
so far as 'Aspect' is concerned. Besides, they give great attention to the 
'compositional nature of Aspect'. 
Meanings of sentences, unlike the meaning of words, cannot be listed in a 
lexicon. They must be created by rules of combination, i.e. syntax. Semanticists often 
describe this by saying that sentence meaning is compositional. The meaning of an 
expression is determined by the meaning of each component and the way in which 
they are combined. Similarly, aspectual meaning of a sentence is also 
compositionally formed. It is determined by the aspectual values of each component 
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and their interaction. The lexical verb consists of certain intrinsic aspectual features. 
Nonetheless, the lexical verb itself cannot determine the aspectual meaning of a 
sentence^ because other syntactic components in a sentence may alter the aspectual 
features of the lexical verb. Thus the aspectual meaning of a sentence is formed by 
the interaction between the lexical aspect of the main verb and the aspectual values 
denoted by other syntactic components. In fact, it was Verkuyl (1972) who first puis 
forward such 'compositional nature of Aspect'. Verkuyl (1972) presupposes that the 
mechanism underlying the composition of Aspect can most clearly be demonstrated 
by assuming that should be assigned to the VP. This assumption states that only 
constituents belonging to the VP attribute to the composition of Aspect. Generally 
speaking, the constituents include adverbials, prepositional phrase, super-lexical 
morphemes, particles/resultative predicates and arguments. 
To conclude, the semantic distinctions of dynamism and telicity, or duration as 
well are important to the classification of situation types. The aspectual meaning of a 
sentence is a composite of the lexical semantics of the verb and the temporal features 
denoted by other sentential components. 
1.3 Research questions 
Smith's (1991, 1997) 'Two-component Theory' adopts a parametric approach lo 
the study of Aspect. In her theory, Smith proposes that the principles that underlie the 
4 Verkuyl (1989:40) gives an elaboration about the compositional nature of Aspect: 'The verb 
needs to be specified as to its having a specific meaning element engaged in the composition of aspect, 
but that this feature cannot be identified with aspect itself, because aspect is to be considered a 
complex sentential property.' 
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domain of Aspect are within Universal Grammar (UG). The internal organization, 
characteristics and dimensions of the domain of Aspect are realized as parameters 
that vary across languages. The two components: Viewpoint and Situation types are 
hypothesized to appear in the grammar of all languages. It is assumed that the 
aspectual categories are not language dependent, but are based in universal human 
cognitive abilities. Therefore, we believe that Aspect is also a major semantic 
category in the grammar of signed languages. This thesis aims to explore Aspect in 
HKSL, especially Situation Aspect in HKSL. 
As suggested by the previous researches (Supalla & Newport 1978, Klima & 
Bellugi 1979, Newkirk 1980 and Brentari 1998) in other signed languages. Aspect in 
signed languages is conveyed through the •movement' of signs. Certain 'movement 
features' are associated with aspectual values. The current investigation aims to 
discover how Aspect in HKSL is also expressed by the 'movement ' parameter. The 
questions that we would like to ask about are: 
(i) 'How are the semantic primitives e.g. dynamism, telicity as well as duration 
realized through the movement of verb signs in HKSL?' 
(ii) 'To what extent do these semantic distinctions of verbs and other sentential 
elements classify the situation types?' and, 
(iii) 'How does Viewpoint Aspect interact with different situation types in HKSL?' 
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1.4 Thesis outline 
This thesis aims to identify the aspectual values as denoted in the movement of 
verb signs and the five situation types in HKSL. The interactions of Situation Aspect 
and Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL are also the focus of research. The organization of 
this thesis is as follows: 
In the rest of this chapter, a brief explanation of the transcript will be introduced. 
We will also review some previous research about HKSL. Chapter 2 is the literature 
review about the study of Aspect in spoken and signed languages. This thesis will 
primarily adopt Smith's (1997) model, especially Situation Aspect in the analysis of 
HKSL data. Previous literature on Aspect in other signed languages such as 
American Sign Language (ASL), British Sign Language (BSL) and Israel Sign 
Language (ISL) etc. will be discussed too. In Chapter 3, we will identify the situation 
types in HKSL by observing the movement features of the signs. Lastly, the 
interactions of Situation Aspect and Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL will be investigated 
in Chapter 4. 
1-5 Notation system 
In this thesis, signs are glossed into English capital letters, which provide the 
closest meaning equivalents of the sign. The English translation of the sign sentences 
IS presented with single quotation marks under the signs. (8) provides an example of 
a sign sequence in which the signs are single-handed. 
(8) WOMAN DISLIKE FISH 
'The woman dislikes fish.' 
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For sentences that involve both hands, three separate rows of transcriptions are used: 
(9) DH: MALE CL: PERSON \ 
BH: TREE � C L : PERSON—STAND—UNDER—TREE 
NH: CL: TREE- Z 
‘ 'A man is standing under a tree.' 
'CL' stands for 'classifier predicate. In (9), ‘TREE’ is a two-handed signs, which 
is articulated by both hands (i.e. BH). The c l a s s i f i e ^ r the j ree ( C I ^ ^ R E E ) is made 
by the non-dominant hand (i.e. NH). The broken line indicates thaMhe preceding 
� ——— 
sign (CL: TREE) is held for a stretch of time. The signs MALE and the classifier 
� ‘ ^ 
sign of a person (CL: PERSON) are formed by the dominant hand (DH). The last 
sign ‘CL: PERSON—STAND—UNDER—TREE，is a complex polymorphemic 
classifier predicate which involves two arguments: the classifier of the tree and the 
classifier of the person. The connecting lines indicate the way that the two 
independent signs combine to form a complex predicate. Other notation conventions 
that are used in this thesis are shown in Table 1.10 below: 
Table 1.10 Notation conventions 
— ~ - ' • -丨 ‘ — ) 
S o m e t i m e s t w o or more single s igns toge ther form a c o m p o u n d sign’ 
pr- p which cor responds , to a s ingle word in Engl ish . T h e c o m p o n e n t s of a 
l ^ b M A L b - C H l L D c o m p o u n d sign is l inked by hyphens . For e x a m p l e , F E M A L E - C H I L D 
m e a n s ‘girl’ in Engl ish . 
W h e n the m e a n i n g of a sign does not equ iva len t to a s ingle w o r d in 
W A S H h a n d Engl i sh , c o m p l e x g losses are used. T h e g losses are l inked by 
— under sco re to s h o w that all w o r d s c o m b i n e d are represen ted by one 
s ingle sign only. 
' C L ' s t ands fo r c lass i f ier , 
e.g. CL : P E R S O N — t h e c lass i f ie r of a pe r son ; 
C L : B A L L - t h e c lass i f i e r of a ball 
C L ' C L : X—Y—Z, s tands fo r a c lass i f ie r predica te . U n d e r s c o r e s are used to 
link up s igns in a c lass i f ie r predica te . e.g. C L : 
PERSON—HIT—CL:BALL—a class i f ie r predica te m e a n i n g ' a person 
hits a ba l l ' 
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' I N D E X ' represents a . p o i n t i n g si迎二There are three main k inds of 
index sign used in this thesis . Each kind deno tes d i f fe ren t func t ions in 
sign languages . T h e func t ion of each kind is i l lustrated by the subscr ip t 
I N D E X in paren thes i s a f t e r the index sign: 
i) INDEX (Det)一the pointing sign is a determiner. 
ii) I N D E X (Pro,,)—the poin t ing sign is a p ronomina l . 
iii) I N D E X (loc)——the poin t ing sign is a locative. 
1.6 Previous research on Hong Kong Sign Language (HKSL) 
The study of HKSL is at a beginning stage and there are only a few systematic 
linguistic studies done on HKSL so far. As reported by the Hong Kong Welfare 
Society for the Deaf (1987), the sign language varieties in Hong Kong originate from 
dialects of the Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou as well as GuangZhou sign languages. 
Woodward (1993) conducts a preliminary study about the origin of HKSL. The result 
revealed that HKSL has a close relationship with Shanghai Sign Language. He 
proposes that there might have been other sign language varieties involved in the 
development of modem HKSL, based on historical-comparative research on other 
sign languages. Moreover, he points out that deaf people in Hong Kong might also 
have developed their own local forms of signing. 
Sze (2000) studies the interaction of space and nominals in HKSL. She 
investigated the representation of grammatical relations, referential properties and 
the use of spatial loci for coreferential purposes in a signed discourse. Later, Tang & 
Sze (2001) further investigates the internal structure of the nominal expressions of 
HKSL. They observe that the determiner is optional to denote definiteness in HKSL 
while bare nouns are very common. Bare nouns can denote definite, indefinite and 
generic referents when accompanied with different non-manual markings. Moreover, 
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role shift may also reflect definite bare nouns. 
With the aim of investigating the inherent semantic characteristics and 
grammatical status of the classifiers in HKSL, Tang (To appear) analyzes the pattern 
of conflation and lexicalization of verbs of motion and location in HKSL. She argues 
that the morphemes in the polymorphemic predicate in signed languages are 
presented simultaneously rather than sequentially as those in spoken languages. 
Based on her former analysis of classifier in HKSL, Tang (2000) further examines 
the morphological status of handshape unit in the polymorphemic predicate. She 
studied the classifiers of animate and inanimate entities in HKSL in details and 
suggested that signed language classifiers are verbal rather than nominal. 
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Chapter 2 The Study of Aspect 
2.0 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will review some major ideas of ‘The Two-component 
Theory' of Smith (1991, 1997) as the general research framework in the study of 
Aspect, especially Situation Aspect in HKSL. Moreover, previous literature about 
Aspect in signed languages will also be discussed. It will be seen that "movement' is 
the phonological parameter that expresses aspectual value in signed languages. Based 
on the previous studies in other signed languages, some predications about the 
movement features in the five situation types are made at the end of the chapter. 
These predictions are the foundations for the analysis of movement features and 
aspectual values of verb signs in HKSL in Chapter 3. 
2.1 Two-Component Theory 
'The Two-component Theory' of Smith (1997) identifies Viewpoint aspect and 
Situation aspect as the basic components of aspectual systems. The two components 
are independent but they interact to generate the aspectual meaning of a sentence. 
The overview of each component is discussed below. 
2.1.1 Viewpoint Aspect 
To illustrate the function of Viewpoint Aspect, Smith draws an analogy between 
taking picture by a camera and the interaction of the two components. 
(1) 'Aspectual viewpoint function like the lens of a camera, making objects 
visible to the receiver. Situations are the objects on which viewpoint lenses 
are trained. And just as the camera lens is necessary to make the object 
available for a picture, so viewpoints are necessary to make visible the 
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situation talked about in a sentence.' (Smith 1997:61) 
Smith's explanation of the function of Viewpoint Aspect in (1) is clear enough. 
Typologically, Viewpoint Aspect is usually expressed by a grammatical morpheme 
associated with the main verb of a sentence. A survey on how different languages 
convey the Viewpoint Aspect indicates that there is a parametric variation in the 
realization of Aspect. English indicates Viewpoint Aspect by means of verbal 
inflections and auxiliaries. The suffix ‘-ing’ in English, which is inflected to the verb 
stem, together with the copular ‘be’ show the progressive aspect in English, for 
example 'Leo is reading', (see Table A1 in Appendix 1 for viewpoint aspect in 
English as set up in Brinton 1988). On the other hand, some languages like Chinese 
(both Mandarin and Cantonese) use lexical morphemes rather than grammatical 
inflections to show viewpoints. The lexical viewpoint morphemes are so-called the 
‘aspect markers'. Various linguists have studied the aspect markers in Mandarin 
(Rohsenow 1978, Dai 1997, Chen 1992, Andreasen 1981, Chao 1968, Huang 1988, 
Li & Thompson 1981) and Cantonese (Cheung 1972, Matthews & Yip 1994; Zhang 
1996).' A brief comparison on the aspect markers in Mandarin and Cantonese is 
summarized in Table A2 and Table A3 in Appendix 1. 
In the 'Two-Component Theory', Smith puts forward three types of viewpoint, 
namely perfective, imperfective and neutral. Smith's analysis of viewpoint is 
developed on Comrie's (1976) classification of aspectual opposition of 'perfective 
‘ A l t h o u g h there is not a uniform judgment on the category, k\ :he. zai. guo and the 
reduplication of verb such as xiao4 (yi) xiao4 in Mandarin, and :o’ zyu, gan. g^vo and hoi in Cantonese 
are the most widely and generally accepted aspect markers. 
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form' and 'imperfective forms'. Comrie (1976:4) defines that 'perfective looks at the 
situation from outside, without necessarily distinguishing any of the internal structure 
of the situation.' It denotes a ‘complete, and 'whole' rather than only a ^completed' 
situation. On the other hand, 'imperfective looks at the situation from inside, and as 
such is crucially concerned with the internal structure of the situation.' (Comrie 
1976:4) It denotes an 'incomplete' situation. Recently, Smith (1997) proposes the 
third viewpoint called 'neutral viewpoint'. This viewpoint allows both perfective and 
imperfective readings to the sentence that lacks an explicit aspectual morpheme. She 
offers a schematic representation for each viewpoint. Her definition and temporal 
schema of each viewpoint type are quoted in (2) and (3) respectively: 
(2) Perfective viewpoints focus a situation in its entirety, including both initial 
and final endpoints. 
Imperfective viewpoints focus part of a situation, including neither initial 
nor final endpoints. 
Neutral viewpoints are flexible, including the initial endpoint of a situation 
and at least one internal stage (where applicable). (Smith 1997:3) 
(3) Perfective viewpoint: I F (Smith 1997:66) 
///////// 
Imperfective viewpoint: I.../////...F (Smith 1997:73) 
Neutral viewpoint: I. (Smith 1997: 81) 
According to Smith, ‘1' represents initial endpoint and ‘ F implies final endpoint. 
The dots represent the internal stages of the event, while the slashes indicate the 
interval of the situation. Tense is not represented in the schema. 
2.1.1.1 Perfective Viewpoint 
Generally, perfective viewpoint does not apply to stative situations because 
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there is no endpoint in the temporal schema of a state. For non-stative situation, 
perfective viewpoint presents the events as closed, with initial and final endpoints 
(for durative events). Moreover, it may mark either termination or completion 
depending on the situation types. 
(4) a. Lily swam in the pond. (Activity) 
b. Mrs. Ramsey wrote a letter. (Accomplishment) (Smith, 1997:67) 
c. Siu-Ming sik zo saam zek daan. (Cantonese一Accomplishmenl) 
Siu-Ming eat ZO three CL egg 
Sill-Ming ate three eggs. 
In (4a), the perfective activity sentence denotes only termination rather than 
completion as there is no endpoint for Activity. It conveys that Lily stopped 
swimming. The perfective accomplishment sentence in (4b), however, implies that 
the situation is terminated and completed. It indicates that Mrs. Ramsey finished the 
letter already. It is natural to infer that the event such as Accomplishment and 
Achievement had been completed when perfective viewpoint is projected, because 
these events contain a natural endpoint. In Cantonese, the perfective viewpoint is 
expressed by a lexical marker zo as in (4c). 
There is an extra marked perfective marker gM'o in Cantonese. Gwo shows the 
experiential perfective viewpoint. The temporal span of gM'o extends beyond the final 
endpoint of a situation. It presents a situation as an entirety but the final stale no 
longer persists at the time of speaking. 
(5) Aa-Ming soeng go jyut heoi gwo hoeng gong. (Cantonese) 
Aa-Ming last CL month go GWO Hong Kong 
Aa-Ming went to Hong Kong last month (no longer there on the same trip). 
Example (5) conveys a perfective situation that Aa-Ming went to Hong Kong, 
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but is no longer in Hong Kong now. There is a discontinuity between the final stage 
of the situation i.e. being in Hong Kong and the current state of affair i.e. at the time 
of speaking. 
2.1.1.2 Imperfective Viewpoint 
Imperfective viewpoints present part of a situation with no information about its 
endpoints. The information conveyed by imperfectives is open. Usually, imperfective 
viewpoint spans only an interval which is internal to a situation. English uses the 
progressive inflection to express imperfective viewpoint while Cantonese uses the 
imperfective marker gun. 
(6) a. Kelly was singing. (Activity) (Smith 1997:74) 
b. Ross was climbing a tree. (Accomplishment) (Smith 1997:74) 
c. *Bill was knowing the answer. (Stative) (Smith 1997:74) 
d. *Keoi geng gan lou-syu. (Cantonese一Stative) 
he/she fear GAN mouse 
*He/she is fearing mice. 
Since the progressive form denotes dynamism, it is incompatible with statives in 
English (6c) and Cantonese (6d). The viewpoints projected on the activity (6a) and 
accomplishment (6b) indicate neither the initial nor final endpoint. It just focuses on 
a time interval within the process. In (6a), the readers do not know when Kelly 
started to sing and when she will stop. In (6b), one may think of the scenario that 
Ross's feet had left the ground and he was on the way to the treetop. However, we 
cannot see his arrival to the treetop. Sometimes, imperfective viewpoints may focus 
on the external stages in a situation. They may be the preliminary and/or the 
resiiltative stages of a situation. For example, 
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(7) a. She is winning the race. (Achievement) (Smith 1997:75) 
b. *Keoi jeng gan coi paau (Cantonese—Achievement) 
she win GAN race run 
She is winning the race 
(8) a. The statue is standing on the corner. (State) (Smith 1997:76) 
b. Dou miin soeng-min se-zyu sei go zi. (Cantonese—State) 
CL door oil write-ZYU 4 CL character 
Four characters are written on the door. 
In principle, the instantaneous achievement is not compatible with the 
imperfective viewpoint, as it has no internal stages. Nonetheless, the imperfective in 
(7a) focuses on the preliminary stages of the event rather than the final change of 
state i.e. victory. English has imperfective Achievements but basically, Cantonese 
does not.2 Therefore (7b) is ungrammatical. On the other hand, (8a) and (8b) show 
the resultative state of a telic event. Zyu in (8b) are stative imperfective markers in 
Cantonese. All (8a) and (8b) focuses on the interval after the change of state. In (8a), 
the focus is on the resultant interval after the standing of the statue on the corner. (8b) 
shows the resultant state of the telic event of writing four characters on the door. The 
temporal schema of resultative imperfective viewpoint is as follows: 
(9) Resultative imperfective viewpoint: I. . . . .F.. .//// . . . (Smith 1997:77) 
2.1.1.3 Neutral Viewpoint 
Apart from the perfective and imperfective viewpoint. Smith argues that even 
sentences with no explicit aspectual morpheme have an aspectual viewpoint. The 
neutral viewpoint is the default viewpoint for such sentences. It provides partial 
2 Basically, the progressive Achievements are ungrammatical in Cantonese as in example (7b) 
However, in specific context, usually in contrasting previous deposition, progressive Achievements 
are acceptable, for instance, 
(a) Keoi bun-loi jeng gan, dim-zi lam-mei syu zo. 
he/she originally win GAN, unexpectedly at-last lose ZO 
He/she was originally winning, however, he/she lost at last. 
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information, which allows both perfective (closed) and imperfective (open) readings. 
She refers the sentences that lack a viewpoint morpheme to indicate whether the 
situation expressed is perfective or imperfective as Lack a Viewpoint Morpheme 
(LVM) sentences. English does not have LVM sentences. An example from 
Mandarin is used to illustrate the neutral viewpoint by Smith (1997:79).^ 
(10)a. Zhangsan dao jia de shihou, Mali xie gongzuo baogao. 
Zhangsan arrive home DE time, Mali write work report. 
b. When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali wrote the work report. 
c. When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali was writing the work report. 
In (10a), the sentence has a perfective and an imperfective reading. (10b) gives 
a perfective reading in that one may impose a inceptive reading that the event Mali 
started to write occurs at the time of Zhangsan，s arrival. This reading includes the 
initial endpoint. On the other hand, the sentence is imperfective for one interprets 
that the activity of writing was already in process when Zhangsan arrived at home, 
just like (10c). 
2.1.2 Situation Aspect 
Smith proposes that Situation Aspect of a sentence is conveyed by the verb and 
its arguments, which she calls them 'verb constellation'. Verb constellations always 
3 As claimed by Smith (1997:79)，'viewpoint morphemes are syntactically optional in Chinese 
and LVM sentences are not uncommon, especially in discourse. They do not normally occur in 
sentences with w/7e/7-clauses, because when-c\ausQS are general ly used to foreground the event in the 
mam clause. The main clause, foregrounded, events usually have a viewpoint morpheme. ' However 
not all native speakers of Chinese accept such claims about LVM sentences in Chinese Smith also 
notices the differences between the acceptability of LVM sentences amonti the native speakers of 
Chinese. Therefore, she states that ‘But for speakers who accept them, LVM sentences with 
w/7e«-clauses can be interpreted to present open or closed situations. For instance, some native 
speakers accept sentences like (10) with the two readings given. ' (Smith, 1997:79) As suggested by 
some native speakers of Chinese in Hong Kong, some of them do not accept LVM sentences in 
Chinese. They consider sentences without an aspect marker, like the main clause in (10), are unnatural 
or even ungrammatical. 
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provide the basic level of situation types, whereas other information from context or 
components of the sentence like adverbials and prepositional phrases give rise to 
derived situation types. Derived situation types are the result of situation type shifts, 
which are triggered by clashes of temporal features. Smith (1997) classifies the 
situations types according to the three semantic distinctions discussed in Chapter 1 • 
To recall, they are 'Dynamism', ‘Telicity’ and 'Duration'. The three semantic 
distinctions form three contrasting pairs of temporal features, i.e. [Static] vs. 
[Dynamic]; [Telic] vs. [Atelic] and [Durative] vs. [Instantaneous]. The three 
contrasting pairs of temporal features are used to distinguish the basic situation types 
in Smith's model. Smith proposes that there are five basic situation types. In addition 
to Vendler's quadripartition of Activities, States, Accomplishments and Achievement, 
Smith puts forward the fifth situation type, namely Semelfactives. 
2.1.2.1 Temporal features of situation types 
[Static] vs. [Dynamic] 
The most fundamental distinction of situations is the difference between stasis 
and dynamism. States are static and events are dynamic. States consist of a single 
and undifferentiated period. They hold or obtain in time which means that they are 
not progressive in time as they lack the 'stage p r o p e r t y A c c o r d i n g to Smith, only 
dynamic situations have 'stage property', because dynamic situations occur, happen 
and take place in time. They have successive stages at different moments. Yet, static 
4 Smith's 'stage property' is equivalent to 'phase' in Comrie's (1976:48) terminology. 
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situations just contain a stable period without successive stages. 
[Telic] vs. [Atelic] 
Smith follows the definition of Garey (1957) that telic events have a change of 
state, which constitutes to the outcome, or goal of the event. When the goal is 
reached, a change of state occurs and the event is complete (Garey 1957:106). Smith 
calls the change of state in telic events 'natural final endpoint'. Conversely, atelic 
events have no such 'natural final endpoint'. They are simple processes having 
arbitrary final endpoints, because they can only terminate or stop at any time but they 
do not complete and do not have any outcome. As static situations do not have 
internal stages and dynamism, the notion of telicity only applies to dynamic 
situations. 
[Durative] vs. [Instantaneous] 
The concept of duration is relative. It is impossible to set an absolute boundary 
for differentiating durative situations and instantaneous situations. As admitted by 
Smith (1997:19), the notion of instantaneous is conceptual. It is an idealization. 
Some scholars like Verkuyl (1989) and Tenny (1994) even consider thai duration is 
not a primary and necessary criterion for verb classification. However, Smith (1997) 
argues that time is a very important and basic concept to the cognition of human 
being. The notion of duration of a situation is linguistically salient. Thus, the pair of 
temporal features [Durative] vs. [Instantaneous] is included in the analysis of 
situation types under the 'Two-component theory'. 
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Based on the above temporal properties of situation types, Smith suggests a 
temporal schema for each situation. The conventions of the schema are in (11) 
(11) [+Static] Undifferentiated period of state 
[+Dynamic] Successive stages of events 
I F Arb Initial and arbitrary endpoints 
I F Nat Initial and natural endpoints 
E Event 
R Result 
In this temporal schema, the notion of duration is represented through the 
presence or absence of internal stages represented by a dotted line. 
2.1.2.2 Situation Types 
2.1.2.2.1 Activities 
Activities are processes that consist entirely in the whole temporal schema. 
They have the temporal features [Dynamic], [Atelic], [Durative]. The temporal 
schema of Activities is shown in (12): 
(12) Temporal schema of Activities: I F Arb (Smith 1997:23) 
(13) John is running. 
Activities have an arbitrary, rather than a natural endpoint. The activity of 
running in (13) goes on continually and it may stop at any time. There is no natural 
endpoint denoting an outcome in Activities. The arbitrary endpoint may be prompted 
by a time adverbial^ for example (14) 
5 Smith regards the terminated Activity as derived Accomplishment. She defines derived 
Accomplishments as process sentences with independent, explicitly stated bounds. Temporally 
bounded processes are like telic events in having specific, finite endpoints. But they are also unlike 
telic events, because there is no change of state. Sentences with atelic verb constellations and telic 
adverbials are also derived Accomplishments such as example (14). Moreover, sentences in the 
perfective viewpoint present Activities as implicitly bounded with arbitrary endpoints. They are 
derived Accomplishments too. Only those Activity sentences in the imperfective viewpoint preseni 
ongoing and unbounded processes. 
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(14) Keoi haam zo bun jat (Cantonese) 
he/she cry ZO half day 
He/she cried for half a day. 
In the Cantonese example (14), the Activity of crying terminates or stops after a 
period of time (i.e. half day) but is not finished or complete because there is no 
outcome or change of state brought along by the crying. 
Activities can be classified into three main types. The first type comprises 
processes that are unlimited in principle such as sleep, push a cart. The activities of 
sleeping and pushing a cart can carry on as long as there is continuous input of 
energy. The second type has indefinite internal stages such as eat cherries, play 
games. The arguments in the verb constellations of Activities are mass nouns 
because mass nouns set no limit or natural endpoint to the situations. And the last 
type is the derived Activities, which are the result of situation type shifts by other 
basic-level situations. Derived Activities are usually triggered by the application of 
progressive viewpoint and durative adverbial on the basic-level situations. 
Multiple-event Activities make up an important class of derived Activities. They 
have sub-events as their internal stages. The sub-events can be Semelfactives as in 
(15a) or Achievements as in (15b): 
(15) a. Mary coughed for an hour. (Smith 1997:24) 
b. John found crabgrass in his yard all summer. (Dowty, ] 979) 
Originally, the Semelfactive cough and the Achievement/ /^^ are instantaneous. 
The sentences are durative Activities when the durative adverbials/or an hour and 
all 删隱 are added. Both sentences denote iterative or repetitive meaning. (15a) 
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presents a series of cough rather than a single cough and (15b) shows the sub-events 
of finding crabgrass are cyclic for the summer. 
2.1.2.2.2 Accomplishments: 
As defined by Smith, ‘Accomplishments consist of a process and an outcome, 
or a change of state. The change is the completion of the process (Smith 1997:26)’. 
Thus, Accomplishments have the temporal features of [Dynamic], [Telic] and 
[Durative]. The temporal schema of Accomplishments is illustrated in (16): 
(16) Temporal schema of Accomplishments: I F Nat r (Smith 1997:26) 
Since Accomplishments attain an outcome or change of state, they have a 
natural endpoint. When this endpoint is reached, the event is completed and cannot 
go further. 
(17) Leo drank a glass of water. 
(18) a. Keoi sik saai dip caau min. (Cantonese) 
he/she eat SAAI CL fried noodles 
He/she ate up the fried noodles, 
b. Keoi sik zo caau min. (Cantonese) 
he/she eat ZO fried noodles 
He/she ate the fried noodles. 
In (17), when Leo drank a glass of water, the water is in his stomach. He cannot 
carry on drinking because there is no water left in the glass. Similarly, the situation in 
(18a) completes when all the fried noodles are eaten up. The completion of eating is 
conveyed by the particle saai in (18a). Without the particle saai, the sentence (18b) 
may be ambiguous in Cantonese in the sense of completion. The perfective marker 
zo denotes the situation of eating fried noodles as a whole, which is temporally 
bounded. One may really eat up all the noodles but one may just stop eating when 
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there are still some noodles left. Nonetheless, (18b) is also an Accomplishment but it 
is a derived type, which results from the projection of perfective viewpoint. The 
situation in (18b) is telic because it has a finite endpoint. The temporal boundedness 
to the activity implies that a particular amount of noodles eating has taken place. 
Alternatively, English perfective usually infers a completion. (Refer to section 
2.1.1.1 about the Perfective Viewpoint) The notion of completion is fundamental in 
basic-level Accomplishments. Activities terminate or stop but Accomplishments 
finish or complete. So Accomplishments are both telic as well as temporally bounded. 
Smith identifies five main types of result or outcome in Accomplishments; and they 
are quoted in (19): 
(19) Major types of results in Accomplishments. 
a. Affected object: [bend an iron bar], [wrinkle a dress], [break a pot] 
b. Constructed object: [build a house], [write a letter] 
c. Consumed object: [destroy a house], [drink a glass of wine] 
d. Affected experiencer: [amuse Mary] 
e. Path-Goal^: [walk to the lake], [work from 2 to 3] (Smith 1997:27) 
From the examples given in (19), we observe that Accomplishments generally 
have a verb constellation with a countable argument like write a letter or wrinkle a 
dress. The countable argument makes the event finite and thus complete. In fact, the 
process of an Accomplishment is as important as its outcome. The two are not 
detachable. If the outcome of an Accomplishment is reached, the process leading to 
the outcome occurs. The non-detachability? (Dowty 1977, Vlach 1981) of the 
6 According to Jackendoff (1972) and Gruber (1976), the notion of Path-Goal can be 
generalized to include transactions such as [buy] and [sell], 
7 The notion o f non-detachability' refers to the relation between the process and outcome of an 
Accomplishment according to Dowty (1977) and Vlach (1982). 
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process part and its outcome in an Accomplishment explains the durative nature of 
Accomplishments and distinguishes it from Achievements. 
2.1.2.2.3 Achievements: 
Although both Achievements and Accomplishments are telic situations, they 
differ in the temporal property of duration. Achievements are [Dynamic], [Telic] and 
[Instantaneous]. They are instantaneous events that result in a change of state. They 
detach from any associated process. Principally, the preliminary and resultant stages 
are not regarded as part of Achievements. The temporal schema of Achievements are 
showed in (20): 
(20) Temporal schema of Achievements: .. .ER. .. (Smith 1997:30) 
Achievements only consist of the event 'E ' and the result 'R'. The result is the 
change of state brought along by the instantaneous event. However, the preliminary 
and resultant stages are also illustrated in (20) by the dots since many languages such 
as English may also include them in the concept of Achievements. 
(21) a. Tommy is wining the game, 
b. Tommy won the game. 
Basically, the event 'win' in (21b) occurs instantaneously because there is only 
one moment in time that Tommy gains the victory. Alternatively, the preliminary 
stages leading to the victory may occur before one can really 'win' the game, just as 
(21a). The preliminary processes are related to Achievements but they do detach 
from the events. As mentioned in the section about imperfective viewpoint in 2.1.1.2, 
Cantonese Achievement situations do not include the preliminary stage. 
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(22) a. Keoi wan gan zek biu. (Cantonese) 
he/she look-for GAN CL watch 
He/she is looking for the watch. 
b. *Keoi wan dou gan zek biu. 
he/she look-for obtain GAN CL watch 
He/she is looking for the watch (but he/she has just got the watch). 
c. Keoi wan dou zek biu. 
he/she look-up obtain CL watch 
He/she found the watch. 
Many Chinese Achievements occur in the form of verbal compounds, which 
consist of a verb plus Resultative Verb Complement (RVC).^ The telic meaning of 
RVCs together with the instantaneous nature of Achievement are incompatible with 
the imperfective viewpoint, which conveys durative and atelic meaning, for example 
(22b). Only (22c) is an Achievement in Cantonese as the RVC dou denotes the 
natural endpoint to the situation. (22a) denotes an Activity rather than an 
Achievement because it just indicates the process of looking for the watch. No result 
about the obtainment of the watch is shown without the RVC dou. 
Similar to Accomplishments, Smith also points out five main types of result or 
outcome in Achievements and they are quoted in (23): 
(23) Major types of results in Achievements. 
a. Affected object: [break a cup], [tear a paper] 
b. Constructed object: [imagine a city], [define a parameter] 
c. Consumed object: [explode a bomb] 
d. Affected experiences [see a comet] 
e. Path-Goal: [reach the top], [arrive in Boston] (Smith 1997:31) 
Besides typical achievements, many other situation types can become derived 
achievements when they co-occur with super-lexical verbs such as 'start7 Tmis l r . 
8 As defined by Smith (1997), Resultative Verb Complements (RVCs) in Mandarin (as well as 
Cantonese) often change the lexical meaning of a verb by extending the span to include the direction 
or ^result of an event. RVCs occur with many verbs, usually indicating the perfective viewpoint (p. 
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(24) Mary started reading the book. (Smith 1997:32) 
In (24), the focus is on the initial endpoint of the accomplishment read the hook. 
The situation becomes a derived Achievement. Instantaneous adverbials like 
suddenly also have such focusing effect. In fact, many inchoatives^ belong to 
derived Achievement. The coming about of the events of cognition like know the 
answer results in a state. 
2.1.2.2.4 Semelfactives: 
Semelfactives are single-stage events with no result or outcome. Therefore, the 
temporal schema of Semelfactives, which is shown in (25), only consists of an 
occurrence of an event. 
(25) Temporal schema of Semelfactives: E 
Owing to the single occurrence of the event, Semelfactives are usually 
conceptualized as instantaneous. Each occurrence is intrinsically bounded. 
(26) A bird flaps a wing. 
In (26), the action of flapping a wing takes less than a second of time, so it is 
instantaneous. In terms of duration and dynamism, Semelfactives are very similar to 
Achievements. Nonetheless, they are different in terms of telicity. Semelfactives are 
atelic as they have no outcome or result other than the event. Achievements are telic 
and must have an outcome. In short, Semelfactives have the temporal features of 
[Dynamic], [Atelic] and [Instantaneous]. 
Usually, Semelfactives occur in repetitive sequences, rather than as single-stage 
9 As defined by Smith (1997:49), the term 'inchoative' refers to the coming about of a state, 
while ' inceptive' refers to beginning of an event. 
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events. Such sequences are called multiple-event Activities. Apart from durative 
adverbials, the imperfective viewpoint also puts forwards multiple-event Activities. 
(27) Peter is knocking at the door. 
(28) Go sai-lou zaam gan ngaan. (Cantonese) 
CL child blink GAN eye 
The child is blinking. 
The imperfective viewpoint entails a multiple-event Activities reading. The 
Semelfactives of knock at the door in (27) and blink in (28) are now iterated and 
denote multiple-event Activities. 
2.1.2.2.5 States 
States are stable situations which hold for a moment or an interval (Smith, 
1997:33). The notion of telicity is irrelevant to States. The temporal features of States 
are only [Static] and [Durative]. States do not have dynamism and they have no 
internal stages. States are steady and hold for a certain period of time. This means -
that they are durative but not progressive in time. The temporal schema of States is 
displayed in (29) 
(29) Temporal schema of States: (I) (F) (Smith 1997:32) 
The initial and final endpoints are not part of the States. Since States comprise 
an undifferentiated period of time, they generate the entailment that 'When a state 
holds for an interval, it holds for every sub-interval of that interval/ (Smith, 
1997:32) 
(30) Gloria believes in Buddhism. 
(31) Ma ma zung-ji mui-gwai faa. (Cantonese) 
mother like rose flower 
Mother likes roses. 
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For the stative sentence (30), the religious belief of Gloria holds in the same 
way at every moment. The state does not change at different sub-interval of certain 
period of time, so do the love of roses in (31). 
Derived States include generic and habitual predications. Generic sentences 
refer to classes or kinds such as (32). 
(32) a. Tigers eat meat. (Smith 1997:31) 
b. Hyut hai hung sik. (Cantonese) 
blood be red colour 
Blood is red. 
The eating habit of Tigers shown in (32a) is a fact which holds all the time. And 
in (32b), the colour of blood is a natural property of all animates. Habitual sentences 
illustrate the pattern of situations which hold consistently over a period of time. 
(33) a. Susan plays the piano every day. 
b. Keoi ging-soengjam ho-lok. (Cantonese) 
he/she usually drink coke 
He/she usually drinks coke. 
The habit of playing piano is regarded as stative because there is a fixed pattern 
of occurrence of such activities. Since habitual shows the pattern of occurrence, the 
frequency adverbials such as every day in (33a) and ging soeng in Cantonese in (33b), 
which is translated as 'usually' in the English gloss, or others like regulctrly, always 
and often etc. are commonly adopted. 
2.1.2.2.6 Summary of the temporal features of the five situation types 
Smith (1997) actually suggests a partial ordering of situation types, (see Figure 
2.1 below) She regards the distinction between state and dynamic event as the most 
fundamental. She further differentiates telic and atelic events as well as durative and 
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instantaneous events. Situations can be first distinguished by telicity and then by 
duration, vice versa. The two temporal notions seem to have equal footing in her 
classification hence; there is no difference between the ordering in 2.1 (a) and (b). 
Figure 2.1 Partial ordering of the situation types by Smith (1997) 
(a) Situation (b) Situation 
I I I i 
Stative Dynamic Stative Dynamic 
(Stale) I ‘ 1 (Slate) j ' 
Durative Inslantaneoiis Alelic Telic 
r ^ I I ^ h ^ 1 
Atelic Telic Atelic Telic Durative Instantaneous Durative Instantaneous 
(Act ivi ty)(Accomplishment)(Seniel fat ive) (Achievement) (Activity) (Semelfact ive) (AccompIishment)(Acl i ievemeiU) 
Moreover, Smith introduces a feature matrix to illustrate the temporal features 
among the five situation types. The matrix is shown in Table 2.2 below. 
Table 2.2 Temporal features of the five situation types (Smith 1997: 20) 
Static Durative Telic 
^ t e [+1 1+1 _ [ 0 1 — — 
Activity [ J M H 
Accomplishment [-] 
Semelfactive [-] [ J [ J 
Achievement [-] [-] [+] 
As shown by the matrix, State forms its own group with the [+Static] feature. 
All other dynamic situations are [-Static]. For dynamic situation, Activity and 
Accomplishment are durative in time while Semelfactive and Achievement are 
instantaneous, hence represented by the feature [-Durative] in the matrix. Durative 
In the original table of Smith, she puts the value [-] to the feature [telic] in State. However, 
she clarifies that the notion telcity is irrelevant to State. Thus, the matrix of State in Table 2.2 is 
modified by putting a [0 ] symbol to the feature [telic] to indicate its irrelevance to the situation. 
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situations and instantaneous situations are further classified according to the presence 
or absence of natural endpoint, i.e. the result, goal, outcome or change of state. Those 
situations consisting of a natural endpoint, such as Accomplishment and 
Achievement are telic. Alternatively, Activity and Semelfactive are [-Telic], i.e. 
atelic since the former is just a process and the latter is only a single occurrence. 
Both of them do not bring along any outcome. Nevertheless, the two atelic situation 
types can be temporally bounded. 
2.2 Aspect in signed languages 
In the study of sign language phonology, Stokoe (1960) suggests that there are 
three components in the analysis of the production of a sign in signed languages. 
They are Handshape, Location, and Movement ." Later on, two more phonological 
components are added: Orientation and Non-manual marking. It has been suggested 
in the literature on American Sign Language (ASL) that ‘movement’ is the 
phonological parameter that expresses aspectual value (Klima & Bellugi 1979. 
Supalla & Newport 1978，Newkirk 1980, Brentari 1998). There are some studies on 
Aspect in signed languages. However, most of them conducted so far focus on 
'Temporal aspect' and 'Distributional aspect,. Little has been done on Situation 
Aspect. Traditionally and especially in the ASL literature, the grammatical inflection 
of viewpoints are termed Temporal Aspect' . 'Distributional aspect' mainly deals 
丨丨 Stoke (1960) suggests that the analysis of sign formation could be based on phonological 
concepts 'Cheremes '—the basic components of forming a sign, and 'Allochers '—the different 
realization of the same handshape. The three ‘Cheremes, that he identifies are :Tab (handshape), Dez 
(location), and Sig (movement) . 
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with the interaction between situation types and the notion of plurality.'^ In this 
thesis, 'Distributional Aspect' in signed languages will not be discussed. 
2.2.1 Viewpoint Aspect in signed languages 
Viewpoint Aspect in signed languages is expressed either morphologically 
through affixes, or periphrastically by adding lexical morphemes. In some cases, both 
methods are adopted. In actual sign production, the affix is realized by modulating 
the phonological parameter 'movement' of the citation form of signs. Such type of 
movement modulation is viewed as the aspectual inflection. The lexical morpheme 
that shows certain types of viewpoint is regarded as an aspect marker. In the 
following sections, previous studies about the two expressions of Viewpoint Aspect 
in signed languages will be reviewed. 
2.2.1.1 Aspectual inflections of viewpoint in signed languages 
Signed languages present viewpoint and temporal meaning of an event through 
grammatical inflections. Such inflection mechanism is expressed by modulating the 
movements of signs. According to Klima & Bellugi (1979), inflections for 
'Temporal Aspect' rely heavily on temporal patterning, which makes crucial use of 
dynamic qualities such as rate, tension, evenness, length, and manner in the 
12 As per Brentari (1998), both 'Temporal Aspect' and 'Distributional Aspect ' are put under the 
category of 'Grammatical Aspect ' . According to Brentari (1998:20), 'the system of grammatical 
aspect in ASL encodes descriptions of both the temporal unfolding of an event (i.e. Temporal Aspect) 
and the distributional properties of the objects and persons involved in the event (i.e. Distributional 
Aspect). ' 
13 Newkirk (1980) and Brentari (1998) suggest that 'movement ' consists of a set of intrinsic 
features that denote different aspectual properties. These movement features are termed as 
rhythmic/prosodic features. The formation of inflectional forms is the application of specific rhythmic 
features to sign stems. 
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movement of signs. 
In the early sign linguistic literature, Fischer (1973) analyzes the reduplication 
system in ASL. Reduplication in sign languages refers to the repetitions of the 
movement of the inflected form of a sign. Sign under reduplication is generally 
repeated at least twice, yet the number of repetitions greater than two is 
indeterminate. She identifies three interpretations of reduplicated verbs according to 
the rate of reduplication and the presence of horizontal movement.'^ First, slow 
reduplication on sign implies continuation. Thus, the verb IRON in ASL with slow 
reduplication means ‘to keep on ironing,. Second, fast reduplication without 
horizontal movement gives the meaning of habitual.'^ The sign FORGET undergoes 
this modulation will mean ‘to be absent-minded,. Lastly, fast reduplication with 
horizontal movement always means a plural of some kind. If the sign COME in ASL 
undergoes this kind of reduplication, it will mean 'many people come'. Later, Fischer 
& Gough (1978) labels the slow reduplication and fast reduplication without 
horizontal movement as 'Continuous Aspect' and 'Habitual Aspect' respectively. 
Similar to Fischer, Bergman & Dahl (1994) also investigate the reduplication 
system of Swedish Sign Language (SSL). Their main concern is to distinguish 
M As explained by Fischer, reduplication is "a process generally consists of repeating a word or 
syllable in such a way that a new single lexical item is formed, generally with a somewhat different 
meaning form the original word, and often with some morphophonemic processes occurring internal 
to the new word (Fischer, 1973:469).' 
15 According to Fischer (1973), the interpretation of horizontal movement accompanied by fast 
reduplication is a plural of some kind. If the horizontal movement is not accompanied by reduplication, 
the interpretation is rather of a collective meaning something like 'everybody as a group’. Moreover, 
there is no combination of slow reduplication and horizontal movement. 
16 However, this kind of reduplication may also bring along some very idiosyncratic 
interpretations as suggested by Fischer (1973). 
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reduplication (of inflected forms) from repetition (of citation forms). 口 They point 
out that the two confusing processes on the movement of a sign can be differentiated 
by their duration, relevance of number of repetition and movement contours. The 
differences between ‘reduplication’ and 'repetition' are summarized in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 Differences between Reduplication and Repetition in SSL. 
Duration No. of repetition Movement contour 
Reduplication Longer 2-6 a) slow reduplication - large, almost circular. 
(0.74-1.6 sees.) uneven and stressed by a repeated rocking 
I 
movement of the body 
b) fast reduplication—smooth, short movement 
Repetition Shorter (0.14 sec.) Exactly 2 (Not mentioned) 
As reported, fast reduplication'^ means 'regularly, normally,，whereas slow 
reduplication refers to 'repeated action' or 'ongoing, prolonged action" in SSL. In 
other words, the fast reduplication indicates 'habitual aspect' and the slow one 
depicts both 'iterative aspect' and 'continuous aspect' in SSL. 
Klima & Bellugi (1979) conduct a detailed research on temporal aspect in ASL. 
As staled, they interpret aspect broadly, which includes not only recurrence and 
duration e.g. ‘for a long time' and 'frequently' but also temporal focus e.g. 'starting 
to' and 'gradually'; manner such as 'with ease' and degree such a s � a little bit，. 
Totally, 9 inflected forms are observed. Their modulations of movement and meaning 
are shown in Table 2.4 below. 
17 Repetitions of movement observed in the citation form of a sign are lexical, which are 
necessary for the well-formedness of a sign. 
18 Fast reduplication in SSL often has a specific oral, or even facial, morphemic element like 
protruding lips. 
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Table 2.4 Temporal Aspect in ASL 
Aspect Modulation of movement Meaning 
Protractive A long tense hold without motion e.g. LOOK-AT'' '---'to stare at 
( u n i n t e r r u p t e d l y ) ' 
Incessant Short tense iterated movement e.s. LOOK-AT 'to look at 
- 1 
) 
i n c e s s a n t l y ' 
Durational Smooth circular reduplicated movement e.g. LOOK-AT—'to gaze at’ 
Habitual Rapid, nontense repetition e.g. LOOK-AT—‘to watch regularly' 
Continuative Slow, elongated, continuous reduplications e.g. LOOK-AT—'to look at for a long 
that are elliptical in shape time' 
Iterative Tense reduplication with end-marking (hold e.g. LOOK-AT—‘to look at again and 
manner) and with a slow elliptical return again' 
Facilitative A single movement which is both elongated It means 'with ease', e.g. R E A D ‘ to 
and fast skim through'; WRITE一'to write 
with ease' 
Inceptive (not mentioned) Make reference to the beginning of a , 
c h a n g e o f s ta te , e . a . L I K E "start to | 
l i ke ' 
Augmentative Iterations at three or more points along a e.g. UNDERSTAND—'understand 
straight line moving in a direction determined more and more'; 
by the movement of the uninflected sign INCREASE—' increase more and 
more' 
Among the 9 types of aspect identified by Klima & Bellugi (1979), some of 
them do not show Viewpoint Aspect. The forms of signing in ‘Facilitative’ and 
'Augmentative' aspects just function as manner adverbial to indicate the manner and 
degree of action. The modulation of marking the temporal focus on the beginning of 
a change of state is analogous to the superlexical morphemes sturl/he^in. which is 
put under the category of Situation Aspect in Smith's model. The signs undergone 
'Inceptive aspect' are Achievements. Along with Fischer (1973), Klima & Bellugi 
(1979) confirm that fast and slow reduplications represent 'habitual aspect" and 
19 The illustrations of the 6 inflections for temporal aspect on LOOK-AT in ASL can be referred 
in Figure A4 in Appendix 1. 
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'continuative aspect' respectively in ASL. 
Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999) discuss 8 aspectual inflections in British Sign 
Language (BSL) as shown in Table 2.5 below. 
Table 2.5 Aspectual inflections in BSL 
IVIodulation on signs Aspectual meaning 
(a) Reduplication (fast) For some verbs like WAIT and WALK, fast repetition shows how 
long the action lasted. 
(b) Reduplication (fast) For some other verbs like KNOCK and GO, short, fast repetition 
either indicates that the action is always performed or that it 
occurred very quickly. 
(c) Reduplication (slow) If the verbs undergo slow repetition, they will have the meaning of 
'to do something again and again. 
(d) A sudden hold at the end An action came to an abrupt halt, which means that the action was 
of a sign (End-marking) suddenly interrupted. It is regarded as ‘Cessive aspect'. 
(e) An initial hold of the sign An event is about to happen. Thus, the sign may finish with this 
initial hold or if the interruption is temporary only, the sign may 
continue after the hold. It is regarded as ‘Inceptive aspect'. 
(f) A hold for a longer period It functions the same as repetition which means something went on 
for a long time. Yet such longer hold is specifically used with signs 
without movement. 
(g) Moving the sign bit by bit The movement is not smooth and is signed in a 'stop-start' manner. 
It indicates that something happens bit by bit or by degree. It is! 
regarded as 'Incremental aspect'. ! 
(h) Moving the sign slowly Something happens gradually | 
Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999) just label the 'cessive,, 'inceptive' and 
'incremental' aspects, i.e. (d), (e) and (g) in their analysis. The 'cessive aspect' in (d) 
indicates an endpoint to the sign that undergoes the modulation. It denotes a telic 
situation. The 'Inceptive aspect' in (e) focuses on the initial endpoint of an event. 
The event may continue or finish right after the initial endpoint. Some o l � t h e 
aspectual modulations seem to focus on the elements of the internal temporal 
progression of an event rather than the event itself. For instance, the 'Incremental 
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aspect' in (g) indicates that something happens bit by bit and the slow modulation in 
(h) shows that something happens gradually. The fast repetition in (a) shows the 
durative meaning of an event in BSL. For some verbs without movement, the 
durative meaning is revealed by a hold for a longer period as described in (f)- On the 
other hand, fast reduplication may also represent habitual aspect to verb like 
KNOCK in (b). Besides, slow repetition in (c) suggests the iterative aspect. 
Reduplication is observed to be the most common aspectual inflection among 
the signed languages discussed. Regardless of the shape of movement, ASL, BSL 
and SSL all use fast reduplication to denote habitual aspect. Slow reduplication 
mainly indicates the 'continuative aspect' in ASL but it refers to ‘iterative aspect’ in 
BSL. In SSL, slow reduplication denotes both aspects. In fact, 'Habitual ' and 
'continuative' aspects are sub-categories of 'imperfective aspect' , according to 
Comrie's (1976) classification of aspectual opposition. 
2.2.1.2 Aspect markers in signed languages 
The aspect marker FINISH^' has been studied widely in ASL. Fischer & Gough 
(1972) suggest that FINISH in ASL has about seven different meanings and at least 
four grammatical functions. As a main verb, FINISH is translated into 'f inish' if 
FINISH comes before a verb of action like EAT in (34). When it comes before a state 
verb like LIKE in (35), it is more likely to mean ‘already,. 
Comrie (1976) first distinguishes ‘perfective’ from ‘imperfective’. Then he proposes that 
‘imperfective’ is subdivided into 'habitual ' and ‘continuous'. 'Continuous is further classified into 
'nonprogressive' and 'progressive'. 
21 The sign FINISH in ASL is articulated by two upright '5’ hands ( . ' � ) with palms facing each 
other. Then the hands are suddenly and quickly swing around to a palm-out position. 
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(34) WHEN YOU FINISH EAT, WE GO SHOPPING (main verb) 
'When you've finished eating, we'll go shopping’ (Fischer & Gough 1972:68) 
(35) DARLENE FINISH LIKE BEANS (adverb) 
'Darlene already likes beans.' (Fischer & Gough 1972:68) 
In their analysis, FINISH that occurs before another verb functions as both a 
main verb and a perfective a u x i l i a r y ? In this respect, FINISH is similar to English 
have. However, FINISH in ASL usually comes after the main verb, when it is treated 
as a 'perfective' marker, indicating the completion of an act. For instance, FINISH 
comes after the verb EAT in (36) below. 
(36) YOU HAVE EAT FINISH SWALLOW ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR? (perfective marker) 
'You had and ate and swallowed one? Two? Three? Four? (Fischer & Gough 1972:69) 
Since FINISH after a verb shows the perfective viewpoint, it can also indicate 
the sequences of actions such as (37) below. 
(37) YOU EAT FINISH, WE GO SHOPPING 
'After you eat, we'll go shopping.' (Fischer & Gough 1972:69) 
The sequence should be: Sentence, FINISH, Sentence. The action followed by 
the sign FINISH (i.e. eating) occurs earlier than another action (i.e. go shopping). 
Therefore, Fischer & Gough argue that FINISH is also a subordinating conjunct. In 
addition, FINISH in ASL has two peripheral meanings. The first one is 'that's a i r 
which generally comes at the end of a sentence, often with an intonation break before 
it. The other one is an imperative, so-called ‘basta’ or 'That's enough! It may also 
be used as an interrogative, translated as 'Have you had enough?' when it is 
addressed to children. 
22 Fisher & Gough (1972) suggests that FINISH (ASL) is used as a strict past time marker when 
an adult signer is signing with children. This use is only limited in communication with children of 
young age. The adult signer usually replaces FINISH with the regular past marker BEFORE at a later 
stage of the linguistic development of the children. 
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In short, FINISH has the grammatical functions of a main verb, an auxiliary, a 
perfective marker and a subordinating conjunct in ASL. Postverbal FINISH as a 
perfective marker only applies to dynamic verbs as stative verbs cannot be projected 
with the perfective viewpoint. Thus, stative verbs such as LIKE in (35) only come 
after FINISH but they cannot be followed by FINISH. In some cases, FINISH even 
becomes cliticized onto the verb in which the hand configuration for FINISH is 
assimilated into the hand configuration of the previous verb like SEE, READ and 
TOUCH in ASL. 
Unlike ASL, there are two distinct signs for conveying the meaning of 
completion and termination in Israel Sign Language (ISL). Meir (1999) argues that 
the sign ALREADY in ISL is a perfect-aspect marker^^ but not a past-tense marker. 
It is because ALREADY can co-occur with time adverbial denoting present or future 
time such as WEEK FOLLOWING in (38) 
(38) WEEK FOLLOWING THEY (DUAL) ALREADY MARRIED. 
'Next week they will already be married.' (Meir 1999:47) 
The co-occurrence of a time adverbial denoting present or future time and a 
past-tense marker is not allowed in ISL. The core meaning of ALREADY is to relate 
a present state to a past event. It indicates that an action is terminated rather than 
completed. Thus ALREADY can co-occur with another aspect marker FINISH/END 
(ISL) in ISL which denotes the completion of an action. For example in (39). 
23 As defined by Meir (1999)，the perfect marker is a marked perfective aspectual marker, 
which does not only indicate the situation as a whole but also relate it to be the result of some past 
situation. 
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(39) 1 ALREADY HOMEWORK FINISH. 
'1 have (already) completed my homework.' (Meir 1999:52) 
On the contrary, completion is part of the core meaning of FINISH in ASL 
when it is used as a perfective marker in a dynamic situation. ALREADY in ISL 
obviously denotes a perfective viewpoint; however, it is regarded as an adverb rather 
than a perfective marker. The case of ALREADY in ISL is somewhat different from 
that of FINISH in ASL. 
Bergman & Dahl (1994) identify four aspectual markers in SSL, namely the 
perfect marker, glossed as ‘HAP，24, the negated perfect marker, glossed as 
'HAP-NOT', the future marker, glossed as 'SHALL' and the habitual marker, 
glossed as 'USUALLY'. The perfect marker ‘HAP’ and its negative counterpart 
‘HAP-NOT’ are marked perfective markers, which is analogous to the perfect-aspect 
marker ALREADY in ISL as mentioned above. It relates an event to a later point of 
reference, usually the point of speech, for which the event is regarded as somehow 
relevant. ‘HAP’ in SSL always comes before the main verb in the examples 
illustrated by Bergman & Dahl (1994), for example (40). 
(40) THIS ONE BOOK HAP READ 
'(He) has read this book.' (Bergman & Dahl 1994:399) 
The perfect markers ‘HAP’ and 'HAP-NOT' in SSL can be used in both present 
and past context. Therefore, they indicate perfective viewpoint rather than tense. 
However, according to Bergman & Dahl (1994), all the markers do not seem to be 
24 The perfect marker ‘HAP’ is characterized by an (non-distinctive) oral component apart from 
the manual component. The mouth changes form an open position into a bilabial closure, as if 
mouthing the nonsense word ‘hap’. 
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obligatory and appear to have a relatively low degree of grammaticalization in SSL. 
Similar studies of aspect markers have also been done in BSL. Deuchar (1984) 
and Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999) briefly discuss the aspect marker in BSL. The 
aspectual marker is glossed as FINISH/BEEN, which shows the completion of an 
action. 
(41) I KILL ALL FINISH/BEEN 
' I 've killed all (the weeds) 
(42) 1 FINISH/BEEN WIN 
' l ( 've) won' (Deuchar, 1984:100) 
Both studies report that FINISH/BEEN can be either used at the end of a 
predicate as in (41) or before the main verb as in (42) to show that the action is now 
finished and complete. Since the notion of completeness is the core meaning of 
FINISH/BEEN in BSL, the sign is regarded as a perfective marker by both Deuchar 
(1984) and Sutton-Spence& Woll (1999). 
Among the analyses of aspect markers in various signed languages, the 
perfective marker is the most common and dominant. Nonetheless, the realizations of 
the notion of ‘perfective’ vary across different signed languages. The perfective 
markers of some signed languages like ASL and BSL focus on denoting 
'completion', whereas ISL has separate aspect markers to indicate 'completion" and 
'termination' respectively. There is no lexical manual aspect marker for imperfective 
viewpoint. The projection of imperfective viewpoint is usually indicated by aspectual 
inflections as mentioned in 2.2.1.1 
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2.2.2 Situation Aspect in signed languages 
Unlike Temporal Aspect and aspect markers, especially perfective marker, there 
is no systematic research done on Situation Aspect in signed language so far. The 
earliest research that examines verb type in ASL is reported in Fischer (1973). She 
studies the types of reduplication in relation to the classification of verbs in ASL. As 
mentioned in section 2.2.1.1, Fischer (1973) identifies three interpretations of the 
reduplicated verbs. To recall, fast reduplication with horizontal movement always 
means plurality of some kind. Slow reduplication implies continuation. For fast 
reduplication without horizontal movement, it may denote habituals or some very 
idiosyncratic interpretations. 
In her analysis, Fischer first classifies verbs into statives like KNOW and 
non-statives like DRINK in ASL. Non-stative verbs can be further classifies into 
durative or non-durative.^^ The diagram of Fischer's classification of verbs in ASL 
is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6 Fischer's (1973) classification of verbs in ASL 
Verbs in ASL 
I I 
Stative verb Non-Stative verb 
e.g. LIKE I 1 1 
Durative verb Non-durative verb (Point-action verb) 
e.g. DRINK e.g. FIND 
As she defines it, a durative verb represents an action that can last for a stretch 
of time, for instance DRINK, IRON and FLY-BY-AIRPLANE in ASL. The durative 
25 All statives are redundantly durative in nature. 
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verbs that she refers to are Activities in fact. A non-durative verb or what she calls a 
'point-action verb' denotes an action of a rather short duration. ‘Point-action’ verbs 
are actually Achievement verbs in the current literature. Examples in ASL are KILL. 
FIND, FORGET etc. Fischer states that both point-action verbs and durative verbs 
can be reduplicated slowly but their interpretations are different. Reduplicated 
point-action verbs are interpreted as iterations i.e. the actions are repeatedly 
performed, for example the sign FIND in slow reduplication means 'keep on finding 
things'. By contrast, reduplicated durative verbs are interpreted as elongations i.e. the 
actions are performed for a long period of time. Hence, the durative verb DRINK in 
slow reduplication means ‘drink for a long time'. 
Recently, Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999) classify the BSL verbs according to 
their inherent semantic features. They divide BSL verbs according to the temporal 
features 'Dynamism' and 'Duration'. They first differentiate 'Stative verbs' such as 
BE, HAVE and K N O W from ‘Dynamic verbs' like W A L K . As defined by 
Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999: 122), 'stative verbs describe states or processes that 
have no obvious action' while 'dynamic verbs describe something happening, rather 
than just being or existing.' According to them, ‘Stative verbs' do not indicate aspect, 
because the 'event' cannot be said to happen at any time. It is ambiguous and 
misleading for their assertion that stative verbs do not indicate aspect. They do not 
explain the kind(s) of aspect that they refer to. If every situation conveys an aspectual 
meaning, it is only fair to say that stative situation is not progressive in time. 
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In their classification, 'Dynamic verbs' are further divided into 'Durative verbs" 
like W A L K , ANALYSE, THINK, SWIM, TALK, R E A D and WRITE, and 'Punctual 
verbs' like K N O C K , BLINK, N O D , TAP and HIT. According to Sutton-Spence & 
Woll (1999), durative actions can go on for any length of time or even carry on 
indefinitely. The punctual verbs that they refer to actually include two kinds of verbs. 
The first kind just denotes actions that 'only happen in a moment, at one point in 
time, ... in a single instant,' e.g. BLINK; and the second kind of punctual verbs 
'mark a transition so that there is only one moment when an event happens before 
circumstances change/ e.g. ARRIVE. (Sullon-Spence & Woll 1999:123) In fact, the 
durative verbs are equivalent to Activities in Smith's classification. The punctual 
verbs, which happen in a single instant and those mark an instantaneous change of 
state, are analogous to Semelfactives and Achievements respectively. The 
classification of verbs in BSL by Sutton-Spence and Woll is illustrated in Figure 2.7 
below. 
Figure 2.7 The classification of verbs in BSL by Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) 
V e r b s in B S L 
. ‘ 1 
S t a t i v e v e r b D y n a m i c v e r b 
e.g. BE, HAVE and K N O W | 1 1 
D u r a t i v e v e r b P u n c t u a l v e r b 
e.g. WALK, A N A L Y S E , | ‘ 1 
T H I N K , S W I M , TALK, H a p p e n in a I n s t a n t a n e o u s 
R E A D and W R I T E s ingle i n s t a n t c h a n g e of s t a t e 
e.g. K N O C K , B L I N K , e.g. A R R I V E 
N O D , TAP and H I T 
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The classification of verbs in BSL by Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999) is very 
similar to that of ASL as discussed in Fischer (1973). Both classifications can be 
expressed in terms of Smith's taxonomy as shown in the Table 2.8 below. 
Table 2.8 Classification of verb types in ASL and BSL 
Verb Type (Smith, 1997) A S L (Fischer, 1973) B S L ( S u t t o n - S p e n c e & Woll , 1999) 
State Stat ive verb e.g. L I K E Stat ive verb e.g. HAVE 
Act iv i ty Dura t ive verb e.g. D R I N K Durat ive verb e.g. W A L K 
A c c o m p l i s h m e n t (No t App l i cab le ) (Not App l i cab le ) 
A c h i e v e m e n t Poin t -ac t ion ve rb e.g. F I N D Punctua l ve rb ( Ins tan taneous c h a n g e o f s ta te) 
e.g. L E A V E 
Seme l f ac t i ve (Not App l i cab le ) Punc tua l ve rb ( H a p p e n in a s ingle instant) 
e.g. K N O C K 
Both discussions identify stative verbs, dynamic verbs and durative verbs. 
Nonetheless, they treat the point-action/punctual verbs differently. Fischer's (1973) 
examples of point-action verbs like KILL or FIND are Achievement verbs. The 
punctual verbs such as K N O C K , BLINK, N O D , TAP and HIT given in 
Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999) should be viewed as Semelfactives (Refer to section 
2.1.2.2.4). Other punctual verbs like ARRIVE, SCORE-A-GOAL and LEAVE in 
their analysis are analogous to point-action verbs in Fischer (1973), which should be 
Achievement verbs. Besides, both of them, especially Fischer (1973)，mainly deal 
with individual lexical words rather than the entire verb constellation as defined by 
Smith (1997). As a result, all the durative verbs in their examples are activity verbs 
but no accomplishments are reported, because there is no direct object or terminus to 
delimit the Activities. The durative verbs are therefore atelic. The two studies about 
verb classification in BSL and ASL are representatives of some preliminary analyses 
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of Situation Aspect in signed languages. Yet, they do not elaborate the way they 
identify those semantic features such as stativity, dynamism and duration in different 
verb types. 
Wood & Wilbur (2000) examine how the aspectual features like 'stative', 
'dynamic', 'telic' and 'atelic' are represented in surface forms in ASL. They use the 
following examples to illustrate their arguments. 
(43) a. B R I D G E , BOAT, CL: B 0 A T J J N D E R _ C L : B R 1 D G E — F L O A T 
' T h e boat f loated under the bridge. , (stative) 
b. B R I D G E , BOAT, PT, CL: BOAT—FLOAT—TOJJ術ER—BRIDGE 
T h e boat f loated towards and under the bridge； (dynamic telic) 
c. B R I D G E , BOAT, CL: BOAT_FLOAT—TO_BRIDGE 
‘The boat f loated towards the br idge . ' (dynamic atelic) 
They observe that ASL shows ‘stative，meaning through non-directional verb 
with or without a locative prepositional phrase. (43a) expresses a stative situation 
with a locative prepositional predicate CL: BOAT—UNDER—CL:BRIDGE_FLOAT. 
It shows that the boat statically floats under the bridge, without any dynamic 
movement. Moreover, they suggest that a directional prepositional predicate, which 
denotes a terminus, is used to indicate 'telic' meaning. For a directional verb without 
showing a terminus, it refers to a 'dynamic' and ‘atelic, aspectual meaning. (43b) 
contains a directional preposition predicate CL: 
b o a t f l o a t t o u n d e r b r i d g e , which denotes a natural endpoint of the — ―^ — 
motion. The boat stops under the bridge. Therefore (43b) is telic. The prepositional 
predicate in (43c) does not denote a telic endpoint to the dynamic motion. The boat 
does not stop at a specific location in space. It floats away continuously. In other 
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words, (43c) is atelic in meaning. In the analysis of Wood and Wilbur (2000), the 
notion of duration is not their concern as their focus is on telicity. However, we can 
observe that (43b) should be a durative event since the floating of the boat takes a 
certain period of time. As a result, (43b) is dynamic, telic and durative in meaning 
which denotes an event of Accomplishment. Similarly. (43c) should have a dynamic, 
atelic and durative meaning. It is an Activity. 
Phonologically speaking, the 'non-directional' verb in State implies the absence 
of a directional path movement. The 'directional verb' contains path movement, 
while the telic meaning is denoted by a hold at the end of the path. Thus, the path of 
atelic 'directional verb' lacks an end-hold. Besides, their analysis only focuses on 
verbs of motion and location, which contain different types of prepositional phrase. 
The representations of the semantic distinctions (i.e. dynamism and telicity) in other 
kinds of verbs are not included. 
As mentioned before, Aspect is expressed by the movement in signs. Some 
studies in ASL have identified particular movement features of verb signs with their 
corresponding aspectual meaning (Supalla and Newport 1978. Klima & Bellugi 1979. 
Newkirk 1980 and Brentari 1998). 
Supalla and Newport (1978) analyze the movement in verbs among 100 
noun-verb pairs. They discover that the distinctions in the inherent meanings of verbs 
are often marked by the different types and manners of movement in ASL. The 
categories of movements identified in their analysis are divided into three types, 
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namely, directionality, manner and frequency of movement. The dimension of 
directionality is divided into unidirectional and bi-directional.^ ^ The notion of 
directionality in Supalla & Newkirk (1978) only applies to signs with path movement. 
Since there is no Stative verb in their analysis of noun-verb pair, the directional path 
movement denotes non-stative verb (i.e. dynamic verb)〗?. This is analogous to the 
‘directional verb' in Wood & Wilbur's (2000) observation. 
There are three manners of movement: continuous, hold and restrained manner. 
Continuous manner describes the free movements across the signing space without 
interruption. Hold manner begins the same as continuous manner except that the 
signs end with an abrupt stop. For signs with a restrained manner, the movement is 
small, quick and stiff, and the hand may bounce back to its initial position.^ ^ The 
frequency of movement is identified either as a single movement or repeated 
movements. 
Supalla & Newport's (1978) analysis of movement in verb signs of ASL is 
based on the inherent temporal features of duration and telicity. They associate a 
26 Unidirectional movement is articulated in only one direction, while bi-directional movement 
is articulated in two directions, back and forth. 
27 Supalla & Newkirk (1978) did not analyze stative verbs in their study. This may be that the 
noun-verb pairs that they examined often focus on dynamic motion verbs and their related 
counterparts in nouns. 
28 The full definitions of the three manner of movements by Supalla & Newport (1978:96-97) are 
quoted below: 
a) Continuous manner describes that ‘the hands move across the signing space without 
interruption. 
b) Hold manner occurs in the signs that 'begin with a loose movement of the arms and hands, as 
in continuous manner, but end with an abrupt stop, in which the arms and hands become stiff 
and are held stationary for a short time. 
c) For restrained manner, 'there is no looseness in the hands and arms. Because the muscles are 
tightened, movement is small, quick and stiff, and the hand may bounce back to its initial 
position. Furthermore, the locus of movement is restricted to one joint. 
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single movement with punctual meaning and repeated movements with durative 
meaning. As they report, a single movement in a sign corresponds to a single, 
punctual or perfective action such as SIT in ASL. The verb SIT refers to a single, 
momentary action. On the other hand, repeated movements denote durative or 
iterative activities, which is made up of repeated punctual actions. S M O K E in ASL is 
a typical example, composed of iterative actions of bringing a cigarette to the mouth. 
Supalla & Newport also associate the hold manner with telic meaning, and the 
continuous manner with atelic meaning. They relate the hold manner to an action 
with a specific spatial end-point e.g. PUT—ON—GLOVE in ASL. The continuous 
manner is used for action with unspecific end-points, e.g. FLY in ASL, which is 
articulated continuously without specifying any starting or end location. Restrained 
manner, on the other hand, is strikingly absent in almost all verbs within the 
noun-verb pairs. It is only observed in nouns in their investigation. 
Klima & Bellugi (1979) conduct a comprehensive study on aspectual 
modulations on adjectival predicates. The 'resultative aspect' in their analysis 
corresponds to the Achievement situation type. It is because the predicate always 
implies a change of state or quality once the modulation of 'resultative aspect' is 
imposed on the verb signs. One of the examples is BECOME-SICK in ASL (see 
Figure 2.9 below, adapted from Klima & Bellugi 1979:261). Other examples include 
B E C O M E - A N G R Y and BECOME-FRIGHTENED etc. 
59 
Figure 2.9 The movement of SICK in ASL undergoing the 'resultative aspect 
r ^ M if囊 mm SICK[M:resuUative aspect] 
The movement in 'resultative aspect' is a tense and restrained motion, which 
starts slowly and then accelerates to a long final hold. Klima & Bellugi (1979) gloss 
such aspectual modulation as 'BECOME X' in English, where ‘X，is the adjective i.e. 
the change of state. The interpretation of 'resultative aspect' in their analysis is 
similar to the realization of Achievements in Dowty's (1979) classification (cf. 
section 1.2). 
Besides, Newkirk (1980) argues that in pairs of derived signs from a common 
root, such as the ASL signs BE-LOOKING-AT and LOOK-AT. signs without a path 
movement is more stative, whereas signs with a path movement is more punctual. In 
this example, BE-LOOKING-AT does not have a path movement and it is stative in 
meaning. On the contrary, the sign LOOK-AT consists of a path movement, which 
denotes a punctual meaning. LOOK-AT tends to be an Achievement in ASL 
The drawing on the left illustrates the number of cycles of the modula tory movemen t . The 
strobelike d rawing on the right shows the movemen t of the hand throughout one cycle of the sign, one 
line for each videotape field. Widely spaced lines represent rapid movemen t since the hand is 
t ravers ing greater distances between images; narrowly spaced lines represent s low movemen t . (Kl ima 
&Bellugi，1979:247) 
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according to Newkirk's analysis. The formation of the stative-punctual pair of the 
« 
sign i.e. BE-LOOKING-AT vs. LOOK-AT are illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
Figure 2.10 Formation of Stative stem and Punctual stem in ASL (Newkirk 1980:94) 
！ i ： 
a) Stative X b) Punctual • X 
' B E - L O O K I N G - A T ' 丄 OOK-AT, 
plane of plane of 
focus focus 
In addition, Brentari (1998) suggests that semantically, the verb stems that 
undergo trilled movements (TM)^^ denote atelic activities. As trilled movements are 
inherently repeated, there is no specific termination for the movements: it can stop at 
any time. 
To sum up, the relationship between surface movement features)' and their 
inherent aspectual meaning observed in the previous studies in ASL is as follows: 
(44) a. [Single movement] represents a punctual and perfective action. 
b. [Repeat movement] denotes a durative action. 
c. [Trilled movement] denotes an atelic activity. 
d. [Path] shows a dynamic meaning. 
e. [Continuous] manner indicates an atelic meaning. 
f. [Hold] at the end of a path movement signifies a telic meaning. 
g. [Tense] and [Restrained] manners show a punctual and telic meaning. 
2.3. Predictions on the movement features of verb types in HKSL 
Based on the previous analyses in ASL, we attempt to relate the movement 
features with their underlying aspectual meaning to the situation types discussed in 
T M s have been def ined as small , rapid repeated, uncountable m o v e m e n t s (Liddel l 1990) and 
have also been referred to by other names : local m o v e m e n t , oscil lat ion (Liddel l 1990), secondary 
m o v e m e n t (Per lmut ter 1992; Brentari 1993), and secondary path (Brentari 1990). 
31 T h e m o v e m e n t features are represented by a pairs of square brackets . 
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Smith (1997) and outline it in the form of matrices in Table 2.11. Owing to the 
redundancies in the pairs of features [Repeat] versus [Single Movement] as well as 
[Continuous] versus [Hold], we only use the movement features [Repeat] and [Hold] 
in the following analysis. Correspondingly, the feature [-Repeat] signifies [Single 
Movement] and [-Hold] indicates [Continuous]. 
Table 2.11 Predictions on the representation of five situation types in terms of 
movement features in HKSL 
I ‘ I 
Movement features 
[Path] [Repeat] [Hold] [TM] [Tense] [RestrainedJ 
State - + - + - -
Activity + + . + . -
Achievement + - + _ + + 
Semelfactive + + -
Accomplishment + + + - - -
Newkirk (1980) puts forward the tendency that signs without path movement 
are more stative whereas, signs with a path movement are more punctual. Hence, we 
hypothesize that signs that consist of [-Path] imply States. There is no dynamic 
movement in State but there may be transitional movements like [Epenthesis].^ ^ 
As suggested by Supalla & Newport (1978) and Brentari (1998), the features 
[Repeat] and [TM] denote durative and atelic aspectual meaning respectively. We 
argue that signs with either of these two features denote States, Activities and 
Semelfactives in HKSL. This is because States and Activities are durative in 
meaning. This predication is different from Newkirk,s observation about the absence 
The definition of [Epenthesis] is explained in Table 2.12 below. 
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of path in State. We assume that different types of States may have different 
movement features. There may be various representations of the aspectual values in 
State. Although Semelfactives are not durative, they are atelic. Very often. 
Semelfactives become multiple-events Activities when they interact with other 
components such as durative adverbials and the imperfective viewpoint. Thus, it is 
possible for Semelfactives to contain the features [TM] or [Repeat] if they are in the 
form of multiple-events Activities. [TM] and [Repeat] can also refer to other types of 
derived Activities. ^^ Derived Activities can take Accomplishments and 
Achievements as sub-events. To identify the types of sub-events in ‘multiple-event 
Activities', we will verify them by using some diagnostic tests, which will be 
explained in next chapter. 
According to Supalla & Newport (1978) again, a single movement entails a 
punctual and perfective event. As mentioned above, signs with a path movement are 
more punctual (Newkirk, 1980). Based on the data from Klima & Bellugi (1979), the 
features [Tense], [Hold] and [Restrained] tend to be observed in Achievements in 
ASL. As a result, we assume that signs having a single [Path] and containing the 
features [Tense], [Hold] and [Restrained] correspond to Achievements, the aspectual 
values of which are instantaneous and telic. 
“ A c c o r d i n g to Smith , der ived Activi t ies are the result of si tuation type shif ts by other 
basic- level s i tuat ions. Der ived Activi t ies are usually t r iggered by the appl icat ion of progress ive 
v iewpoin t and durat ive adverbia l on the basic-level si tuations. Mul t ip le -event Act ivi t ies are an 
impor tant class of der ived Activit ies. They have sub-events as their internal stages. T h e sub-events 
can be Semel fac t ives , Ach ievemen t s and Accompl i shmen t , which are inherent ly t empora l ly bounded . 
Mul t ip le-event Activi t ies are i terations of tempora l ly bounded events. 
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Besides, since Accomplishments are complex situations consisting of an activity 
and an outcome, we hypothesize that Accomplishments cannot be represented by a 
single verb in HKSL. We predict that Accomplishments make use of two or more 
verbs to indicate the process and the outcome separately. 
In conclusion, our predications of the relationship between the movement 
features and the verb types in HKSL are summarized as follows: 
(45) Prediction 1: 
Signs that consist of [-Path] or [Epenthesis] without dynamic movement 
imply States. 
Prediction 2: 
Signs with either the feature [Repeat] or [TM] will denote States, 
Activities or Semelfactives in HKSL. 
Prediction 3: 
Signs having a single [Path] and I he features [Tense], [Hold] and 
[Restrained] correspond to Achievements in HKSL. 
Prediction 4: 
Accomplishments cannot he represented by a single verb sign in HKSL. 
In the current analysis of verb types in HKSL, we examine whether the six 
movement features i.e. [Path], [Repeat], [TM], [Restrained], [Tense], and [Hold] 
listed above are applicable to HKSL. In addition, we also study some other 
movement features and investigate whether any of them is associated with particular 
aspectual meaning in HKSL. The movement features used in the analysis include: 
[Pivot], [Circle], [Arc], [Straight], [Alternating], [Contact] and [Epenthesis]. The 
definitions of the movement features used in our analysis are shown in Table 2.12. 
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Table 2.12 Definitions of movement features 
Features Definitions 
[Alternating] A movement in two-handed signs in which the hands are 180 ° out of phase with each 
other (Brentari, 1998:50). 
[Arc] An arc movement shape (Brentari, 1998:50). 
[Circle] A circular movement shape (Brentari, 1998:50). 
[Contact] Contact with a place of articulation or between the two hands (Brentari,丨 998:50). 
[Epenthesis] A transitional movement that contains no lexical meaning. It is an initial movement to 
contact or a transition in the signs that contain no path feature. It is used to ensure a 
minimal word or when the input contains setting specifications so that the outputs 
conform to the prosodic well-formedness conditions of the language (Brentari, 
1998:140, 191,227). In our analysis, [Epenthesis] is not under the category of [Path]. 
[Hold] A portion of movement in which the hand(s) remain stationary in space (Newkirk,, 
1981). 
[Path] Path movements are articulated by the elbow or shoulder joints, resulting in a discrete 
change of place of articulation in the sign space on the body or in the external space in 
front of the signer (Brentari, 1998:129). 
[Pivot] A movement that maintains a fixed point around which the movement occurs 
(Brentari, 1998:50). 
[Repeat] A movement that is repeated (Brentari, 1998:50). There is a change of place of 
articulation involved during the repetition of movement. 
[Restrained] Supertense—opposing sets of muscles tense (Newkirk, 1981). 
[Straight] A (contrastive) straight movement shape (Brentari, 1998:50). 
[Tense] Tense forearm muscles (Newkirk, 1981). 
[TM] All uncountablely, rapidly repeated movement (Brentari, 1998:50). The place of 
articulation does not change during the articulation of [TM] ’ I t usually involves 
repeated aperture change and orientation change. 
34 The [TM] of P: 'circling' and POA:' t remor ' are the only two types of [TM] that involve path 
movement and place of articulation respectively. For the detailed illustrations and demonstrations of 
types of trilled movement, please refer to Figure A5 in Appendix 1 which is reprinted from Brentari 
( 1 9 9 6 : 4 6 ; 1 9 9 8 : 1 6 6 ) 
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Chapter 3 Situation Aspect in Hong Kong Sign Language 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter aims to identify the movement features in Hong Kong Sign 
Language (HKSL) and associate them with the corresponding inherent aspectual 
values. An attempt is also made to classify the verb types in HKSL according to the 
movement features as well as other components in the signed sentences. The 
background of informants and the design of experiment 1 will be given in 3.1 and 3.2 
respectively. Section 3.3 explains the criteria for the differentiation of verbs in HKSL. 
Finally, section 3.4 discusses the classification of the situation types in HKSL. 
3.1 Background of informants: 
Four deaf informants were invited to participate in the elicitation of data in this 
thesis. The backgrounds of the four informants are listed in Table 3.1 below: 
Table 3.1 Background of the informants 
Age Sex Degree of Deafness Education 
Signer A Middle-age F Profound Primary-
Signer B 21 M Profound Secondary 5 
Signer C 38 F Profound Secondary 1 
Signer D 25 M Profound Secondary 5 
The four informants are fluent adult signers of HKSL. All of them are 
congenitally deaf. HKSL is their major means of communication in daily life. 
Moreover, Signer B is a native signer who has been brought up by deaf parents. All 
four informants participated in the elicitation of Experiment 1. However, only signer 
A and signer B took part in Experiment 2, which will be introduced in Chapter 4. 
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3.2 Experiment 1: Comic strip and picture description task 
In Experiment 1, the informants were given some comic strips and pictures and 
were asked to describe them. There were in total 19 comic strips and 45 pictures. In 
order to avoid any influence from Chinese, all the comic strips and pictures were free 
from words and verbal expressions. The instructions were signed to the informants 
rather than written in Chinese. The comics were taken from the 'San-mao Collections 
of Comics' (Zhang 1995-1998). Each set of comics denotes a complete story. 
Moreover, a set of pictures was drawn by the author to elicit some specific situations. 
Example of pictures and comic strips can be found in Appendix 2. The data were 
videotaped and later transcribed with the assistance of a native deaf signer of HKSL. 
3.3. Differentiating verb types in HKSL 
To verify the predications, we conducted four diagnostic tests. As mentioned, 
we argue that verb signs with the features [TM] or [Repeat] can be States, Activities 
or Semelfactives. In order to further distinguish the three types of verbs, the 
'Imperative test' and 'Single movement test' were carried out. In addition, we have 
also done a ‘Durative adverbial test’ to differentiate instantaneous and durative verbs 
for signs with the feature [-Repeat] i.e. single-movement signs. Besides, a ' lelicily 
confirmation test' is conducted to all probable telic verb signs to distinguish atelic 
from telic situations. 
3.3.1 Imperative test 
The 'Imperative test' is used to make a distinction between stative and dynamic 
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verbs (Dowty 1979). One can only give orders to others on things that can be 
intentionally implemented. Thus, imperative constructions are only compatible with 
non-stative predicates. For example, the imperative 'Look at me!’ is acceptable in 
English. However, it is unacceptable if the verb is stative. *'Know French!' is 
unacceptable because 'know' is a stative verb. During the elicitation phase, the 
informants were asked about the acceptability of the imperative forms of those verbs 
containing either [TM] or [Repeat]. 
In HKSL, the sign order in imperatives and declaratives are the same. ‘ These 
two types of sentences differ in terms of the nonmanual markings that accompany the 
manual signs. A frown together with an eye gaze at the addressee is the obligatory 
element in imperatives in HKSL, while they are absent in most declaratives. The 
nonmanual markings are articulated throughout the imperatives. Moreover, there is 
an optional imperative marker in HKSL, glossed as 'ORDER'." The imperative 
marker always occurs at the initial position of an imperative. The pronoun 'YOU' is 
common but optional in the imperatives in HKSL. The pronoun 'YOU' is an index 
sign, which points to the direction of the addressee. The imperative marker 
‘ORDER, and the pronoun 'YOU' can occur complementarily or sequentially. When 
both signs are used, the imperative marker 'ORDER' must occur before the pronoun 
‘ S o far, no basic word order is observed in HKSL. The sub jec t -verb-objec t s ( S V O ) order is 
c o m m o n , however , SOV order is used when the predicate involves a classif ier fo rm. Some t imes , O S V 
order is used in the case of topical izat ion. Nonethe less , there is no d i f fe rence in the word order 
be tween impera t ives and declarat ives . If the declarat ive has a SOV order, its counterpar t in imperat ive 
fo rm is also in a S O V order. 
2 T h e opt ional imperat ive marker ' O R D E R ' is art iculated with a H - h a n d s h a p e ). The 
dominan t hand pivots towards the addresses in a tense and restrained manner . 
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‘YOU，. Since both signs are optional, they can be omitted altogether. 
Examples (1), (2), (3) and (4) are imperatives in HKSL. Example (1). (2) and (3) 
contain the feature [TM], while (4) contains the feature [Repeat]: 
(A)[TM] 
EYE GAZE & FROWN 
(1) *(ORDER) (YOU) DISLIKE FISH 
*'Disl ikefish! ' 
EYE GAZE & L:RO\VN. 
(2) *(ORDER) (YOU) BE-AFRAID-OF COCKROACH 
* 'Be afraid of cockroach!' 
EYE GAZE & FROWN 
(3) (ORDER) (YOU) BOIL WATER 
'Boil the water!' 
(B) [Repeat] 
EYE GAZE & FROWN 
(4) (ORDER) (YOU) RUN 
'Run! ' 
In example (1)，the verb DISLIKE contains a trilled movement. It is articulated 
with a i-handshape (务)with the palm facing inward. The wrist then flexes and 
extends repeatedly and rapidly towards the signer's chin (see Figure 1). In example 
(2)，BE-AFRAID-OF contains repeated pivot movements tapping the signer's chest 
with a 5-handshape (、?”'）(see Figure 2). The informants did not accept the imperative 
form of these verbs. Yet, they accept the imperative form of verbs like BOIL and 
R U N . BOIL and R U N are two-handed signs. For BOIL, the non-dominant hand is on 
top of the dominant hand (i.e. example 3). Both hands are articulated with a 
v-handshape (々).The movement displays rapid, repeated flexions and extensions 
of the fingers (see Figure 3). R U N in example (4) is made up of a S-handshape ('.). 
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It consists of an alternating circular movement of both arms (see Figure 4). Primarily, 
stative verbs do not have imperative forms while dynamic verbs do. Verbs with [TM] 
or the feature [Repeat] are regarded as dynamic if they can be presented in the 
imperative form. Otherwise, they are static. 
3.3.2 Single movement test 
The 'Single Movement Test' was conducted to differentiate the two dynamic 
situations: Semelfactives and Activities. Semelfactive situations denote a single 
occurrence of an event. It is very likely that the reduction of [TM] and [Repeat] into 
a single movement in Semelfactives indicates a single-stage event, because 
Semelfactives are inherently temporally bounded. A verb like JUMP in its citation 
form is represented by a person classifier (p ) articulating repeated up-and-down 
movements (see Figure 5). When a specific context is provided in which there is an 
emphasis on a single occurrence of an event, JUMP with [-Repeat] is acceptable to 
the informants. The single movement denotes a single-stage, temporally bounded 
event rather than repetitive activities, i.e. a single jump rather than a series of jumps. 
The single-stage event is temporally bounded but it is atelic, as it does not denote any 
outcome. It is just a single occurrence. However, verbs like D R E A M thai denotes an 
Activity require the feature [Repeat], without which the articulation is ungrammatical. 
D R E A M is articulated by a v-handshape ) repeatedly making a circular 
movement while the hand moves away from the ipsilateral side of the signer's 
forehead (see Figure 6). The feature [Repeat] is an obligatory feature of the sign, 
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because the feature [Repeat] denotes the durative nature of an Activity verb. This 
suggests that Activities are not intrinsically temporally bounded. The 
ungrammaticality of the single movement articulation of the verb sign indicates that 
no sub-event is involved. 
Essentially, this 'Single Movement Test' differentiates basic-level Activities and 
derived Activities, especially the multiple-events Activities whose sub-events are 
inherently temporally bounded. This diagnostic test does not exclusively distinguish 
Semelfactives. The trilled movements or repeated path movements of 
multiple-events Activities whose sub-events are Accomplishments or Achievements, 
can also be reduced to single movements in this test. Nevertheless, other diagnostic 
tests such the 'Durative adverbial test' and the 'Telicity confirmation test’ will 
further distinguish the sub-event types. Hence, verbs containing the features [TM] or 
[Repeat] that cannot be reduced into a single movement are categorized as Activity 
verbs. Verbs that can be reduced to a single movement are derived Activities. They 
are Semelfactives if they are further confirmed to be instantaneous in meaning; and 
they do not denote any outcome. 
3.3.3 Durative adverbial test 
Besides, in order to differentiate durative verbs from instantaneous verbs in 
signs with a single movement, a 'Durative adverbial test' was carried out. A single 
movement can be a single path movement or a single local movement. Unlike 
repeated movements, a single movement contains the feature [-Repeat]. W e tested 
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the acceptability of adding durative adverbial phrase like ‘for an hour' to the signs 
with the feature [-Repeat]. Durative adverbials are incompatible with instantaneous 
Achievements (Dowty, 1979). In English, ‘We broke the glass for an hour' is not 
acceptable because the verb 'break' is punctual, which is incompatible with the 
durative meaning. Example (5) and (6) contain verbs with the feature [-Repeat] in 
HKSL. 
(5) *MALE HILL CL: REACH—SUMMIT FOR-ONE-HOUR 
*’A man reached the summit for an hour.' 
(6) MALE BOAT CL: SIT—IN—BOAT FOR-ONE-HOUR 
‘A man sat in a boat for an hour.' 
The results show that it is ungrammatical to add a durative adverbial to the 
predicate CL: R E A C H — S U M M I T in (5), which provides an instantaneous meaning. 
However, the predicate CL: SIT-IN-BOAT in (6) can take a durative adverbial to 
indicate that the action of sitting on a boat spans some time. Therefore, we can 
conclude that verbs with a single movement that can combine with durative 
adverbials are durative. On the other hand, verbs with a single movement that fail to 
combine with durative adverbials are instantaneous. 
3.3.4 Telicity confirmation test 
A 'Telicity Confirmation Test' is conducted to all probable telic verb signs in 
our data. Among the verb signs articulated by the informants during the comic and 
picture descriptions, some of them are likely to be telic in meaning. Therefore, to 
verify the telicity of these verb signs, the informants were asked whether there is 
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really an outcome, a terminus or a change of state denoted by the probable telic verb 
signs. The researcher, who is hearing, first signed the situations that contain the 
probable telic verb signs as observed in the elicitation to the informants. Afterwards, 
the informants were asked to judge whether the verb signs express any outcome. For 
instance, the probable telic verb sign ARREST and classifier predicate CL: 
HIT—AND_BREAK—MONEY-BOX are observed in the following situations: 
(7) G R A U D A L L Y M A N Y SOLDIER CL: MANY_PEOPLE_CO!VIE AT-LAST A R R E S T CL: 
TAKE_AWAY_CHILD 
'Gradually, many soldiers came. At last, they arrested (the child) and took him away. ' 
(8) MALE PAPER CL: TEAR—PAPER 
'A man tore a piece of paper.' 
After the researcher signed the situations to the informants, a question about the 
presence of the outcome in the situation was asked. For example, after signing 
example (7), the question 'Did the soldier successfully arrest a person at last?' was 
asked. The question for example (8) was 'What happened to the piece of paper at 
last?' The informants all affirmed that there was really an outcome or a change of 
state denoted by the verb signs. In (7), the informants reported that the soldier 
successfully arrested the child. As claimed by the informants, the classifier predicate 
CL: TEAR—PAPER led to a change of state whereby the piece of paper was torn into 
two pieces in (8). All probable telic verb signs are verified by the 'Telicity 
Confirmation Test'. Verb signs that bring forth a change of state, terminus or an 
outcome are classified as telic in meaning. For those verb signs that do not denote 
any outcome, terminus or change of state are regarded as atelic. 
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3.4 Classification of situation types in HKSL: 
111 the data of HKSL, a total of 108 verb signs are elicited from Experiment 1 
and they are listed in Table A6 in Appendix 1. Based on the four diagnostic tests, the 
five situation types suggested by Smith (1997) can be identified. The distribution of 
the five situation types is illustrated in Table 3.2 below. The relationship between the 
movement features and their corresponding aspectual meaning is discussed in the 
following sections. 
Table 3.2 Distribution of the five situation types 
Situation Types No. of Occurrence Percentage (%) (1 decimal place) 
State 17 15.7 
Act iv i ty 37 34.3 
S e m e l f a c t i v e 10 9.3 
A c h i e v e m e n t 23 21.3 
A c c o m p l i s h m e n t 21 19.4 
Total : 108 Total : 100 
3.4.1 States 
3.4.1.1 Generalization and statistics of movement features in States 
According to the movement features, three main subtypes of State are observed. 
Although the three types of verbs are all stative in aspectual meaning, they have 
totally different movement features. The number of occurrence and the percentage of 
the movement features in State are shown in Table 3.3: 
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Table 3.3 Movement features of States 
• Percentage (%) Movement Features No. of Occurrence Example Verb Tvpes (1 decimal place) ‘ 
Trilled movement (TM) 5 29.4 BE-AFRAID-OF 
Repeated path movement 1 5.9 SELL (generic)� 
Single path movement 2 11.8 THINK 
Epenthesis (w/o) contact 9 52.9 CL: PERSON_STAND_ 
UNDER CL:TREE 
Total: 17 Total: 100 
First, the feature [TM] is prominent in psychological state. Second, [Epenthesis] 
that ends in a [Hold] manner, with or without [Contact], is identified in verbs of 
postures and locations. Furthermore, mental states and verb of existence/possession 
all consist of the feature [Contact]. 
3.4.1.2 Psychological verbs 
The feature [TM] is commonly observed to refer a psychological verb. 
(9) DH: FEMALE-CHILD SEE CRY BE-ARFRAID-OF 
BH: COCKROACH 
'A girl saw a cockroach. She was afraid of it and cried. ’ 
In example (9)，the psychological verb BE-AFRAID-OF is articulated by a 
5-handshape (f/.) 
tapping the signer's chest rapidly (see Figure 2). This is analyzed 
as [TM]. Usually, the sign is accompanied with a slight, backward body lean. 
(10) DH: FEMALE-CHILD SEE FISH DISLIKE UNHAPPY SEE SMILE 
BH: EGG HAPPY 
DH: INDEX(p,on) LIKE DISLIKE FISH 
BH: EGG 
'A girl was unhappy when she saw the fish but she smiled happily when she saw the 
egg. She likes egg but dislikes fish.' 
3 The discussion of the sign SELL (generic) will be mentioned in section 3.4.5.3 as there is a 
comparison of the movement features and meaning between SELL (accomplishment) and SELL 
(generic). 
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Similarly, the verbs LIKE and DISLIKE also contain the feature [TM]. LIKE is 
articulated with a e-handshape d ) that taps the signer's lower jaw rapidly and 
repeatedly by moving the wrist slightly (see Figure 7). An i-handshape (； ) with an 
inward palm orientation moves repeatedly along a pivot path under the signer's lower 
jaw in the sign DISLIKE. Just as BE-AFRAID-OF, lexical nonmanual marking is 
important to DISLIKE. A frown is associated with this sign (see Figure 1). 
Our informants show a variation in articulating the verb sign LOVE. The 
younger informants articulate the verb sign L O V E without any dynamic movement. 
There is just an epenthesis to locate the hands to the top of the chest of the signer. 
The hands with a 5-handshape ( f/) are crossed and the palms contact the chest. The 
contact is held stationary for some time (see Figure 8). The elder informants 
articulate L O V E as described but they add a trilled movement to both hands. The 
feature [TM] is realized in the way that both hands tap the chest slightly, repeatedly 
and rapidly after crossing the hands (see Figure 9). The variation in signing may be 
due to the age difference of the informants. 
According to Supalla & Newport (1978), repeated movements denote durative 
or iterative activities. Brentari (1998) also proposes that trilled movements show 
atelic meaning. Since [TM] inherently contains the feature [Repeat], we argues that 
[TM] also suggests durative and iterative meaning as the feature [Repeat] does. 
Therefore, the psychological States discussed are all durative and atelic. Although 
States are not progressive in time, they hold for an undifferentiated period of time. 
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As a result, the feature [TM] in the psychological States possibly denotes an 
undifferentiated duration of the situation. The psychological state holds consistently 
throughout a certain period of time. 
3.4.1.3 Verbs of postures and locations 
The second movement pattern observed in States relates to postures and locations. 
As defined by Levin (1993:256), posture verb is a subset of verbs of existence that 
'specify the spatial configuration of an entity with respect to some locations'. Verbs 
of postures and locations can often appear in both stative and non-stative situations. 
As statives they focus on the existence of an entity in a certain position or posture 
such as ‘The books stood on the shelf. The verb is intransitive. As non-statives they 
focus on the earlier stages of the causal chain such as 'John stood the books on the 
shelf (Smith 1997:33).' Levin (1993) refers to such class of verb as 'Verb of Putting 
in a Spatial Configuration', which is used transitively. Since the elicitation materials 
refer to the position of objects and entities and do not include any preliminary stage 
leading to the posture, they are all States rather than Activities. 
(11) DH: MALE CL: PERSON \ 
BH: � C L : PERSON—STAND—UNDER—CL: TREE 
NH: CL: TREE 丨 
'A man is standing under a tree.' 
The posture verb in example (11) is expressed by a classifier predicate CL: 
P E R S O N —STAND—UNDER—CL: TREE. The verb is characterized as containing an 
[Epenthesis] to position a PERSON in the form of an animate classifier ( ) at a 
specific location which is already expressed by the classifier of TREE (see Figure 
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10). This movement halts in a [Hold] manner. 
The movement pattern in verbs of postures and locations can be explained by 
the lexicalization of motion events. In Talmy's (2000) conceptualization of motion 
event4, the movement of abstract locative verb 'BEL' indicates the existence or 
location of an entity in space, whereas the movement in abstract motion verb 
‘MOVE, shows the actual displacement of an entity through space. As per Tang (To 
appear: 10), B E L I S normally expressed by a downward movement ending with a hold 
in HKSL. The core schema of a locative state is 'site" rather than 'path' of the 
'FIGURE'. The end point identifies a site, i.e. a locus in space. In our data of posture 
verbs, an [Epenthesis] ending with a [Hold] is observed to denote a locative meaning 
without any dynamic motion in HKSL. 
Notwithstanding, there is one verb of location which does not have the features 
[Epenthesis] and [Hold], i.e. the classifier predicate CL: BOAT—FLOAT—IN_CL: 
SEA. Alternatively, the verb sign contains the feature [TM]. 
(12) DH: CL: BOAT \ 
BH: BOAT � C L : BOAT—FLOATJN CL: SEA 
NH: CL: SEA / 
'A boat is floating in the sea.' 
The classifier predicate is made up of the classifier of BOAT ( ) with an 
4 Talmy (2000) proposed a conceptualization of MOTION Event Structure, which consists of 
four semantic categories: FIGURE, GROUND, MOTION and PATH as well as two main supportive 
co-events, namely MANNER and CAUSE. To avoid confusion with the notation of signs, these 
semantic categories are quoted in capital letter and a pair of single quotation marks. Tang (To appear) 
investigated the internal structure of a motion event in signed languages, especially HKSL. She 
suggested that signed languages should be a kind of Figure-type languages since MOTION (can be 
movement, i.e. the abstract verb MOVE; or the continuation of a stationary location, i.e. the abstract 
verb B E J is consistently conflated with FIGURE to form the basic abstract tier of polymorphemic 
predicate. Other semantic components like MANNER and PATH are added to the basic tier in 
subsequent derivation. GOUND appears to belong to a separate tier if it is not the internal argument of 
the abstract verb stem. It is usually expressed by the non-dominant articulator. 
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upward palm orientation and the classifier of SEA ( ” ) with a downward palm 
orientation. The classifier of BOAT is stacked on top of the classifier of SEA with 
the feature [Contact]. The two classifiers then gently move up-and-down along a 
pivot path together, which is regarded as [TM] (see Figure 11). Despite the fact that a 
[Hold] manner is absent in the classifier CL: BOAT—FLOAT—IN—CL: SEA, it still 
denotes stative meaning. 
Similar to the posture verbs, the predicate CL: BOAT_FLOAT_IN_CL: SEA in 
(12) refers to manner of posture at a location. The [TM] does not show any dynamic 
motion of the argument (i.e. the BOAT). The boat does not undergo any change of 
location or change of state. The movement in the sign reveals a moving ground (i.e. 
the SEA), which lacks rigidity of the medium (Tang To appear: 17). Owing to the 
'moving' ground, the feature [Hold] is absent in this case. The movement in the 
classifier predicate does not denote any dynamism of the BOAT. The [TM] is a kind 
of 'Self-contained motion'^ as termed by Talmy (2000). It just depicts the manner of 
the static situation. Very often, a wiggling of the fingers of the classifier of the 
moving ground (i.e. the SEA) can replace or be accompanied with the up-and-down 
movements to show the lack of rigidity of the medium (see Figure 12). Therefore, we 
argue that the feature [TM] found in the predicate CL: B0AT—FL0AT_1N—CL: SEA 
5 As def ined by Talmy (2000) , motion may be conceptual ly perceived as be ing either 
t ranslat ional or se l f -conta ined. 'Transla t ional mo t ion ' indicates a change of location of the Figure in 
the t ime per iod under considera t ion. On the other hand, 'Se l f -con ta ined mo t ion ' is usual ly encoded as 
M A N N E R . E x a m p l e s of manner of mot ion are rotation, oscil lat ion, di lat ion (contract ion or 
expans ion) , wiggle , local wande r or rest (p.5). Signs that consist of 'Se l f - con ta ined mo t ion ' m a y not 
a lways imply a d y n a m i c situation if the mot ion only depicts the manner of a pos ture such as F L O A T 
in H K S L . Th is is because the manne r of mot ion is at rest and stat ionary wi thout indicat ing any 
dynamism. 
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does not indicate the aspectual feature of [Dynamic]. There is no displacement of 
entity in locative states. This generalization matches the observation of motion verbs 
in HKSL reported by Tang (To appear: 14) that ‘ B E L , predicates are marked with a 
zero-path component since the 'FIGURE' is perceived as stationary at a location in 
space. 
In addition to [Epenthesis] and [Hold], many other posture verbs may have 
[Contact] with the ground like CL: P E R S O N —LEAN—AGAINST—CL: WALL: 
(13) DH: MALE CL: PERSON \ 
BH； ) C L : P E R S 0 N _ L E A N _ A G A 1 N S T _ C L : WALL 
N H : WALL CL: WALL Z 
'A man is leaning against the wall' . 
In example (13), the classifier of PERSON (於）is in contact with the classifier 
of W A L L , i.e. the ground in the situation, with the back of the thumb (see Figure 13). 
Naturally, the feature [Contact] is associated with the feature [Hold] at the end of the 
sign. The classifier of W A L L is the location for the entity to conduct the posture. As 
studied by Tang (To appear: 11), the manner in the posture verbs in HKSL is mainly 
represented by a specific palm and finger orientation. In (13), the manner of ‘lean, is 
encoded by the back of the thumb contacting the location. 
As we can observe, the feature [Epenthesis] with the [Hold] manner are the 
common movement pattern in verbs of postures and locations. There is no dynamic 
path movement but only the feature [Epenthesis]. The initial movement of the sign is 
a kind of epenthetic movement to a specific location or contact. This kind of 
movement is non-morphemic. Therefore, it has nothing to do with initial and final 
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endpoints of the State. The absence of dynamic path movement in verbs of postures 
and locations coincides with the suggestion of Newkirk (1980) that verb stem 
without path movement is more stative in meaning. 
Moreover, the feature [Hold] implies a stable and persistent situation. The [Hold] 
manner at the end of the epenthetic movement in most posture verbs provides a 
locative meaning of the situation. The classifier of the locative such as CL: W A L L in 
(13) together with the [Epenthesis] to locate the argument i.e. CL: PERSON in a 
particular spatial location should be regarded as a 'locative prepositional phrase' 
following Wood & Wilbur (2000)/^  
Actually, the movement patterns of most verbs of postures and locations in our 
data, especially those containing the feature [Contact], match the description of 
'Contact Root' in Supalla (1982). In his study of verbs of motion and location in 
ASL, Supalla (1982) identifies three basic movement roots, namely, 'Stative Root', 
'Contact Root' and 'Active Root'. According to him, Stative roots contain a hold, but 
there is no dynamic movement. They mean 'be stationary'. Contact roots have a 
minimal contacting movement, which involves a very small arc movement in space 
before the hand stops at a specified place. This movement root stands for 'be located'. 
Active roots involve motion. He associates the three movement roots with different 
6 A s sugges ted by Anderson (1980) : 107，ASL resembles m a n y languages of Ocean ia and West 
A f r i c a and e l s ewhere in us ing 'P repos i t iona l Verbs ' . Actually, there is no plain prepos i t iona l phrase in 
s igned l anguages (at least in the case of H K S L ) ; ra ther it is incorpora ted with the verb . T h e 
'P repos i t iona l Verbs ' are conf la ted with the ' F I G U R E ' to fo rm p o l y m o r p h e m i c predica tes . T h e 
direct ion, mot ion and even m a n n e r of the verb are conf la ted with the enti ty in mot ion or be ing located 
in s igned languages . 
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predicate types. Stative roots correspond to predicates of existence. Contact roots are 
related to predicates of location and active roots indicate predicates for motion. The 
extremely brief movement to contact in contact roots is realized as the feature 
[Epenthesis] in our analysis. Hence, those posture verbs denoting a locative meaning 
in our data are realized as ‘Contact Roots' in Supalla's terminology. Basically, the 
feature [Contact] is a common but optional feature in verbs of postures and locations. 
Its occurrence depends on the relationship of the 'FIGURE' and ‘GROUND,. 
There are some posture verbs which do not relate to location. The stative verb 
BE-SLEEPING is signed by bringing the two palms of 6-handshape ((V) to contaci 
each other. An epenthetic movement is inserted in order to enable the back of a hand 
to contact the contralateral side of the signer's face. The eyes of the signer keep 
closed and the head inclines to the side of contact during the whole process of 
articulation (see Figure 14). The articulation of BE-SLEEPING suggests a posture 
State rather than a location. Similarly, the posture State SMILE have an [Epenthesis] 
to locate a i-handshape ((A’）or a S-handshape (fV) at the space in front of the 
signer's mouth with an end [Hold]. The sign must go together with a virtual smile of 
the signer; otherwise, it is ungrammatical (see Figure 15). Indeed, the two posture 
verbs without locative meaning have dynamic counterparts. An Activity verb SLEEP 
and an Achievement verb BEGIN-TO-SMILE are observed in our data, which will 
be discussed in corresponding sections later. 
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3.4.1.4 Mental verbs and verb of possession/existence 
The third type of States involves mental verbs and verb of possession/existence. 
In contrast to psychological verbs, mental verbs such as THINK and BELIEVE and 
the verb of possession/existence H A V E do not contain [TM] or [Repeat]. M e n t a i 
verbs are single movement signs with the feature [contact]. For instance, the sign 
THINK is articulated by an epenthetic movement to contact at the ipsilateral side of 
the singer's forehead. The hand produces an outward pivot movement from the place 
of contact (see Figure 16). BELIEVE is a two-handed sign, involving a pivot 
movement of the dominant hand in a U-handshape (f>) to contact with the palm of 
the non-dominant hand in a B-handshape ((V) (see Figure 17). In HKSL, the signs for 
the verb of existence and the verb of possession are in the same form, just as the case 
in Cantonese i.e. 'jau3'^ . 
(14) DH: HAVE (existential) M A L E G I V E O N E 
BH: B A L L C H I L D R E N 
' (The re was) a man (who) gave a ball to the chi ldren. ' 
(15) DH: M A L E HAVE (possess ive) F E M A L E N O 
BH: C A R C A R 
' T h e man has a car (but) the w o m a n has not. 
In example (14) and (15), in spite of the difference in meaning, the signs of both 
verbs are the same. The verb of possession/existence glossed as H A V E does not 
7 In Cantonese , ' j a u 3 ' can be both a verb of possession as in (a) and a verb of exis tence as in (b): 
(a) Keoi3 j a u 3 saaml bun2 s y u l ' 
he/she have three CL book 
He/she has three books. 
(b) Jau3 j a t l go3 naarn4 zai2 hai2 dou6 h a a m 3 ' 
There- i s one CL male boy - ing/here cry 
The re is a boy w h o is crying. / A boy is crying. 
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contain any path movement but an epenthesis to contact at the chin of the signer with 
a T-handshape C^) (see Figure 18). The feature [Contact] is a shared movement 
feature among the verb signs THINK, BELIEVE and HAVE (both existential and 
possession). 
As a matter of fact, the feature [Contact] is very common in State verbs of 
HKSL. About 76.5% (i.e. 13 out of 17 verb signs) of Stative verbs have the feature 
[Contact]. And half of the signs with [Contact] (about 53.8%) are body-anchored 
signs, such as LOVE, LIKE, BE-AFRAID-OF, THINK, H A V E (existential and 
possession) and SLEEP. 
3.4.2 Activities 
3.4.2.1 Generalization and statistics of movement features in Activities 
Verb signs that refer to Activities predominantly consist of either the feature 
[TM] or [Repeat]. The two features can be observed in most Activity verbs tested 
(81%). As confirmed by the 'Single Movement Test', the [TM] and [Repeat] in 
Activity verbs cannot be reduced into a single movement. The [-TM] and [-Repeat] 
signing of Activity verb is ungrammatical. Nevertheless, there are 13.5% of Activity 
verb signs which are formed by single movements such as PUSH (see Figure 19). 
These signs with single movements are proven to be atelic and durative in meaning 
by the 'Telicity confirmation test' and the 'Durative adverbial test' respectively. The 
number of occurrence and the percentage of the movement features in Activity are 
shown in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 Movement features of Activities 
“ Percentage (%) 
Movemen t Features No. of Occurrence Example Verb Types 
(1 decimal place) 
Trilled movement ( T M ) 12 3 J A T E A C H 
Repeated path movement 9 ^ W A S H - C L O T H E S 
T M along a single path m o v ' t 6 16.2 CL: PERSON一WALK 
U P H I L L 
Repeat movements a long 3 8.1 D R E A M 
a single path mov ' t 
Single path movement 5 ^ W A T E R - P L A N T 
Single local movement 1 ^ D R I N K 
Epenthesis (w/o) contact 1 ^ S L E E P 
“ Total: 37 Total: 100 
3.4.2.2 Activities with [TM] or [Repeat] 
The Activity verb signs in our data prominently consist of either [TM] or 
[Repeat]. Verb signs that contain [TM] include EAT-RICE and T E A C H etc. 
(丨6) DH: ELDERLY B O T H - O F - T H E M 
BH: S A N - M A O EAT—RICE FINISH 
‘The elderly and San-mao ate rice together. ' 
EAT-RICE in example (16) is a two-handed sign, which is articulated at the 
mouth region, but no contact is involved. The non-dominant hand is in the form of a 
6-handshape ) with the palm facing upward. The dominant hand can be either in 
the form of a 6-handshape ); a A -handshape or a H-handshape ). The 
non-dominant hand holds stationary while the dominant hand flexes rapidly towards 
the signer's mouth (see Figure 20). This fluttering movement is analyzed as [TM], 
further classified as orientation change according to Brentari (1998:167). 
(17) BH: S A N - M A O T E A C H S W I M 
' S a n - m a o taught (the chi ldren) to swim.’ 
In example (17), T E A C H is also a two-handed sign. Both hands are articulated 
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in B-handshape (^) with the palm facing the signer. There are rapid and uncountable 
flexions and extensions of the wrists of both hands. Like those movements in the sign 
EAT-RICE, the movements in T E A C H are also regarded as [TM], further classified 
as orientation change, according to Brentari (1998:167) (see Figure 21). 
Following Brentari (1998), [TM] denotes atelic actions. In all the examples that 
contain [TM] show the progression of the Activities but they do not bring about any 
outcome or change of state. Thus, we argue that [TM] not only denote atelic meaning 
but also durative meaning. This is owing to the fact that [TM] inherently contains the 
feature [Repeat] as mentioned in the last section. 
Another feature [Repeat] is also commonly observed in verb signs indicating 
Activities, for example WASH-CLOTHES and R O W . 
( 1 8 ) . . . . . . D H : B O T H - O F - T H E M 
B H: H E L P W A S H - C L O T H E S F I N I S H (perfective) 
'Both of them (San-mao and a girl) have helped (the old lady) to wash the clothes； 
WASH-CLOTHES is a two-handed sign which adopts the same A-handshape 
((7). The dominant hand is on top of the non-dominant hand with the two palms 
facing each other. It articulates horizontal pivot movements while the non-dominant 
hand is stationary (see Figure 22). Similarly, the verb R O W is also a two-handed sign. 
It is articulated by circular repeated movements of both arms (see Figure 23). 
The feature [Repeat] shows that the activity comprises successive stages of the 
process; they take time and require energy to keep going. As claimed by Supalla & 
Newport (1978)，repeated movements refer to a durative or an iterative activity. Yet, 
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the repeated movements in the above examples do not imply iterative events in our 
data. The feature [Repeat] shows an Activity that stretches for a period of time. 
In addition to simple movements (i.e. the sign only involves either local 
movements or path movement), some verb signs denoting Activity situations are 
formed by complex movements (i.e. a path movement and local movement are 
articulated simultaneously); for instance, the classifier predicates CL: 
PERSON—WALK—UPHILL and CL: WHEEL_REVOLVE_AWAY. 
(19) DH: CL: PERSON—WALK \ 
BH: SAN-MAO J CL: PERSON—WALK—UPHILL 
NH: HILL CL: HILL - 丨 
'San-mao walked uphill.' 
In example (19), the [TM] of the predicate CL: PERSON_WALK_UPHILL is 
formed by the wiggling of the two extended fingers in an inverted V-handshape 
( I )of the dominant hand. It indicates the action of walking. The non-dominant hand 
represents the classifier of the hill. It is formed by a B-handshape ( w i t h the palm 
orienting outward. The dominant hand articulates a straight movement along the 
back of the palm of the non-dominant hand. There is a simultaneous wiggling of the 
two extended fingers of the dominant hand during the articulation of the path 
movement (see Figure 24). 
(20) DH: M A L E CL: W H E E L _ R E V O L V R 
BH: C A R W H E E L P U S H N CL: WHEEL—REVOLVE—AWAY 
N H : CL; G R O U N D / 
'A man pushed a wheel and it revolved. ' 
Likewise, the predicate CL: W H E E L — R E V O L V E _ A W A Y in (20) has the feature 
[TM] as well as a straight path movement at the same time. The non-dominant hand 
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with a B -handshape ((V) with downward palm orientation represents the classifier of 
the ground. The dominant hand indicates a classifier of the wheel which is formed by 
a C-handshape (，、）with the palm facing outwards. The wrist of the dominant hand 
repeatedly twists while moving along a straight path (see Figure 25). The twisting 
movements are actually repeated local movements, which is classified as [TM: twist], 
according to Brentari (1998). The [TM] expresses that the Activity of the wheel is 
atelic in meaning. 
In both verb signs of examples (19) and (20), the path movements accompanied 
the [TM] are articulated in a continuous manner. No [Hold] is observed at the end of 
the [Path]. The [Path] in (19) and (20) does not stop at a specific point in space. The 
[Path] which reveals the route of displacement of objects or entity is durative in 
meaning, because the [Path] indicates the progression of an activity. In (19) and (20). 
the articulation of [TM] along a [Path] shows that the action is progressive towards a 
direction; however, no endpoint for such action is presented. The verb signs do not 
indicate the terminus of walking as in (19) and the endpoint where the wheel 
revolves to as in (20). Hence, the two situations are Activities without any outcome. 
In verbs of displacement of entity which involve complex movements, the [Path] 
shows durative and dynamic meaning. Moreover, the notion of telicity is represented 
by the path movement rather than the local movement. The telicity of these verb 
signs is determined by the presence or absence of the feature [Hold] at the end of the 
[Path]. A [hold] at the end of a [Path] indicates a spatial endpoint. If there is no [Hold] 
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at the end of the [Path], the situation is atelic. If the [Path] ends with a [Hold], the 
situation is telic because the displacement of an entity stops at a specific endpoint in 
space. Therefore, if the [Path] in (18) and (19) ends with a [Hold], the situation will 
be telic. (18) will mean 'San-mou walked uphill and stopped at X.，and (19) will 
mean 'A man pushed the wheel and it revolved and stopped at X，，where X is the 
specific endpoint in space. The two situations will be analyzed as Accomplishments. 
In short, both of the features [TM] and [Repeat] in an Activity cannot be 
reduced to a single movement. This is affirmed by the ‘Single Movement Test'. The 
result of the test suggests that the activity is durative in nature. The features [TM] 
and [Repeat] do not imply iteration of a single, instantaneous occurrence of an event, 
i.e. Semelfactive. The informants regard the signing with [-TM] and [-Repeat] as 
ungrammatical and unacceptable. 
3.4.2.3 Activities with single movements 
Though not many, some verbs with the feature [-Repeat] (i.e. containing a single 
movement) also denote an Activity. Most single-movement Activity verb signs have 
the feature [Path]. 
(21) DH: SELFCL:WATER—WITH—HOSE \ 
BH: SAN-MOU YCL: WATER_PLANT_W1TH_H0SE 
NH： CL： PLANT 丨 
'San-mao watered the plant by himself.' 
CL: W A T E R —PLANT—WITH_HOSE is a classifier predicate in (21). The 
non-dominant hand is a SASS^ representing the plant mentioned previously in the 
8 SASS stands for 'Size and Shape Specifier' according to Schicks (1990) 
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discourse. This classifier is articulated with a 5-handshape (0 ) located below the 
dominant hand. The dominant hand is in the form of a handle classifier referring to 
the handshape of a water hose (f^ ). It combines with a single arc movement towards 
the location of the non-dominant hand (see Figure 26). Though the sign does not 
contain [TM] or the feature [Repeat], it denotes a durative activity. The activity of 
watering the plant is a simple process without any outcome or change of state. 
Besides, some Activity verb signs related to displacement also contain a single 
[Path]. The dynamic meaning in verbs of motion and location is mostly depicted by 
the presence of the movement feature [Path] in HKSL. In the conceptualization of 
motion events by Talmy (2000). directed motion or 'translational motion' is 
expressed by ‘PATH’. As signed language is a kind of language with high iconicity, 
the semantic notion of 'PATH' is transparent in the form of the movement feature 
[Path]. 
(22) DH: CL: BOAT—MOVE \ 
BH: SEA BOAT / C L : BOAT—FLOAT—AWAY 
NH: CL: SEA I 
'A boat floated away (in the sea).' 
In the section on States, we have discussed the movement features of the stative 
predicate CL: BOAT_FLOAT—IN—SEA in example (12). In (22), the situation is no 
longer static. It is dynamic as the classifier of BOAT moves away in a straight path 
(see Figure 27). There is a displacement of the boat in (22). The path movement 
articulated by the classifier of the boat does not stop at a specific point in space, 
because the feature [Hold] does not occur at the end of the path to denote a spatial 
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endpoint to the situation. The path is articulated in a continuous manner. This shows 
that the situation is atelic since there is no terminus to delimit the path along which 
the theme (i.e. the boat) travels. 
In verbs of displacement such as CL: BOAT—FLOAT—AWAY in (22). we 
suggest that the feature [Path] is atelic in meaning if it does not end with the feature 
[Hold]. The continuous [Path] does not mark the endpoint or terminus. As per Wood 
& Wilbur (2000), a directional prepositional phrase without denoting a terminus 
shows dynamic atelic meaning. In our data, those path movements without showing a 
specific endpoint in verbs of displacement are therefore dynamic atelic in meaning. 
This generalization is true for both verbs of displacement of entity containing single 
path movement and those containing complex movements like the classifier 
predicates CL: PERSON 一 WALK—UPHILL in example (18) and CL: 
W H E E L — R E V O L V E — A W A Y in example (19). Path movements without the feature 
[Hold] can be regarded as atelic directional preposition phrases. Verb signs with a 
path movement also represent a durative meaning as the [Path] reveals the route for 
the dislocation of the entity. The progression of such route for dislocation of entity 
takes time. Thus, the event is durative. This generalization is further confirmed by 
the 'Durative Adverbial Test'. Moreover, the movement is [-Tense], which means 
that the motion is not instantaneous. 
3.4.2.4 Activities without the feature [Path� 
As we have examined, the notion of stativity in verb of motion and location is 
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encoded with the feature [-Path] in HKSL. However, dynamism cannot be 
generalized by the opposite features [+Path]. This is because self-contained motions 
do not contain the feature [Path]; however, they are obviously dynamic. 
Self-contained motion in HKSL consists of local movement^ rather than path 
movement as in translational motion. Very often, the self-contained motions are in 
the form of [TM]. One example is the verb CL: PERSON—TREMBLE—ON一FLOOR 
in HKSL. 
(23) D H :丨N D E X _ m a l e CL: P E R S O N — T R E M B L E \ CL: PERSON— 
BH; / TREMBLE— 
N H : CL: F L O O R 丨 ON—FLOOR 
‘A man is t rembl ing on the f loor . ' (Tang To appear ) 
The verb CL: PERSON—TREMBLE_ON—FLOOR in (23) consists of ？ 
self-contained motion with an animate classifier ( 'p ) in an outward palm 
orientation of the dominant hands. The non-dominant hand is in a 5-handshape acting 
as the classifier of the FLOOR. The animate classifier (彭）is stacked on top of the 
back of the non-dominant hand. The animate classifier ( ^  ) shakes vigorously 
while the non-dominant hand holds stationary (see Figure 28). There is no [Path] or 
translational motion, nevertheless, the situation is dynamic. The situation does not 
involve any displacement in space but there is dynamic motion taken place in a 
stationary site, which is expressed by the feature [TM] in example (23). Thus, [Path] 
is a sufficient but not necessary movement feature to denote the notion of dynamism 
in HKSL. Other local movements can also signify dynamic motion. 
9 Local m o v e m e n t s are art iculated by the wrist or f inger jo in ts , resul t ing in a change of 
h a n d s h a p e or or ientat ion of the hands , or trilled m o v e m e n t (Brentar i , 1998:129) . 
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Finally, the movement features observed in the verb signs DRINK and SLEEP 
do not fall into any type of movement pattern discussed above. DRINK also contains 
the feature [-Repeat] but there is no [Path]. It is articulated with pronation of the 
wrist towards the signer's mouth with a C-handshape (為),which is an orientation 
change. This sign is accompanied with a backward head tilt (see Figure 29). The 
features [Path], [Repeat] and [TM] are absent in DRINK. Besides, the sign SLEEP 
does not consist of any dynamic movement at all. Only the features [Epenthesis] and 
[Contact] are observed in the sign. Phonetically, the articulation of the sign SLEEP is 
the same as the posture verb BE-SLEEPING (see Figure 14). Context of the situation 
will differentiate them. SLEEP indicates a durative atelic Activity whereas 
BE-SLEEPING describes a State of maintaining the posture. 
3.4.3 Semelfactives 
3.4.3.1 Generalization and statistics of movement features in Semelfactives 
W e observed that verbs indicating Semelfactives only contain the movement 
features [TM] and [Repeat] because they are naturally expressed in the form of 
'multiple-events Activities' by all informants during elicitation. However, all [TM] 
and [Repeat] can be reduced to single movement to represent a typical Semelfactive 
verb as suggested by the ‘Single Movement Test'. Therefore, the movement features 
of the citation form of Semelfactive verb should be [-TM] and [-Repeat]. The 
statistics about the movement features of Semelfactive is shown in Table 3.5 below: 
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Table 3.5 Movement features of Semelfactives 
‘ Percentage (。/。） 
M o v e m e n t Features No . of Occur rence Example Verb Types 
(1 decimal place) 
Tril led movemen t ( T M ) 7 70 C L A P 
CL: B A L L _ B O U N C E _ 
Repeated path movemen t 3 30 ON—CL: G R O U N D 
Total: 10 Total: 100 
3.4.3.2 Movement features of Semelfactives 
The majority of Semelfactive verb signs contain the movement feature [TM]. 
This movement feature applies to both manual and nonmanual movements. Manual 
[TM] includes CL: FLAP_WINGS, SNORE, CL: PERSON—KNOCK_AT—CL: 
D O O R and CLAP. 
(24) DH: B R A N C H B I R D CL: B I R D \ 
BH: � C L : B 1 R D _ 0 N _ B R A N C H 
N H : C L : T R E E C L : B R A N C H , 
BH: C L : F L A P _ W I N G S 
'A bird is f lapping it wings on a branch. ' 
The classifier predicate CL: FLAP—WINGS in (24) is a two-handed sigr 
articulated by the same 5-handshape (fjr). The trilled movements are the rapid 
flexions and extensions of the wrists on the ipsilateral side of the signer's body (see 
Figure 30). 
There is a variation in the articulation of the sign SNORE between the 
informants. Some informants use the feature [TM], while some use the feature 
[Repeat]. 
(25) DH: M A L E 
BH: S L E E P S N O R E 
‘A man is snor ing. ' 
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For the signing that contains the feature [TM], the dominant hand with a 
S-handshape (f?) is located under the chin of the signer, while the non-dominant hand 
keeps contacting the ipsilateral side of the face. There are repeated extensions and 
flexions of the fingers of the dominant hand (see Figure 31). This is analyzed as 
[TM:release], according to Brentari (1998:166). For the signing that consists of the 
feature [Repeat], the non-dominant hand articulates the same signing as the one with 
the feature [TM]. However, the dominant hand is located in front of the signer's nose 
and it is in a 5-handshape {y^) with an inward palm orientation. There are repeated 
outward pivot movements of the dominant hand together with extensions and 
flexions of the fingers simultaneously (see Figure 32). Actually, this sign contains 
complex movements. Regardless of the variation in the manual sign, the signers 
articulate the same nonmanual markings in (25). They must keep their eyes closed 
and their mouth slightly opened during the articulation of the sign. 
(26) DH: MALE KNOCK \ 
BH: DOOR \ CL: PERSON_KNOCK_AT_CL:DOOR 
NH: CL: DOOR / 
'A man is knocking at the door.' 
In (26), the classifier predicate CL: PERSON—KNOCK—AT—CL: D O O R 
contains small, repeated pivot movements, which is analyzed as [TM], The dominant 
hand with a V-handshape (fl) articulates repeated pivot movements towards the 
classifier of the door (see Figure 33). Similarly, the two-handed sign CLAP requires 
repeated contacts of the two palms (see Figure 34). In other words, CLAP also 
contains trilled movements. 
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As mentioned, the feature [TM] also applies to nonmanual signs. There is a 
small proportion of Semelfactive verbs like C O U G H , HICCUP and BLINK, which 
involves repeated body movements. As proposed by Brentari (1998). the only 
nonmanual trilled movement in American Sign Language is 'tongue wagging' 
because it involves an uncountable number of repetitions (p. 165). Yet, the above 
rapid and uncountable repeated body movements are also regarded as nonmanual 
trilled movements in our analysis of HKSL. 
To articulate the verbs C O U G H and HICCUP, the signer plays the role of the 
experiencer of the action and performs as if he/she is really coughing and hiccupping. 
The signer repeatedly nods his/her head and leans his/her body slightly forward and 
backward in C O U G H . The sign can be articulated by either solely body movements 
or by body movement accompanying with a B-handshape (。,）or a S-handshape ( , ) 
covering the mouth of the signer (see Figures 35 & 36). On the other hand, the sign 
HICCUP cannot be articulated without placing a 5-handshape (、>) at the chest of the 
signer. In articulating the sign HICCUP, the signer tilts his/her head and leans his/her 
body slightly backward and forward in a jumping manner (see Figure 37). 
In the case of BLINK, there are several alternations, as informed by the 
informants. The sign BLINK can be articulated either nonmanually or manually or 
can contain both manual and nonmanual features. For the nonmanual form, the 
signers blink their eyes repeatedly (see Figure 38). This is a kind of nonmanual [TM]. 
For the manual sign, a G-handshape C^) is placed on the ipsilateral side of the 
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signer's eye and the two extended fingers repeatedly flatten (see Figure 39). In 
combination, both nonmanual and manual signings are used simultaneously (see 
Figure 40). 
The feature [Repeat] is also common in Semelfactive verb signs. Semelfactive 
verb signs that contain repeated path movements are like CL: 
PERSON」UMP—AT—CL: G R O U N D as described in the 'Single Movement Test,. 
Other examples include CL: PERSON_TAP_AT_CL: TABLE and CL: 
BALL_BOUNCE_ON_CL: G R O U N D . 
(27) DH MALE TAP \ 
BH: TABLE � C L : PERSON_TAP_AT_CL: TABLE 
NH: CL: TABLE- ^ 
‘A man is tapping at the table.' 
The classifier predicates CL: PERSON—TAP_AT_CL: TABLE contains repeated 
pivot movements. (27) provides an example of repeated, pivot movements of the 
dominant hand for the verb TAP towards the classifier for the table (see Figure 41). 
(28) DH: CL: BALL_BOUNCE \ 
BH: BALL \ CL: BALL—BOUNCE ON—CL: GROUND 
NH: CL: GROUND 丨 
'A ball is bouncing on the ground.' 
The classifier predicate CL: BALL—BOUNCE—ON—CL: G R O U N D in (28) is 
formed by a classifier of the ground from the non-dominant hand and the SASS 
classifier (《、）of a ball from the dominant hand. The SASS classifier of the ball 
repeatedly moves upward and downward along a straight path (see Figure 42). 
With all the examples taken together, the verb signs are not articulated in their 
citation forms. The features [TM] and [Repeat] elicited from the semelfactive verbs 
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denote both atelic and durative meaning of repetitive activities. The repetitive 
activities are viewed as a single event but not multiple events. They have 
semelfactive events as internal stages. Each single movement, including the body 
movement, actually indicates a single occurrence. Hence, they are some kinds of 
derived Activities, namely 'Multiple-event Activities'. The features [TM] and [Rpeat] 
in Semelfactives can be reduced to a single movement. They are all verified by the 
'Single Movement Test'. Therefore, fundamentally, the movement of the citation 
form of Semelfactive verbs should be [-TM] and [-Repeat]. This signing of 
Semelfactive verb is grammatical and acceptable when a specific context is invoked 
to emphasize a single event, only that all informants regard the repetitive activities 
with [TM] and [Repeat] as the preferred reading. 
3.4.4 Achievements 
3.4.4.1 Generalization and statistics of movement features in Achievements 
Principally, [Repeat] and [TM] are not observed in Achievement verbs. The 
absence of these two features signifies that the Achievement situations are not 
durative and atelic. The majority (i.e. 78.3%) of the Achievement verbs contain a 
single, path movement. Besides, the features [Tense] and [Restrained] are unique and 
obligatory to Achievement verb signs; without them, the signing is ungrammatical. 
The number of occurrence and the percentage of the movement features in 
Achievements are shown in Table 3.6 below: 
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Table 3.6 Movement features of Achievements 
. Percentage (%) Movement Features No. of Occurrence Example Verb Types 
(1 decimal, place) 
Trilled movement (TM) 0 0 Nil 
Repeated path movement 0 0 Nil 
TM along a single path mov't 1 4.3 IMAGINE 
Single path movement 18 78.3 CL: PERSON_REACH_ 
FINISHING-LINE 
Single local movement 4 17.4 CL; B O A T _ T U R N _ O V I : R 
Total: 23 Total: 100 
Tense & Restrained manner 21 91.3 WIN 
No Tense & Restrained manner 2 8.7 BEGIN-TO-SMILE 
Total: 23 Total: 100 
I 
3.4.4.2 Achievements with the feature [Path] 
According to Smith (1997), there are five main types of result or outcome in 
Achievements, as recalled, they are quoted in (29): 
(29) Major types of results in Achievements. 
a. Affected object: [break a cup], [tear a paper] 
b. Constructed object: [imagine a city], [define a parameter] 
c. Consumed object: [explode a bomb] 
d. Affected experiencer: [see a comet] 
e. Path-Goal: [reach the top], [arrive in Boston] (Smith, 1997:31) 
In Experiment 1, we have elicited all five types of Achievements in (29). An 
example of Achievement with affected object in our data is the predicate 
CL:HIT_AND_BREAK—MONEY-BOX—WITH—HAMMER. 
(30) DH: SELF CL:H1T_AND_BREAK—WITH—HAMMER 
BH: SAM-MOU MONEY-BOX 
NH: CL: MONEY-BOX 
DH: \ 
B H : � C L : H1T_AND_BREAK _MONEY-BOX_ WITH HAMMER 
NH: / 
'San-mao broke his money-box with a hammer.' 
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In example (30), CL: HIT—AND—BREAK—MONEY-BOX W I T H — H A M M E R 
is a two-handed sign constituting a classifier predicate. The non-dominant hand is 
articulated with a SASS classifier (^) of the money-box. The dominant hand pivots 
to the space next to the non-dominant hand in the form of a handle classifier (v.) (see 
Figure 43). The pivot movement is articulated in a [Tense] manner and it accelerates 
to a [Restrained] [Hold] at the end of the articulation. The informants confirm that 
the object is affected by the action, i.e. the money-box is broken after the action. The 
action of hitting results in a change of state. 
The verb IMAGINE in (31) and EXPLODE in (32) are Achievement verbs 
leading to a constructed object and consumed object respectively. 
(31) DH: F E M A L E I M A G I N E F U T U R E 
BH: C I T Y 
'A w o m a n imagined the future city. ' 
(32) DH: M A L E CL: B R I N G _ M A T C H _ T O _ B O M B 
BH: B O M B CL: I G N I T E _ M A T C H E X P L O D E 
‘A man ignited a b o m b and it exp loded . ' 
IMAGINE is the only Achievement verb sign in our data that has the feature 
[TM]. The [TM] is formed by numerous rotations of the wrist of the dominant hand 
with a 1-handshapse (、々 ).At the same time, the hand moves away from the ipsilateral 
side of the signer's forehead'^ (see Figure 44). Though the [TM] of IMAGINE 
seems to denote atelic meaning, the situation is telic and instantaneous indeed. All 
'0 We observe that there is a variation of s igning on the signs I M A G I N E and D R E A M between 
the two informants . The art iculation descr ibed in the text be longs to the s igning of the younger 
informant . The elder informant ar t iculates the sign I M A G I N E in the same way as the verb s isn 
D R E A M by the younge r in formant (The s igning of D R E A M is descr ibed in the 'S ing le M o v e m e n t 
Test’）. On the o ther hand, her s igning for D R E A M is the same as I M A G I N E by the younge r 
informant . 
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informants corroborate that the image of the future city appears in the mind of the 
subject of the sentence (i.e. the woman) at the beginning of imagining. There is no 
durative process leading to the occurrence of the image of the future city. Therefore, 
the verb sign denotes an instantaneous and telic Achievement. 
Alternatively, the verb sign EXPLODE follows the major movement pattern in 
Achievements, i.e. [-Repeat] and [Path]. Both hands locate in the torso area of the 
signer with the same 0-handshape (^). The palms of both hands face each other. A 
[Tense] straight [Path] is articulated by moving the two hands apart to the ipsilateral 
side, which ends in a [Restrained] and [Hold] manner. The path movement is 
accompanied with the spreading of fingers, which results in a 5-handshapse 
(see Figure 45). As verified by the informants, the signing indicates that the bomb 
disappears in an extremely short period of time. The object (i.e. the bomb) no longer 
exists; in other words, it is a consumed object in Smith's classification. The feature 
[Tense] is obligatory in EXPLODE, which signifies the instantaneous nature of the 
Achievement. 
Achievement with affected experiencer such as the verb WIN in HKSL is also a 
sign with a single path movement. WIN is articulated with a A-handshapse (i^ ). It 
has a rapid, upward and tense path movement (see Figure 46). The [Restrained] and 
[Hold] manners at the end of the sign do not reveal a spatial endpoint as the path 
movement does not denote any displacement of entity. In the analysis of resultative 
aspect, Klima & Bellugi (1976) examine thai a tense motion with a restrained 
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manner ending in a long final hold expresses a change of state. In the verb WIN, the 
tense path movement with a [Restrained] and [Hold] manner at the end denotes the 
instantaneous change of state of the event i.e. gaining victory in this event. In the 
data of Achievement verbs, we observe that the features [Tense], [Path], [Restrained] 
and [Hold] are very common. Therefore, we argue that these features all together 
imply a telic aspectual meaning in Achievement verbs. 
The last sub-type of Achievement is the verb expressing a path-goal relationship. 
(33) DH: CL: PERSON—REACH \ CL: PERSON_ 
BH: SAM-MOU FINALLY � REACH_ 
NH: CL: FINISHING-LINE ‘ FINISHING-LINE 
'San-mao finally reached the finishing-line.' 
In example (33), the predicate CL: PERSON—REACH—FINISHING-LINE is a 
two-handed sign. The dominant hand, which is in the form of an animate classifier 
(p-), moves along a straight path towards the non-dominant hand in a SASS 
handshape representing the fmishing-line (see Figure 47). Moreover, the path 
movement ends in a [Restrained] and [Hold] manner at the space next to the 
classifier of the fmishing-line, which is the spatial endpoint to the event. 
As stated by Supalla & Newport (1978), the hold manner relates to an action with 
a specific spatial end-point. [Restrained] and [Hold] manners are observed in verbs 
of displacement such as the verb CL: PERSON—REACH—FINISHING-UNP: in (33) 
They denote the dislocation of an entity at a specific end-point in space, i.e. the 
fmishing-line in example (33). The classifier of the non-dominant hand actually 
indicates a locative to the event. The telic meaning of this type of Achievement verb 
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is suggested by the [Hold] and [Restrained] manners at the end of the path. This is 
similar to the observation of Wood & Wilbur (2000) that the 'telic' meaning is 
indicated by a directional prepositional phrase to a specific endpoint in ASL. 
Sometimes, the signer's body acts as a locative to the Achievement verbs in our data 
such as CL: BALL—HIT—HEAD. A SASS representing the theme (i.e. ball) 
pivots towards the ipsilateral side of the signer's forehead, contacts it with the back 
of the palm (see Figure 48). The body part is regarded as the spatial endpoint of the 
event of Achievement. 
3.4.4.3 Achievements without the feature [Path] 
A small proportion of Achievement verb signs in our data is [-Path], They 
contain local movements instead of path movements. For instance, the verb 
BEGIN-TO-SMILE involves an aperture change and the predicate CL: 
BOAT T U R N O V E R consists of an orientation change. 
As discussed before, BEGIN-TO-SMILE is a dynamic counterpart of the 
posture verb SMILE. There is no dynamic movement in SMILE except an 
[Epenthesis] to locate a i-handshape ( ^ V) or a 想-handshape (IV) at the space in 
front of the signer's mouth with an end [Hold]. The Achievement 
BEGIN-TO-SMILE involves an aperture change instead of an [Epenthesis]. The 
original handshape in BEGIN-TO-SMILE is a S-handshape ("、）thai locates in 
front of the signer's mouth. Afterwards, the signer extends the selected fingers 
resulting a i-handshape (fV) or a S-handshape (IV). Again, the sign must go 
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together with a virtual smile of the signer (see Figure 49). This aperture change 
indicates the coming about of the state from not smiling to 'begin to smile". The 
posture State SMILE is actually a result brought about by the inchoative 
BEGIN-TO-SMILE. 
The predicate CL: BOAT—TURN—OVER does not contain any path movement. 
It is made up of a local movement involving an orientation change (see Figure 50). 
Both hands with B -handshape Ct) contact at the ulnar side of the hands. This refers 
to the boat. Afterwards, a rotation of the forearms leads to a change in orientation of 
both hands. The sign also has the feature [Tense] and it ends with a [Restrained] and 
[Hold] manner. The sign shows an instantaneous movement of a boat in a static 
location without displacement. 
Essentially, all Achievement verbs with a single [Path] movement in our data 
must consist of the feature [Tense]. Some Achievements with the feature [-Path] such 
as HEAR, CL: BOAT—TURN—OVER also contain the feature [Tense]. Totally, 
91.3% of Achievement verbs in our data have the feature [Tense]. This feature 
naturally combines with a fast production of the path movement. The fast and [ Tense] 
manner of movement is iconic. It suggests the instantaneous characteristic of the 
Achievement situations. The signing without the feature [Tense] in Achievement 
verbs is ill-formed and ungrammatical. Thus, we suggest that [Tensej is an obligatory 
movement feature of Achievement verbs. In sum, the feature [Tense] together with 
the absence of the feature [Repeat] and [TM] in Achievement situations imply the 
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notion of instantaneity. The features [Hold] and [Restrained] articulated at the end of 
the path movements of Achievements that relate to the displacement of an entity 
signify a specific spatial endpoint to the situation. This suggests a telic meaning to 
the situation. Usually, apart from verbs of displacement, the tense path movement 
ceased in a restrained hold shows the instantaneous change of state in Achievements 
as the verbs EXPLODE and WIN show. Furthermore, we observe that the movement 
patterns of Achievements do not have a close relationship with the types of result 
that they denote. Most Achievements contain a tense path movement and a restrained 
end hold regardless of the types of result listed in (29). 
3.4.4.4 Multiple-events Activities consisting of Achievements as sub-events 
The 'Single Movement Test' is designed to differentiate basic-level Activities 
from derived Activities. Most of the derived Activities in our data have 
Semelfactives as sub-events. Yet, there are two derived Activities that contain 
Achievements as sub-events, namely, the predicates CL: TAKE—OFF—CLOTHES in 
(34) and CL: KICK—CL: BALL in (35). The derived Activities are repetitions of the 
instantaneous Achievements. 
(34) DH: HAVE(existential) O N E C H I L D C L ; T H R O W _ C L O T H H S _ A W A Y M A N Y 
Bl l : CL; TAKl :_ ( )F l -_Cl . ( )T l l i :S 
'A child took off many clothes and threw them away.‘ 
(35) DH: INDEX-ALL CL: K I C K \ 
BH: PLAY / CL: PERSON—KICK一CL: BALL 
NH: CL: BALL 丨 
'All (children) played (together). (They) were kicking the ball.' 
The articulation of the predicate CL: TAKE—OFF—CLOTHES in (34) involves 
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repeated pivot movements by both hands. The hands are first located close to each 
other at the space near the signer's chest with a S-handshape (f?). Afterwards, they 
repeatedly move apart by pivoting towards the ipsilateral sides (see Figure 51). 
Furthermore, the [TM] of the two-handed sign CL: PERSON—KICK—CL: B A L L in 
(35) is realized by wiggling the two extended fingers of an inverted V-handshape ) 
of the dominant hand. The non-dominant hand in an 0-handshape represents the 
classifier of the ball ('：丨)• The two extended fingers contact the non-dominant hand 
alternatively during the wiggling motion (see Figure 52). 
According to the result of the 'Single Movement Test’，the feature [Repeat] in 
CL: TAKE-OFF一CLOTHES and [TM] in CL: PERSON—KICK_CL: B A L L can be 
reduced to a single movement. However, sub-events with the feature [-Repeat] are 
not Semelfactives because they are telic events rather than instantaneous occurrences. 
The two predicates both indicate a natural endpoint as suggested by the Telicity 
Confirmation Test'. CL: TAKE—〇FF_CLOTHES with the feature [-Repeat] denotes 
the taking off of one piece of garment. When the garment is taken off, the number of 
garments on the body is reduced. Similarly, CL: PERSON—KICK—CL: B A L L with 
the feature [-TM] represents that the ball moves away and the action of kicking 
cannot carry on. The sub-events without the feature [Repeat] and [TM] in these two 
verb signs denote a change of state or an outcome. The situations represented by 
signings of the features [-Repeat] or [-TM] are therefore telic in meaning. Moreover, 
the sub-events are not compatible with the durative adverbial as suggested by the 
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‘Durative Adverbial Test'. In addition, the signings without the features [TM] or 
[Repeat] must be articulated with a [Tense] manner. These two points suggest thai 
the sub-events are instantaneous. W e can confirm that fundamentally, the verbs CL: 
TAKE_OFF—CLOTHES and CL: PERSON—KICK—CL: BALL are Achievements. 
The multiple-event Activities reading are triggered by the plurality of the 
arguments as suggested by the context in examples (34) and (35). In (34), the object 
(i.e. garment) is plural and countable as indicated by the adjective M A N Y at the end 
of the sentence. So the signing of CL: T A K E OFF C L O T H E S with the feature 
[Repeat] in (34) signifies the sequence of taking off many pieces of garments one by 
one. Besides, there are many subjects in (35). The sign pronoun INDEX-ALL shows 
the plurality of agents of'kicking'. The [TM] in CL: PERSON—KICK一CL: B A L L 
expresses the numerous kicks to the ball by different participants in the event. To 
conclude, Achievement verbs cannot be articulated with the features [TM] or 
[Repeat]. Once the two features are adopted, the situation will no longer be an 
Achievement; rather it is a 'Multiple-event Activity’ containing Achievements as 
sub-events." 
“ A c c o r d i n g to Smith (1997:50), 'multiple-event Activity' belongs to the category of 
derived-level Activity. The Activity situation type includes events which consist of a series of events. 
Multiple-even Activities have a series of repetitions with an arbitrary endpoint. The sub-events may 
be of all event types. The verb constellation of a multiple-event Activity sentence has the basic-level 
category of its sub-events. Such sentences often have durative adverbials which trigger the shift in 
interpretation from single to multiple event (refer to the section on Activity in 2.1.2.2.1). Moreover, 
the property of the noun phrases in the sentence is also important to call for a multiple-event reading. 
Usually, an iterative or repetitive reading is presented if the noun phrase is a bare or plural noun such 
as the object 'crabgrass' in example (15b) of chapter 2. 
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3.4.5 Accomplishments 
3.4.5.1 Generalization and statistics of movement features in Accomplishments 
In the data of Accomplishments, we observe that two-third of the 
Accomplishment situations cannot be represented by a single sign. It is common for 
the Accomplishment situations to be decomposed into an Activity and an outcome. 
The number of occurrences and percentage of two types of composition of 
Accomplishments are shown in Table 3.7 below. 
Table 3.7 Compositions of Accomplishments 
Types of Compos i t ion No . of occurrence Percentage (%) (1 decimal , p lace) 
(I) Activi ty verb + ou tcome 14 66.7 
(II) Single Accompl i shment verb 7 33.3 
Total: 21 Total: 100 
Type (1) Accomplishments consist of an Activity verb and an outcome. The two 
components are expressed separately. Type (II) Accomplishments are expressed by a 
single verb sign. The movement features of the Activity verbs in type (I) and those in 
type (II) Accomplishment are also illustrated in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9 respectively. 
Table 3.8 Movement features of the Activity verbs in type (I) Accomplishment 
Percentage (%) 
M o v e m e n t Features No . of Occur rence Example Verb Tvpes 
(1 decimal place) ‘ 
Tril led M o v e m e n t ( T M ) 5 35.7 CL: E A T - A P P L E 
Repeat path m o v e m e n t 6 42 .9 D R A W 
Single path movemen t 3 21.4 CL; I^01JR_WAT1-R_IN I O JJLASS 
Total: 14 Total: 100 
Table 3.9 Movement features of type (II) Accomplishment 
Percentage ( % ) M o v e m e n t Features No . of Occur rence Example Verb Types 
(1 decimal , place) 
Single path m o v e m e n t 6 85.7 G R O W - U P 
Single local m o v e m e n t 1 14.3 CL: B E N D J R O N - B A R 
Total: 7 Total: 100 
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As observed in our data on Accomplishments, the Activity verbs in type (I) 
Accomplishments mainly contain [TM] or [Repeat], which is the major movement 
pattern in Activity. On the other hand, type (II) Accomplishments mostly consist of a 
single path movement. As defined, Accomplishment is actually a process leading to 
an outcome. Analogous to the classification of telic events in Achievement, Smith 
(1997) puts forward five main types of result or outcome in Accomplishments as 
recited in (36) below. 
(36) Major types of results in Accomplishments. 
a. Affected object: [bend an iron bar], [wrinkle a dress], [break a pot] 
b. Constructed object: [build a house], [write a letter] 
c. Consumed object: [destroy a house], [drink a glass of wine] 
d. Affected experiencer: [amuse Mary] 
e. Path-Goal: [walk to the lake], [work from 2 to 3] (Smith, 1997:27) 
Similar to the observations in Achievement situations, there is no close 
relationship between the compositions of Accomplishments and the types of results 
classified in (36). The different compositions of Accomplishments, whether it is 
expressed in a single sign or it is decomposed into an Activity verb and an outcome, 
are chiefly subjected to the lexical semantic representation of the verb. If the verb 
itself can denote the process as well as the outcome, a single verb sign is articulated; 
otherwise, it needs to represent the process and the outcome separately. 
3.4.5.2 Type (I) Accomplishments-composite of an Activity verb and an outcome 
In type (I) Accomplishments, the Activity verb (e. 78.6 % ) mainly contains the 
features [TM] or [Repeated]. This is consistent with the movement pattern observed 
in Activity. The outcome caused by the Activity is denoted by another verb or other 
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syntactic components of the verb phrase such as a quantifying particle and a 
prepositional phrase. 
3.4.5.2.1 Activity and a quantifying particle (QP) 
In our data, we observe that the outcome of verbs of consumption and 
construction is realized by a quantifying particle (QP), which shows the change of 
state of the object. The objects of verbs of creation/construction and verbs of 
consumption are incremental themes in Tenny's theory of 'Measuring-Out\ Their 
creation or consumption corresponds to the temporal progress of the event. The 
process of creation or consumption progresses through various stages of completion 
of the incremental theme. When the incremental theme is complete, the process is 
also complete. The final stage of the completed theme provides a temporal terminus 
to the event. 
In some verbs of consumption and construction, the outcome is realized by a 
quantifying particle (QP) that shows the change of volume of the object, such as 
examples (37), (38) and (39). 
(37) DH: M A L E A P P L E CL: E A T - A P P L E CL: A P P L E — — … … - … - -
BH: FINISH 
N H : QP: A L L / C O M P L E T E L Y 
‘A man has ate an app le ' 
(38) DH: F E M A L E CL:POUR—WATER \ 
BH： j CL: POUR_WATERJNTO_GLASS 
N H : C L : G L A S S 
DH： QP:ALL/COMPLETELY FINISH 
N H : -
‘A w o m a n poured a glass of water . ' 
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The Activity component of the situation, as shown by example (37), is indicated 
by the repeated biting of the teeth, which is regarded as nonmanual [TM] (see Figure 
53). The outcome, i.e. the consumption of the object, is not implied by the Activity. 
Instead, a quantifying particle glossed as ALL/COMPLETELY is added to indicate 
the decrease in volume of the object (i.e. the apple). It measures out the process of 
eating and indicates the telic meaning of the situation. The quantifying particle is 
articulated by changing a B-handshape (^) to a S-handshape (^) (see Figure 54). 
The signing of the quantifying particle implies the consumption of the theme, i.e. 
apple, which means ‘from-all-to-nothing'. 
On the other hand, the quantifying particle in (38) denotes an increase in the 
volume of the water in the glass until a certain level is achieved. This time, the 
articulation of the quantifying particle changes. It involves an opening of the fingers 
of a S-handshape (^), which results in a B-handshape (^) (see Figure 55). The 
signing of the quantifying particle denotes the construction of incremental theme (i.e. 
water in the glass). It means 'from-nothing-to-air. The quantifying particle 
indicates a delimited argument, which provides an endpoint to the Activity of 
pouring water into the glass. 
12 T h e handshape of the quant i f ier part icle ( Q P ) changes accord ing to the type of ob jec t being 
refer red to. If the objec t is a consumed object , the Q P will be art iculated with a c losed aper ture change , 
i.e. f r om a B-handshape ( v ) to a S-handshape ( e ) (see Figure 54). On the contrary, if the objec t is a 
created object , the Q P will be art iculated with a open aperture change , i.e. f rom a 6 -handshape )， 
which results in a B-handshape (V) (see Figure 55). 
I l l 
(39) DH: M A L E QP: A L L / C O M P L E T E L Y FINISH 
BH: DRAW 
N H : CL: P I C T U R E 
'A man drew a picture. ' 
The verb D R A W in example (39) is a lexicalized classifier predicate in HKSL. 
In the sign, the non-dominant hand with a 6-handshape ((V) implicitly indicates a 
piece of paper. The dominant hand with a 6-handshape (^) articulates repeated 
small circular movements, which are analyzed as [TM: circling] (Brentari 1998:166) 
on top of the non-dominant hand (see Figure 56). Hence, the meaning of the verb 
should be 'draw on a piece of paper'. The Activity of drawing on a piece of paper is 
atelic, in order to denote an outcome to the process, a quantifying particle glossed as 
ALL/COMPLETELY and a perfective marker FINISH are added to the sentence. 
The quantifying particle ALL/COMPLETELY in (39) involves a twist of the wrist 
for one circle and a handshape change from a B-handshape (Q ) to a B-handshape 广 
is articulated simultaneously'^ (see Figure 57). The quantifying panicle in (39) 
marks the boundedness of the event and the completion of the created object (i.e. the 
picture). 
Actually, the quantifying particle ALL/COMPLETELY in HKSL is similar to 
the particles saai in Cantonese, which means 'all, completely'. As defined by 
Matthews & Yip (1994), the primary function of the particle saai is to quantify the 
13 As observed , the ar t iculat ions of the quan t i fy ing part icles in (37), (38) and (39) are sl ight!) 
d i f ferent . The art iculation of the quan t i fy ing part icle varies accord ing to the plane of art iculat ion 
and/or the type of m o v e m e n t of the preceding sign. This results in a phonologica l ass imila t ion. For 
example , if the preced ing sign is art iculated in a circular m o v e m e n t , the quan t i fy ing part icle is also 
ar t iculated in a circle m o v e m e n t and in the same plane of art iculation of the p reced ing sign. This is the 
case in (39) . T h e preceding sign D R A W has a circular m o v e m e n t and so the quan t i fy ing part icle is 
also ar t iculated in a circular movement . 
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subject of an intransitive or the object of a transitive verb. In a transitive sentence 
with a plural subject, semi may refer either to the object or to the subject, or to both at 
oncei4 (p.222). The quantifying particle ALL/COMPLETELY in examples (37) to 
(39) quantifies the objects of the sentences. In (37) and (38), the particle quantifies 
the volume of the apple and the water in the glass respectively. It indicates the 
quantity of the picture drawn in (39). To generalize, the quantifying particles in 
verbs of creation and consumption denote the boundedness of the arguments. Based 
on the theory on the aspecluality of Verkuyl (1993), the difference between an 
unbounded process (i.e. an Activity) and a bounded event (i.e. an Accomplishment or 
an Achievement) is affected by the feature [ 土SQA] of the argument(s) of the verb. 
The quantifying particle observed in HKSL denotes that the argument(s) of the 
Activity verb in Accomplishment (I) is a delimited argument, for instance, an apple 
in (37)，a glass of water in (38) and a picture in (39). In other words, the argument 
has the feature [+SQA], which provides the meaning of boundedness to the event. 
The quantifying particle ALL/COMPLETELY together with the perfective 
14 E x a m p l e s of each type of sentence given by Mat thews & Yip (1994) are: 
a) Intransi t ive 
D i l j a n 4 j a u 2 saai3. 
C L people leave all 
' E v e r y o n e ' s left’ 
b) Transi t ive 
N g o 5 d e i 6 sik6 saai3 d i l saangl gwo2 . 
We eat all C L fruit 
W e ' v e eaten up all the fi'uit. 
c) Keo i5de i6 heo i3 -gwo3 saai3 a u l z a u l . 
T h e y g o - E X P all Europe 
' T h e y ' v e all been everywhere in Europe . ' 
or ' T h e y ' v e all been to Europe . ' 
or ‘ T h e y ' v e all been everywhere in Europe . ' 
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marker FINISH in all three examples indicate the completion of the event caused by 
the Activity verb of the Accomplishment. The notion of completion is not solely 
denoted by the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL. If the quantifying particle 
ALL/COMPLETELY is omitted and only the sign FINISH is added after the Activity 
verb such as D R A W in (39)，the meaning may be ambiguous. It may mean that the 
Activity of drawing is terminated without completing the whole picture. However, it 
may also imply that the picture is accomplished. Likewise, the meaning of examples 
(37) and (38) may become ambiguous if the quantifying particles are omitted and 
only the sign FINISH is articulated at the end of the sentence. Unlike the perfective 
marker FINISH in ASL which gives the core meaning of completion (Fischer and 
Gough 1972), FINISH in HKSL mainly shows the perfective viewpoint of a situation. 
It may imply termination or completion depending on the inference of the signer. 
Therefore, some signers will consider those situations with the sign FINISH at the 
end of the sentences, without any quantifying particle, as completed events, while 
some may infer that the events are simply terminated. More detailed discussion on 
the perfective marker FINISH will be found in the next chapter. 
3.4.5.2.2 Verb series in type (1) Accomplishments 
Besides the quantifying particle, verb series are also common in type (I) 
Accomplishments. The series can be a serial verb construction or a verbal compound. 
3.4.5.2.2.1 Serial verb construction 
Serial verb constructions are observed to show an Activity and the change of 
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shape of the affected object in examples (40) and (41). 
‘ ( 4 0 ) DH: M A L E B R E A D CL: CUT—WITH_CL: KNIFE \ 
BH: V L ： C U T _ L 0 A F _ W I T H _ K N 1 F E 
N H : CL: LOAF----
DH: CL: SLICES—OF—BREAD—LIE_ON_TABLE 
NH: 
'A man cut a loaf of bread into slices. ' 
(41) DH: M A L E C L : H I T _ W 1 T H _ H A M M E R 
BH: 丨 R O N - C U B E 
M l : C L : 1 R 0 N - C U B E — 
DH: \ 
B H : � C L : H r r一丨R O N - C U B E — W I T H _ H A M M E R 
N H : / CL: C U B E BECOME—FLAT 
‘A man hit an iron-cube flat. ' 
Both the predicates CL: CUT—LOAF—WITH—KNIFE in (40) and CL: 
HIT_IRON-CUBE_WITH—HAMMER in (41) are Activity verbs, which do not 
imply any endpoint. In example (40)，there are repeated pivot movements of the 
dominant hand with a B-handshape along a horizontal straight path in the 
predicate CL: C U T L0AF_W1TH_KNIFE (see Figure 58). The second classifier 
predicate CL: SLICES_OF_BREAD—LIE_ON—TABLE in (40) is articulated in the 
forms of repeated downward movements with a classifier of the SLICE-OF-BREAD 
(tV) along a straight path (see Figure 59). The movement is an [Epenthesis] to locate 
the theme and the feature [Repeat] just reveals the plurality of the theme. The second 
predicate denotes a resultative state (i.e. the bread is in slices) of the affected object 
(i.e. the loaf of bread) at a certain location. It changes the atelic Activity of cutting 
bread into a telic Accomplishment situation with an outcome. 
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The predicate CL: HIT—IRON-CUBE—WITH—HAMMER in (41) is realized by 
a handle classifier of a hammer (f? ) with the dominant hand and a SASS 
representing the iron cube (，) with the non-dominant hand. There are repeated pivot 
movements of the dominant hand toward the SASS of the iron cube (see Figure 60). 
When the pivot movements stop, the non-dominant hand articulates the second verb 
CL: CUBE—BECOME—FLAT, which involves a handshape change from ((、）to 
(see Figure 61). The second verb indicates the change of shape of the affect object 
and at the same time, denotes the natural endpoint of the Activity of hitting 
something flat with a hammer. 
In both (40) and (41), Vi denotes a durative atelic Activity, i.e. cutting loaf in 
(40) and hitting iron-cube in (41). No natural endpoint is revealed by Vi The change 
of state is shown by V2. We suggest that V2 is a resultative predicate which denotes 
an outcome, endpoint of the Activity in (40) and (41). In both cases, Vi is a transitive 
verb, i.e., CL: C U T LOAF—WITH—KNIFE in (40) and CL: 
HIT—IRON—CUBE—WITH—HAMMER in (41). Moreover. V： CL: 
SLICES—OF—BREAD—LIE_ON—TABLE in (40) and CL: CUBE—BECOME—FLAT 
in (41) are an unaccusative verb. In (40), the 'bread' is the internal argument of both 
VI and V2. In addition, both verbs in (41) take the 'iron cube' as their internal 
argument. Besides, the series of verb take only one external argument i.e. M A L E in 
both (40) and (41). 
The verb series in the two examples are not verbal compounds, because verbal 
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compounds are formed at the morphological level and the verb series cannot be 
inserted with any other syntactic element such as aspect marker and adverbial. 
However, a perfective marker FINISH and/or a time adverbial FOR-A-LONG-TIME 
can be added between V! and V2 in both cases. They are not parataxis constructions 
too since the two actions denoted by Vi and V2 altogether are treated as a single 
event by the informants. As defined by Durie (1997), serial verbs share at least one 
and possible internal arguments. Moreover, the complex takes only one 
subject/external argument and is conceptualized as a single event. Therefore, we 
argue that the verb complexes in examples (40) and (41) are cases of serial verb 
constructions in HKSL. 
3.4.5.2.2.2 Verbal Compound 
Likewise, in verbs of displacement of entity, where the manner of locomotion'^ 
is involved, a series of two verbs are observed in our data. However, the verb series 
15 As proposed by Supalla (1990), there are two types of verbs of motion in ASL according to 
their morphological structure. One type of verbs of motion is called 'locomotion verb'. It represents a 
human agent's manner of locomotion and involves the body classifiers. Another type is the 'path verb', 
which represents an agent's path and direction of motion and involves relatively unmarked classifiers. 
As mention in section 3.4.1.3, motions may be translational or self-contained. There are three 
realizations of translational motions in ASL, namely 1) verb of manner of motion along the path; 2) a 
locomotion verb followed by a path verb and 3) a path verb without encoding manner. The verbs of 
motion in Supalla's analysis involve only one external argument, which is assigned the theta-role of 
'agent ' , for instance, 'A person is running zigzag uphill (Supalla 1990:133).' The sentence is 
intransitive. "Nevertheless, the cases in our data of HKSL are transitive. The examples in our data 
involve an external argument (i.e. an agent that initiates the event) and an internal argument (i.e. the 
theme that undergoes the path of motion). In the cases of ASL studied by Supalla (1990:135). all 
motion verbs with one external argument are physically possible to express all of the morphemes (i.e. 
the direction, the manner and the path) simultaneously, just as they are simultaneous in the event itself. 
It is only the arbitrary grammatical restrictions that select the expression of verb series to indicate the 
manner and the path separately in two verbs. However, our examples in HKSL cannot be expressed in 
a single sign with all morphemes included simultaneously. A verb series must be adopted. The 
locomotion verb represents the locomotion of the external argument and the path verb denotes the 
displacement of the internal argument. Although there is a difference between the transitivity of the 
motion verbs in ASL and HKSL, we consider that the two cases of verb series can be analyzed in the 
same way. 
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in this type of verb is not a serial verb construction. It is a verbal compound. 
• (42) DM: HAVE(existenlial) C L : B O A T _ M O V E _ A N D _ R l - A C H _ C I . : R 1 V H R B A N K 
BH: RIVER P E R S O N R O W BOAT 
N H : C L : R I V E R B A N K 
'A person rowed the boat to the riverbank.' 
In example (42), a verb complex is needed to show the process of changing the 
atelic Activity R O W to a telic outcome. The verb complex first consists of a 
locomotion verb R O W followed by a noun BOAT and the path verb CL: 
B O A T —MOVE—AND_REACH—CL:RIVERBANK. The first verb R O W is 
articulated by circular repeated movements of both arms (see Figure 25). It is by 
default an Activity verb because it has the feature [Repeat]. The outcome of this 
Activity is expressed by the movement of the classifier predicate CL: 
BOAT M O V E - A N D - R E A C H C L : R I V E R B A N K towards the classifier of the bank _ — 
of river, which ends with the features [Hold] and [Contact] (see Figure 62). The 
movement indicates a path-goal relationship. 
As suggested by Tang (To appear), the verb complex, which consists of a 
locomotion verb denoting manner of locomotion followed by a path verb, is ‘a verbal 
compound undergoing a morphological process of incorporation (p. 19)，. On the 
other hand, a serial verb construction is analyzed in terms of a syntactic rather than 
morphological phenomenon. Both Vi and V2 in (42) share the same internal 
argument (i.e. the boat) and have only one external argument (i.e. a person); hence 
example (42) cannot not be a parataxis construction. Nevertheless, it is not a serial 
verb construction too. We have tested the grammaticality of adding a perfective 
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marker FINISH between the locomotion verb and the path verb. The informants 
reject such a sequence. They claim that the sentence would be ungrammalical after 
adding a perfective marker FINISH between the two verbs. Hence, we argue thai 
unlike (40) and (41), the sequence of verbs in situation in (42), which involves 
manner of locomotion is a type of verbal compound as they form an undisrupted 
sequence. Vi and V2 in (40) are morphologically formed verb complex to denote the 
displacement of the theme. 
The decomposition of the manner and the path into two verbs in verb of 
displacement is not uncommon. Yang (1985) argues that Mandarin does not have 
'Goal Prepositional Phrase'; rather the notion is denoted by 'Contact Compound,. 
Prepositional phrase that denotes the spatial endpoint of the path is regarded as 'Goal 
Prepositional Phrase', which is [Telic] and [Dynamic] in meaning. Tenny (1994) 
labels such spatial endpoint of a path as 'terminus'. Only prepositional phrases 
that contain a terminus will give rise to a telic reading to the situation. A 'Contact 
16 Prepositional phrases show the relationship between the path and location in verbs of location 
and motion. Different prepositional phrases denote various aspectual properties of situations involving 
verb of motion and location. There are three kinds of prepositional phrases. The first type is 'Locative 
Prepositional Phrase'. It shows the location of an entity, which is [-Telic] in meaning. The situation 
with a 'Locative Prepositional Phrase' is static if it relates to posture or existence of an entity such as 
(a). If it relates to a motion event, the situation is dynamic like (b). Prepositional phrase that does not 
show a spatial endpoint is regarded as 'Directional Prepositional Phrase' such as (c). It is [-Telic] and 
[+Dynamic]. Prepositional phrase that denotes the spatial endpoint of the path, namely 'Goal 
Prepositional Phrase', is [+Telic] and [+Dynamic] like (d). Tenny (1994) labels such spatial endpoint 
as ' terminus' . Only prepositional phrases implying a terminus will give rise to telic reading. Locative 
and directional preposition without a terminus will present the situation as atelic. 
(a) A man is standing in the park. (static) 
(b) A man walked in the park. (dynamic atelic) 
(c) A man walked along the river. (dynamic atelic) 
(d) A man walked to the riverbank. (dynamic telic) 
With the same atelic motion verb walk, only (d) reveals a telic situation. It is because there is a 'Goal 
Prepositional Phrase，一/o the riverbank, which denotes the terminus of situation. The 'Locative 
Prepositional Phrase' in the park in (b) and the 'Directional Prepositional Phrase' along the river in (c) 
do not provide a terminus to the activity of walking. Thus, the sentences are atelic. 
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Compound' is composed of 'a manner movement verb and a morpheme that denotes 
the success of getting into or out of contact (Yang, 1985:60).'丨？ For instance, in the 
'Contact Compound' zou-dao in Mandarin, the verb zou is a manner movement verb 
and dao is the morpheme that indicates the achievement of terminus. This morpheme 
is also regarded as a resultative morpheme. It denotes a spatial endpoint, which 
makes the resulting verb complex telic in meaning. 
W e argue that both 'Goal Prepositional Predicate' and 'Contact Compound' can 
be found in HKSL. In verbs of displacement which the manner of motion is 
expressed independently, a 'Contact Compound' is used. This is the case of example 
(42). The manner of the motion i.e. ‘rowing’ is realized in the first verb and the path 
verb CL: BOAT—MOVE-AND-REACH—CL:RIVERBANK denotes a natural 
endpoint of the situation of rowing. On the other hand, a 'Goal Prepositional 
Predicate' is adopted if manner of motion is incorporated with the path verb or is not 
mentioned at all. Examples of some plain path verbs in HKSL include ENTER (see 
Figure 63), ARRIVE (see Figure 64) and M O V E - A R O U N D (see Figure 65). All of 
the three plain path verbs in HKSL only reveal the path of the motion event. No 
manner of motion is represented. 
The telicity of a motion event cannot be identified by solely considering the 
17 T h e example given by Yang (1985) to explain the 'Contac t C o m p o u n d ' is quoted as fol lows: 
(a) Ta zai yige xiaoshi nei zou-dao le pengyou j ia . 
He in an hour walk-arr ive Perf friend home 
He arr ived at his f r i end ' s home in an hour. (Yang, 1985:61) 
In example (2) She considers that dao is a contact m o r p h e m e in the verb complex zou-dao, which 
denotes the te rminus of the Activity verb zou (mean ing ' w a l k ' in English). 
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presence or absence of the movement feature [土Path]. Other features like [Hold], and 
[Contact] also determine the telicity of a motion event. 
It is observed that the end of path movement in verbs of displacement must 
contain a [Hold], with or without the feature [Contact]. Following Supalla & 
Newport (1978) again, the hold manner relates to an action with a specific spatial 
end-point. The path verb with the feature [Hold] in the verbal compound is realized 
as a telic directional prepositional phrase following Wood & Wilbur (2000). The path 
in (42) ends with a [Contact] with the classifier of the spatial endpoint. Therefore, it 
must have the feature [Hold]. However, some path verbs do not contain the feature 
[Contact] like CL: CAR—MOVE—AND—STOP—IN—GARAGE. 
(43) DH: MALE CL: CAR_MOVE \ CL: CAR—MOVE— 
BH: CAR PUSH � AND—STOP—IN 
NH: CL: GARAGE , _CL: GARAGE 
'A man pushed a car into the garage.' 
In (43), the locomotion verb PUSH is a sign with a single movement. The path 
verb CL: CAR—MOVE—AND—STOP—IN—CL: G A R A G E is articulated by a vehicle 
classifier of the dominant hand. The classifier of the garage is formed by the 
whole arms of the non-dominant hand raised up to the shoulder-level. There is no 
[Contact] between the theme (i.e. the vehicle classifier) and the location (i.e. the 
classifier of the garage). The spatial endpoint of the situation is wholly denoted by 
the feature [Hold] at the end of the path movement right under the location (see 
Figure 66). According lo Jackendoff (1996), the boundedness of an event and the 
time are linked by the boundedness of a path. If the path has an endpoint, so do the 
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event and the time, and vice versa. Thus, we assume that such end-hold of the path 
movement in example (43) implies the boundedness of path, which results in a telic 
meaning of the Accomplishment. If the hold manner is changed into a continuous 
manner, the action will have an unspecific spatial end-point indicating an atelic 
meaning. The situation will mean 'A man pushed a car through the garage,. 
Consequently, we can observe that the first part of type (I) Accomplishment 
situation mostly contains the same movement features as Activity, i.e. [TM] CF 
[Repeat]. Yet the outcomes of the Activity are expressed in different ways. This kind 
of Accomplishment event cannot be expressed by a single Accomplishment verb. 
3.4.5.3 Type (II) Accomplishments—single Accomplishment verbs 
Do Accomplishment verbs exist in HKSL? In our data, we identify a few. The 
situations of CL: BEND—IRON-BAR, G R O W - U P and SELL can be expressed by a 
single Accomplishment verb. Single Accomplishment ve^S-denote the Activi^as 
/ 
w e l l 处 ^ 
(44) DH: MALE 
BH; 丨RON-BAR CL: B E N D J R O N - B A R 
'A man bended an iron bar/ 
The Accomplishment verb CL: BEND—IRON-BAR in example (44) is a sign 
involving a single local movement. The orientation of the palms changes from facing 
downwards to facing the contralateral side by rotating both forearms. Both hands are 
in the form of a handle classifier (f?) (see Figure 67). The change in orientation 
shows the process of bending as well as the gradual change of shape of the affected 
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object, i.e. the iron bar. There is a [Hold] manner at the end of the local movement. It 
implies the resultant state of the bended iron bar. As we can see, the Accomplishment 
verb denotes both the Activity and the outcome. 
G R O W - U P is also an Accomplishment verb expressed in a single sign. 
G R O W - U P has an atelic counterpart G R O W . The two signs adopt the same 
6-handshape (fV) with the palm orienting downward. The hands move in an upward 
straight path. The telic verb G R O W - U P in example (45) ends with the feature [Hold] 
(see Figure 68), while the atelic counterpart G R O W has a continuous path (see 
Figure 69). 
(45) DH: SELF CL: W A T E R _ W I T H _ H O S E WATER— G R A D U A L L Y G R O W - U P 
Bl i : S A N - M O U / PLANT— 
N H : CL; P L A N T WITH—HOSE 
'San-mao watered the plant by himself. Gradually, the plant grew up . ‘ 
Fundamentally, the verbs G R O W and G R O W - U P do not show a path-goal 
relationship, rather they show an affected experiencer (i.e. the plant). According to 
Levin (1993), 'grow' belongs to the class of 'Verb of creation and transformation'. 
This type of verb 'describes the transformation of an entity from one form to another; 
either the source or the goal may be the subject of the verb (p. 174).’ In other words, 
G R O W and G R O W - U P implicitly denote a path-goal relationship in terms of the 
path of growing i.e. the transformation of the plant. In the case of GROW-UP, the 
feature [Hold] provides a boundary to the Activity. It implies the endpoint to the 
transformation of the plant. The verb G R O W which has a continuous manner, on the 
other hand, suggests an unbounded Activity. The height of the plant is uncertain. It 
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can grow continuously without indicating an endpoint. This observation is similar to 
the verbs of displacement where a hold manner denotes a specific spatial endpoint 
whereas a continuous manner denotes an unspecific spatial endpoint. 
Usually, the path-goal relationship is a spatial notion which implies a 
displacement of an entity. However, some linguists like Jackendoff (1972) and 
Gruber (1976) also generalize the path-goal relationship to include verbs of 
transaction. Moreover, it is argued that the transition of time is also a kind of 
path-goal relationship. In our data, all verbs of transactions like SELL and BUY; and 
verbs of transfer of ownership like GIVE and STEAL are Accomplishments 
represented in a single sign with a single movement. 
(46) DH: OLD FEMALE-ELDERLY FOUR CL: ,GIVE_PACKAGEB 
BH: SELL ORANGE 
NH: FHMALH 
DH: -
NH:C1: PERSON—STAND 丨）„GIVF：, TFN 
'An old lady sold four oranges. She gave the package of oranges to the girl and the girl 
gave her ten dollars.' 
The Accomplishment verb sign SELL in (46) is a two-handed sign articulated 
with a S-handshape (Iv), with one hand located on top of the other hand. Two hands 
move in an opposite direction leading to a change in hand arrangement. The hand, 
which is originally located at the top, is now located at the bottom, and vice versa. 
The sign ends in a [Hold] (see Figure 70). If SELL is articulated with the features 
[Repeat] and [-Hold] (see Figure 71), a generic reading results. The situation will be 
a generic State meaning ‘An old lady sells oranges'. No numeral can be used 
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together with the generic verb SELL. If a numeral is used with the generic verb 
SELL as in (47), the informants consider the sentence ungrammatical. 
(47) * DH: OLD FEMALE-ELDERLY FOUR 
BH: SELL(generic) ORANGE 
'An old lady sells four oranges.' 
In all of these Accomplishment verbs represented as a single sign, they do not 
consist of the features [TM] and [Repeat]; however, they are durative in meaning. As 
discussed in the section on Achievement, the feature [Tense] is an obligatory feature 
showing instantaneity. The Accomplishment verbs in this category is articulated in a 
single movement; and do not contain the feature [Tense]. Even they can contain the 
feature [Tense] such as the verb CL: BEND_IRON_BAR, the feature is optional. 
Hence, they are not instantaneous. 
Also, the verb STEAL with the feature [-Repeat] is an Accomplishment. 
STEAL is a two-handed sign articulated in a single path movement of the dominant 
hand which changes from B-handshape (%) to ^ -handshape (c:;) (see Figure 72). The 
sign ends with a [Hold] which denotes a change of state implying the transfer of 
ownership of certain possessions. The sign can be modulated with the feature 
[Repeat] to cause a situation shift. When STEAL is modulated with the feature 
[Repeat], it shows a multiple-event Activity with Accomplishments as sub-events. 
Furthermore, the informants claim that there should be plural objects in the signing 
with the feature [Repeat]. In fact, the study on the relationship between the plurality 
of argument(s), (i.e. subject or object or both) and events, for instance, the discussion 
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on CL: TAKE—OFF-CLOTHES and STEAL, falls into the category of 
'Distributional Aspect' in ASL literature. 
3.5 Generalizations on the representation of situation types in HKSL 
According to our data in HKSL, the features [Epenthesis] and [Contact] are 
commonly observed in Stales verbs. Many Stative verbs consist of an epenthetic 
movement to contact. A high proportion of Stative verbs are contact roots or 
body-anchored signs. Furthermore, the [Path] in mental states are epenthetic. It does 
not denote any dynamism, because no displacement of an entity in space or 
agreement marking between the arguments of the verbs is revealed by that kind of 
path. Thus, Predication 1 is confirmed. 
As we have examined, the notion of stativity in verb of motion and location is 
encoded with the feature [-Path] in HKSL. On the contrary, dynamism cannot be 
generalized by the opposite feature [+Path]. It is because self-contained motions are 
also dynamic although they do not contain the feature [Path]. Thus, [Path] is a 
sufficient but not a necessary movement feature to denote the notion of dynamism in 
HKSL. Other local movements can also signify dynamic motion. 
Based on the evidence in HKSL, we argue that both features fTM] and [Repeat] 
denote atelic and durative aspectual meaning. It is not the case that [TM] is 
associated with atelic meaning and [Repeat] is related to a durative situation as 
reported in previous studies of ASL. They are observed in psychological states, 
Activities (both basic and derived level Activities), and the Activity part of type (I) 
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Accomplishments but are absent in Semelfactives and Achievements in HKSL. We 
can assume that [TM] and [Repeat] have the same aspectual value. We argue that 
from an aspectual point of view, [TM] implies [Repeat]. 
From a phonetic point of view, [TM] is a subtype of the repeated movements in 
signed languages. Therefore, the signs that cannot be articulated in [TM] will adopt 
the feature [Repeat] to denote the same aspectual meaning. Very often, signs with 
[TM] can change to [Repeat] when they are emphasized or intensified by the signer. 
The shift from [TM] to [Repeat] of a sign is related to the notion of sonority in 
signed languages.'^  According to Brentari (1998), the more proximal the movement 
of a sign, i.e. the movement involving joints of large scale like elbow or shoulder, the 
higher sonority of the sign has and vice versa. In fact, the signs like BE-AFRAID-OF, 
DISLIKE and CLAP in HKSL, which contain the feature [TM], may be articulated in 
a greater sonority by adopting the feature [Repeat] rather than [TM]. The aspectual 
meaning of the signs does not change after the alternation in movement feature. The 
situations are still durative and atelic no matter they contains [TM] or [Repeat]. As a 
result, we can claim that [TM] is a redundant feature in the analysis of aspectual 
meaning of verbs, because the feature [Repeat] already includes the phonetic as well 
as aspectual properties of [TM]. Hence, Predication 2 should be amended to 'Signs 
18 In spite of the comple te ly d i f fe rence in modal i ty and phonet ic bases be tween spoken and 
s igned languages , both audi tory and visual sonori ty are those proper t ies of a l inguistic signal that 
enhance perceptual sal ience. As def ined by Brentari (1998) , the degree of sonori ty in s igned language 
is corre la ted with the proximi ty to the body of the jo in t ar t iculat ing the sign ges ture to the body. The 
more proximal the jo in t ar t iculat ing the m o v e m e n t to the midl ine of the body, the greater the degree of 
sonority. The perceptual consequence of higher sonori ty in signed languages is the greater visibili ty of 
the signs. 
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with the feature [Repeat] will denote psychological States, Activities in HKSL. 
The feature [Hold] has different aspectual meanings according to the type of 
movement it accompanies. When an [Epenthesis] ends with an [Hold], it denotes a 
State expressed in terms of postures and locations. A [Hold] at the end of the [Path] 
in verbs of displacement of an entity indicates a specific spatial endpoint to the 
displacement. Therefore, [Hold] in this case entails a telic meaning. On the contrary, 
the absence of [Hold] in the path movement of verbs of displacement of an entity 
shows an unspecific spatial endpoint. This suggests an atelic meaning to the situation. 
Besides, when a single [Tense] movement halts with a [Hold]，whether or not it 
contains the feature [Path], it implies a change of state in the situation. 
Te feature [Tense] is usually accompanied by a fast manner in sign production. 
Such manners are iconic and they denote an instantaneous Achievement. W e also 
observe that the feature [Restrained] is a redundant feature as it is naturally brought 
about by the combinations of the features [Tense] and [Hold] or [Tense] and 
[Contact]. A [Restrained] manner appears to be a physiological outcome brought 
about by the termination of a tense motion. As a result. Predication 3 needs to be 
amended to 'Signs with the bundles of features [-Repeat], [Tense] and [Hold] 
correspond to Achievements'. 
Finally, Accomplishment is a complex event type that mostly cannot be 
expressed in a single Acomplishment verb. In our data, a number of 
Accomplishments need to be decomposed semantically into an Activity and an 
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outcome. The realization of the outcome varies with the types of change of state of 
the situation. As a matter of fact, there is a small percentage of single 
Accomplishment verbs in HKSL. The different compositions of Accomplishments 
are subjected to the lexical semantic representation of the verb itself. Predication 4 is 
confirmed but it cannot be generalized to all Accomplishment situations. It only 
predicts type (I) Accomplishment. 
The phonological features observed in each type of verbs in HKSL suggest 
different temporal characteristics of situations. The movement features studied in 
other signed languages, especially ASL can also be observed in the data of HKSL. 
To sun up, the relationship between the surface movement features and their inherent 
aspectual values in HKSL is presented in Table 3.10 below. The values ‘+，and 
stand for the presence and absence of specific feature and the elaborations of some 
features are given in brackets. 
Table 3.10 Relationship between surface movement features and the inherent 
aspectual meaning of verbs in HKSL 
Temporal features 
[Static] [Durative] [Telic] 
[Repeat] + (Psych verb) + -
a ^ [Path] - + + / -<u a> *- -* c >-< 5 5 [Hold] + (Posture & Location) + (Posture & Location) + 
o 2 J^ [Epenthesis] + -
[Tense] _ - + 
Since the features [TM] and [Restrained] are proven to be redundant in our 
feature analysis of aspectual meaning of verbs in HKSL, they are eliminated from 
Table 3.10. The feature [Repeat] shows durative and atelic meaning. It is also 
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observed in psychological verbs. [Path] has a dynamic meaning and it is durative in 
nature if it is not accompanied by the feature [Tense]. The telicity of the feature [Path] 
depends on the presence and absence of the feature [Hold]. A [Hold] articulated at 
the end of a [Path] reveals a telic meaning. A [Path] without an end-hold is atelic in 
meaning. Moreover, a [Hold] articulated at the end of an [Epenthesis], which is 
observed in posture States, denotes stative and durative meaning. Usually, a [Tense] 
manner shows instantaneous meaning. 
Based on the matrices in Table 3.10, the representation of five situation types in 
terms of movement features in HKSL are made and presented in Table 3.11 below. 
Table 3.11 Aspectual features of five situation types in terms of movement features 
in HKSL 
M o v e m e n t features 
[Epenthesis! [Pathl [Repeat! | H o l d | 丨 Tense | 
+ (Posture + (Posture 
State - + (Psych verb) -
& Locat ion) & Locat ion) 
Activity _ + + -
A c h i e v e m e n t + 十 + 
Semel fac t ive + -
A c c o m p l i s h m e n t (I) - + + + 
A c c o m p l i s h m e n t (11) - + - + -
Table 2.11 in Chapter 2 is based on the predictions, whereas Table 3.11 here is 
supported by the real data of HKSL. The predications made in Chapter 2 are 
basically confirmed although some minor amendments are needed. To recapitulate, 
four generalizations on the representation of the situation types in HKSL are stated as 
follows: 
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(48) Generalization 1 ： 
Signs that consist of [-Path] or [Epenthesis] without dynamic movement 
imply States, except psychological States. 
Generalization 2: 
Signs with the feature [Repeat] will denote psychological States and 
Activities in HKSL. 
Generalization 3: 
Signs with the bundles of features [-Repeat], [Tense] and [Hold] 
correspond to Achievements. 
Generalization 4: 
Type (I) Accomplishments cannot be represented by a single verb sign in 
HKSL. They are decomposed semantically into an Activity and an 
outcome. Type (II) Accomplishments can he represented by a single verb 
sign in HKSL. 
3.6 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, we identify the movement features in HKSL and associate them 
with the corresponding inherent aspectual values. According to the identified 
movement features, we also classify the five situation types as proposed in Smith's 
(1997) model. Generally speaking, State verbs consist of the features [-Path] or 
[Epenthesis]. There is no dynamic movement in States. Most Activity verbs contain 
the feature [Repeat]. Signs with the bundles of features [-Repeat]. [Tense] and [Hold] 
denote Achievement verbs. Most Accomplishments (i.e. Type I Accomplishments) 
cannot be represented by a single verb sign in HKSL. They are decomposed 
semantically into an Activity and an outcome. Nevertheless, some single 
Accomplishment verbs (i.e. Type II Accomplishments) are still observed in HKSL. 
The aspectual meaning of a situation is not solely depicted by the lexical verb. 
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Other syntactic components, for instance, arguments, quantifying particles, 
prepositional phrases as well as the Viewpoint Aspect have an effect on shifting the 
basic-level situation types. We have briefly mentioned the affectedness of other 
syntactic components to the aspectual meaning of a situation and some cases of 
derived-level situations in this chapter. In the next chapter, we will focus on studying 
the interaction between Viewpoint Aspect and Situation Aspect on HKSL in details. 
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Chapter 4 Viewpoint Aspect in Hong Kong Sign Language 
4.0 Introduction 
Being a component of the Two-component Theory, Viewpoint Aspect is an 
essential element in the study of Aspect. The aspectual meaning of a sentence is a 
composite of the Situation Aspect and Viewpoint Aspect. In Chapter 3, we have 
discussed the relationship between the surface movement features and ditYerent verb 
types in HKSL. Five basic situation types in HKSL have also been identified. In this 
chapter, we will try to examine the Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL and the way it 
interacts with different situation types. We will first give an overview of Viewpoint 
Aspect in H K S L in section 4.1. Our focus is the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL. 
W e will give the details of Experiment 2 in 4.2 and the syntactic distributions and 
functions of FINISH in 4.3. Furthermore, the interaction between the two 
components of Aspect will be discussed in 4.4. Lastly, section 4.5 concerns the 
meaning of FINISH as a perfective marker in HKSL. 
4.1 Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL一an overview 
The Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL has not been systematically studied so far. This 
chapter reports on some preliminary observations of Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL. In 
some other signed languages such as ASL and BSL, aspectual modulations are 
superimposed on the movement of verb signs to represent viewpoints. In our data, no 
aspectual inflection in terms of movement modulation of verb signs is observed. 
Generally, Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL can be represented through the use of explicit 
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lexical morphemes, such as adverbials N O W , SOMETIMES and HABITUALLY etc. 
and the optional aspectual marker FINISH. However, these explicit viewpoint 
markings are not obligatory. 
W e argue that Viewpoint Aspect are 'inherent'' to basic-level situation types in 
HKSL, hence explicit viewpoint marking may not be necessary. Each basic-level 
situation type has its inherent viewpoint type in accordance with the intrinsic 
temporal features of the situation, which are expressed through different movement 
features. For instance, Imperfective viewpoint is the inherent viewpoint for State; and 
Achievement must be Perfective in meaning in HKSL. Derived situation types are 
produced by the shift of viewpoint triggered by adverbials and extra aspectual 
markers. 
As proposed by Smith (1997), sentences without an explicit aspectual 
morpheme must have a Neutral viewpoint. She refers to the sentences that lack a 
viewpoint morpheme to indicate whether the situation is perfective or imperfective as 
'Lack a Viewpoint Morpheme, (LVM) sentences. The L V M sentences indicate 
partial information and allow both perfective (closed) and imperfective (open) 
readings. As we have proposed above, viewpoints are inherent to various situation 
types defined by the temporal features of the situation. These temporal features are 
indicated by the 'Movement' parameter in signed languages. Although sentences in 
‘ W e use the term 'inherent' to describe the interaction between Viewpoint Aspect and Situation 
Aspect in HKSL because it is observed that the signing of a verb that certain viewpoint is projected 
is the same as the signing of the citation form of the verb in HKSL. 
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HKSL can omit explicit viewpoint markings, they consist of a clear inherent 
viewpoint without showing ambiguity. For instance, a deaf signer reports the 
scenario that is being caught in his sight at the moment of signing. He signs the 
sentence ' I N D E X ( D e t ) M A L E RUN'. The sentence indicates a progressive activity in 
HKSL, which is transcribed as ‘ The man is running'. It cannot be interpreted as 
perfective. Although there is no explicit viewpoint marking, the viewpoint of the 
situation is clearly shown. Thus, we argue that HKSL does not have Neutral 
viewpoint despite the presence of L V M sentences. All the above claims will be 
further elaborated later in section 4.4. 
Alternatively, we have noticed the presence of an aspectual marker for 
Perfective viewpoint in HKSL, which is glossed as FINISH. FINISH usually 
functions as a perfective marker to enable to view the situation as a whole. It is 
commonly used in HKSL although it is optional. The projection of perfective 
viewpoint on certain basic-level situations will give rise to situation shift. Hitherto, 
our preliminary investigation shows that neither a lexical marker nor aspectual 
modulation on the movement of verb signs is observed for expressing Imperfective 
viewpoints in HKSL. Due to the importance of FINISH in denoting the aspectual 
meaning of a situation, we will analyze the syntactic distributions and different 
functions of FINISH as well as its interaction with different situation types in depth. 
4.2 Experiment 2: Natural conversation 
Experiment 2 was conducted to investigate the syntactic distribution and the 
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grammatical functions of FINISH, particularly its relationship with Aspect. A natural 
conversation between the 2 informants (Signer A and B) was videotaped and 
transcribed. W e aim to elicit and observe the distribution of the sign FINISH in a 
natural signing discourse. The conversation lasts for about 72 minutes and it can be 
separated into three main episodes. Episode One is related to the deaths of relatives 
of the informants and the funeral customs, Episode Two concerns the property 
market of Hong Kong and Episode Three is a discussion about the way to earn a 
living among movie stars and pop singers. Totally, the sign FINISH appears 74 times 
in the whole conversation. The transcription of the selected parts of the conversation, 
which contains the sign FINISH, can be found in Appendix 3. 
4.3 The syntactic distributions and grammatical functions of FINISH in HKSL 
The sign FINISH in HKSL is articulated by two hands or just by one hand. 
FINISH is articulated in a 5-handshape (々 ）with an inward palm orientation at the 
neutral space. It involves pronation of the wrist(s) resulting in a downward palm 
orientation, (see Figure 73) The variation of signing of FINISH exists only for the 
sake of ease of articulation. Usually, the number of hand(s) involved in the 
articulation of FINISH depends on the sign that precedes it. There may also be 'place 
of articulation assimilation' in producing the sign FINISH after some signs, which 
are articulated above the shoulder level such as CRY in HKSL. Nonetheless, these 
phonological modifications do not affect the meaning of the sign. 
After classifying the 74 tokens according to their syntactic distribution, we can 
observe that the sign FINISH occurs i) after a noun phrase; ii) after a predicate or iii) 
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at clause boundary. The syntactic distributions of FINISH in HKSL are illustrated in 
Table 4.1 below. 
Table 4.1 Syntactic distributions of FINISH in HKSL 
? 
Syntactic Distributions Percentage % (1 decimal place) 一 
After a ^ [A 12 4 
noun phrase N ( t i m e , d a t e a n d d u r a t i o n ) F l O 
#F 5.4 
At clause ,八 „ 
IF ( p a u s e ) 1.4 10.9 boundary 
( P a u s e ) F 4 .1 V F ^ 
VNF 5A 
A f t - a 7 7 5 J T 4 .1 . 77 .1 
predicate VQF 5.4 
VVF SA 
T o t a l : 100 
I 
As observed from the natural discourse, the sign FINISH is a lexical morpheme 
when it occurs after a noun phrase. There are two lexical meanings that the sign 
FINISH can carry. When FINISH comes after a noun related to the notion of time 
and duration, it has the adverbial meaning of 'after'. 
(1) L3: O N E - H O U R F I N I S H ' " ' A L L - G O N E 1 - H O U R ? 
NP ADV VP NP 
'All (audience) will leave after 1 hour? ' [Token 62] 
In example (1), the sign FINISH follows the noun phrase ONE-HOUR. The two 
signs together forms an adverbial phrase denoting the time of the event mentioned in 
previous context. We argue that FINISH in this syntactic context is an adverbial 
meaning 'after'. We have tested the grammaticality of replacing the sign FINISH 
2 The full fo rms of the abbreviat ions are: N - ~ n o u n ; N P — n o u n phrase; V — v e r b ; V P - - v e r b 
phrase; C O N J — c o n j u n c t i o n ; PERF一perfective aspect; Q—quant i f i e r ; ADJ—ad jec t i ve ; 
A D V — a d v e r b ; INTERJ—Inte r jec t ion ; F — F I N I S H (HKSL) ; #"~clause boundary; D.M. discourse 
marker ; M O D — m o d a l verbs; 
3 The letter 'L ' and ' K ' are the abbreviat ions for the names of the two informants part icipated in 
the natural conversat ion in Experiment Two respectively. 
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with the adverbial AFTER in HKSL. The result suggests that all tokens of FINISH in 
the natural discourse that follows a noun phrase related to the notion of time and 
duration can be substituted by the adverbial AFTER, as verified by the informants. 
The only exception is 'Token 5' in example (2). 
When FINISH occurs after a noun phrase and there is no verb after FINISH a-
in example (2), it is translated into the verb 'finish'^  
(2) K: COME-BACK FUNERAL-AND-CEREMONY ALL FINISH …YESTERDAY 
V P N P Q V P N P 
DAY-BEFORE-YESTERDAY SLEEPY NIGHT-TILL-MORNING 
N P ADJ ADV 
‘(They) came back. All the matters about the funeral and ceremony were finished. 
Yesterday and the day before yesterday, 1 was sleepy as 1 had been busy for the whole 
night.， [ Token 5] 
The sign ALL is a quantifier to the preceding noun. The sign FINISH cannot be 
replaced by the adverbial sign AFTER in example (2). As claimed by the informants, 
the sign FINISH in this case implies that all matters regarding the funeral and 
ceremony have been completed. Thus the sign FINISH in (2) should be most 
properly glossed as the verb 'finish'. 
Furthermore, FINISH is observed at clause boundary. The clause boundary is 
identified by the occurrence of a pause before or after the sign FINISH as in example 
(3). Naturally, the beginning of a turn of in the discourse marks a clause boundary 
4 Similar to the analysis of the sign FINISH in ASL by Fischer & Gough (1972), it is 
indeterminate whether FINISH functions as a main verb glossed as ' f inish' or as a past-participle 
adjective glossed as ‘ (be) finished'. In our analysis of FINISH in HKSL, the sign FINISH is treated 
as a main verb after a noun phrase provided that there is no other verb in the same sentence. This 
assertion is made because the class of 'verb ' is a more fundamental category than the class of 
'past-participle adjective' . All languages must have 'verb ' but not all have 'past-participle adjective' . 
Therefore, we take the more unmarked interpretation that FINISH after a noun is a main verb glossed 
as 'finish in English'. 
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such as example (4). 
“ (3) L: CARELESS NO-GOOD 
ADJ ADJ 
‘It is not good to be careless.' 
K: RIGHT F1NISH�6� (pause) UNCLE-SIXTH LAST-YEAR NATURALLY SLEEP 
INTERJ D.M. N P N P A D V V P 
PAINLESS DIE 
ADJ VP 
'You are right. Last year. Uncle-sixth died naturally and painlessly when he was 
sleeping； [Token 6] 
(4) L: GIRL-FRIEND WHO FIND WHO SECRET NO-OTHER-WAY 
N P WH-word V P WH-word N P INTER.! 
'Who is his girlfriend? Someone found her? He had no other way but just kept dating 
his girlfi'iend in secret.' 
K: FINISH^^ SEEM RUMOR DO-YOU-KNOW BAD-NEWS HE ANDY-LAU LITTLE 
D.M. V P N P V P N P N P N P AD.I 
CAN LITTLE 
M O D ADJ 
'Okay, it seems that there is very little bad news about Andy Lau, do you know that?' 
[ T o k e n 7 2 1 
In both cases, the sign FINISH occurs at the clause boundary and serves as a 
discourse marker. In (3)，the sign FINISH occurs right after the interjection RIGHT. 
There is a pause to signify a clause boundary as well as a topic shift. Signer 'K' first 
agrees with signer 'L' with the interjection RIGHT then uses the sign FINISH to 
bring an end to the previous topic. We can observe that a new topic, i.e. the death of 
an uncle of signer 'K', was introduced after the pause. Turn taking is another 
discourse device expressed by the sign FINISH as observed in (4). In example (4). 
FINISH occupies the sentence-initial position. It functions like a turn taking marker 
to initiate the turn of signer 'K'. 
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However, 'Token 56' implies another peripheral meaning for the sign FINISH 
that occurs right after a pause in discourse. 
(5) K: IF A C T IF A C T W R O N G W R O N G K N O W D O - N O T - M A T T E R W R O N G 
C0N.1 V P CONJ VP ADJ ADJ V P V P ADJ 
T O L E R A T E A G A I N A C T S E E M S E V E R A L - T I M E S C O R R E C T (pause) F I N I S H ' ' " 
V P A D V VP VP N P ADJ VP 
' I f you act wrongly, I know it does not matter. Just be tolerant and act again and again for 
about several t imes until you act correctly. Tha t ' s all . ' [Token56] 
The sign FINISH in (5) is separated from the previous sentence by a pause and 
it comes at the end of the entire sentence of a particular turn of the signer. It can only 
be translated properly by the peripheral meaning ‘That,s alF. This use of FINISH in 
HKSL is somewhat similar to that in ASL as mentioned by Fischer and Gough 
(1972). They suggest that the sign FINISH in ASL, which ends the sentence and 
often with an intonation break before it, denotes such a peripheral meaning. 
In fact, the most common and dominant distribution of the sign FINISH in our 
data (i.e. 77.1%) is found after a verb phrase such as example (6). 
(6) K: IF R E L A T I V E S DIE F I N I S H ' " ' P R O H I B I T I O N - C U S T O M HAVE P R O H I B I T I O N 
CONJ NP VP PBRF NP NP VP Nil) 
C U S T O M HAVE? 
N P V P 
' I f our relat ive died, are there any custom and t aboos? ' [Token 23] 
FINISH in HKSL cannot occur before a verb. Example (7) is ungrammatical in 
HKSL. 
(7) *INDEX(Det) F E M A L E F I N I S H C O O K FISH 
‘The w o m a n has cooked a f ish. ' 
Nevertheless, other syntactic components such as adjective in (8), noun in (9). 
quantifier in (10) and another verb in (11) can be inserted between the main verb and 
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the sign FINISH. Generally speaking, FINISH occurs after a predicate. 
‘ ( 8 ) L: ACTUALLY FUNERAL CRY LITTLE CRY SEEM FLOW-OUT ALL DRY ALL 
ADV NP VP ADJ VP VP VP Q ADJ Q 
WANT AGAIN CRY CANNOT CRY LITTLE FINISH""' CRY LITTLE FINISH"" 
VP ADV VP MOD VP ADJ PERF VP ADJ PERF 
CRY LITTLE FINISH" ' ' 
VP ADJ PERF 
'Actually, I cried little during the funeral as though all the tears had dried up. Even if I 
wanted to cry again I could not, just cried a little bit, cried a little bit, cried a little bit.’ 
[Token 10-12] 
(9) L: HEARD N O DON'T-KNOW BUY HOUSE FINISH'^^' SUDDENLY 
VP Q V P V P N P P E R F A D V 
'I haven't heard about that. I don' t know he has already bought the house so suddenly.' 
[Token 45] 
(10) K: YESTERDAY 1 GO HAIR-SALOON WASH-HAIR ONCE FINISH'" ' 
NP N P VI) N P VP Q PKRl 
'Yesterday, 1 went to the hair saloon and washed my hair once.， [Token 32] 
(11) L: CL:FOUR—PERSON—GO-TO WASH-HAIR F I N I S H ' ^ CLEAN COMFORTABLE 
VP VP P E R F ADJ ADJ 
'We went to wash our hair. That was clean and comfortable. ' [Token 36] 
Regardless of the complexity of the predicate, the sign FINISH after the 
predicate in all examples presents the event as a whole. It suggests both initial and 
final endpoints of an event rather than the internal stages. The Achievement verb 
DIE in (6), Accomplishment verb B U Y in (9) and the Activity verbs CRY in (8) and 
WASH-HAIR in (10) and (11) are all perfective in meaning after adding the sign 
FINISH. Thus, FINISH suggests a perfective viewpoint. Very often, the event 
mentioned occurred in the past, as it is natural for past events to be viewed 
perfectively. Nevertheless, it is not a must that a perfective situation happened in the 
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past. Just as the perfect marker^ A L R E A D Y in ISL (Meir, 1999)，FINISH in H K S L 
4 
can co-occur with past, present and future time adverbials. 
(12) T O M O R R O W 1 EAT F I N I S H F I N D Y O U 
'I will f ind you af te r I have taken my meal t omor row. ' 
The sentence in (12) is grammatical in HKSL. FINISH shows a perfective 
event that will happen in the future. The compatibility of the sign FINISH with 
non-past time adverbials provide evidence that FINISH after a predicate is not a 
past-tense marker. It should be a perfective marker instead. Moreover, if FINISH 
really functions as a past-tense marker, it should be compatible with all situation 
types to reveal a past situation. However, it is observed that FINISH cannot be used 
with STATE. 
(13 ) *INDEX(Det) F E M A L E D I S L I K E D O G F I N I S H 
' T h e w o m a n dis l iked d o g . ' 
Example (13) is ungrammatical in HKSL. The incompatibility of FINISH with 
STATE proves that FINISH in H K S L is not a past-tense marker, rather it shows that 
FINISH tends to denote perfective viewpoint. This is because perfective viewpoint 
does not apply to State. Principally, endpoints are not included in the temporal 
schema of State. 
To sum up, we can generally identify five functions of FINISH in HKSL. The 
summary about the functions and syntactic distributions of the sign FINISH in H K S L 
is shown in Table 4.2 below. 
5 A c c o r d i n g to Me i r ( 1 9 9 9 ) ' s ana lys i s o f the pe r fec t m a r k e r A L R E A D Y in ISL, ‘Per fec t ’ is a 
' m a r k e d pe r f ec t i ve aspec tua l marker , w h i c h d i f f e r s from o the r a spec tua l m a r k e r s in that it d o e s not tell 
us s o m e t h i n g abou t the internal t empora l s t ruc ture of the event , but ra ther re la tes a s i tuat ion to a 
p r e c e d i n g event . 
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T a b l e 4 . 2 R e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t h e f u n c t i o n s a n d s y n t a c t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n o f F I N I S H in H K S L 
~1 
Category Funct ions Syntact ic Distr ibutions 
1 ' f in i sh ' Af ter a noun phrase 
2 ' a f t e r ' Af ter a noun related to t ime and durat ion (except Token 39) 
3 Perfect ive marker Af ter a predicate (except Token 37and Token 39) 
4 Discourse marker At clause boundary posit ion (except Token 37 and Token 56) 
5 ' tha t ' s a i r Af ter a pause and at the sentence final posit ion 
FINISH in HKSL has both lexical and grammatical functions. Lexically, the 
sign FINISH is a verb (category 1 in Table 4.2) glossed as 'finish' when it follows a 
noun phrase like example (9). However, it functions as an adverbial (category 2 in 
Table 4.2) which means 'after' when it follows a noun related to time and duration as 
in (8). In category 3, the sign FINISH acts as a perfective aspect marker, which 
indicates perfective viewpoint to the preceding verb phrase. Moreover, category 4 
and 5 are discourse markers. FINISH of category 4 occurs in clause boundary 
positions, i.e. sentence-initial position, after an interjection or before or after a pause. 
Normally, a shift of topic or turn occurs when it follows the sign FINISH, which acts 
as a device in discourse. Besides, there is also a peripheral meaning 'That's all，for 
finish of category 5 in HKSL when it ends an entire sentence and at the same time 
an intonation break (i.e. a pause) occurs before it. 
Basically, the functions of the sign FINISH in HKSL is similar to FINISH in 
ASL. Both signs function as a perfective marker after a predicate. They have the 
lexical meaning 'finish' when they are used as the main verb. Moreover, they have 
the peripheral meaning of 'That's all，when they occur after an intonation break. 
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Nonetheless, FINISH in HKSL also differs from FINISH in ASL in many ways. 
FINISH in HKSL has a more restricted syntactic distribution. Unlike FINISH in ASL, 
F I N I S H in HKSL cannot occur before a verb. It is not compatible with State verb too. 
As a result, we suggest that FINISH in HKSL cannot be used as auxiliary verb. 
Among the various functions and meaning of FINISH in HKSL, we will only 
focus on its status of being a perfective marker as far as this thesis is concerned. We 
have proved FINISH to be a perfective marker, which denotes a perfective viewpoint 
of a situation. In the following section, the interaction between the two components 
of Aspect in HKSL will be discussed. 
4.4 The Interaction between Situation Aspect and Viewpoint Aspect in HKSL 
Every sentence must have a viewpoint. So far our data is concerned, only one 
grammatical marking for viewpoints is observed, i.e. the perfective marker FINISH. 
This section aims to investigate the inherent viewpoint of each situation types with 
reference to their interaction with the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL. 
Furthermore, the relationship between the derived situations and Viewpoint Aspect 
will also be discussed. 
4.4.1 States 
In ASL, FINISH can be used before a verb. If FINISH comes before a stative 
verb, it means 'already'. If it is followed by an active verb^, it is translated as the 
verb 'finish' (refer to section 2.2.1.2). Different from the distribution of FINISH in 
6 The active verb that Fischer and Gough (1972) mentioned refers to dynamic verb, which they 
called 'verb of action'. 
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ASL, FINISH in HKSL can only occur after a verb. It never occurs before a verb, as 
illustrated in example (7) in section 4.3, which is presented again here. 
(14) *INDEX(Det) FEMALE FINISH COOK FISH 
'The woman has cooked a fish.' 
Both ASL and HKSL regard the sign FINISH as a perfective marker when it is 
used after a verb. To recall, a sentence is perfective if it is viewed as a whole without 
concerning its internal stages. On the other hand, imperfective situation focuses on 
presenting part of the event. The endpoints of the event are not included. In our data, 
the sign FINISH which functions as a perfective marker in HKSL can only go with 
dynamic verbs. Stative verbs cannot be followed by FINISH. In other words. States 
in HKSL cannot take the perfective viewpoint. This is because States do not have 
initial and final endpoints. They are always imperfective. 
(15) * I N D E X _ FEMALE BELIEVE GOD FINISH 
*‘The woman has believed in God.’ 
Example (15) shows that the mental state verb BELIEVE in HKSL cannot be 
viewed perfectively by adding a perfective marker FINISH. The sign BELIEVE is 
articulated with a U-handshape of the dominant hand. The dominant hand 
contacts the palm of the non-dominant hand (see Figure 17). Both mental state verbs 
like BELIEVE in (15) and psychological state like DISLIKE in example (14) above 
cannot co-occur with the perfective marker FINISH. 
On the other hand, one needs to make a distinction between stative 'Verb of 
posture and location' and dynamic 'Verb of putting in a Spatial Configuration'. As 
mentioned in section 3.4.1.3, Verbs of postures and locations can often appear in both 
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stative and non-stative situations. As statives, they focus on the existence of an entity 
ill a certain position or posture. As non-statives they focus on the earlier stages of the 
causal chain (Smith, 1997:33). Levin (1993) refers to the non-stative posture of verb 
as 'Verb of Putting in a Spatial Configuration', which is dynamic. The classifier 
predicates related to positioning an entity in a spatial configuration such as CL: 
PERSON—LEAN—AGAINST—CL: W A L L in (16) are compatible with the perfective 
marker FINISH. 
(16) WALL MALE CL: PERS0N_LEAN_AGA1NST_CL:WALL FINISH 
'A man leaned again the wall.' 
The 'Verb of putting in a Spatial Configuration, CL: 
PERSON-LEAN—AGAINST_CL: W A L L in (16) does not denote the existence of a 
man leaning against the wall. The co-occurrence of CL: 
PERSON—LEAN—AGAINST—CL: W A L L and the perfective marker indicates a 
perfective dynamic situation of the man positioning himself in a specific spatial 
location. In other words, it focuses on the preliminary stage of getting into a state of 
posture. The dynamic use of verbs of postures and locations implies an 
Accomplishment, because the dynamic activity of setting up a spatial configuration 
of an entity is not instantaneous and it is bounded by the locative, which is a terminus 
to the path. However, stative 'Verb of posture and location' cannot be projected with 
a perfective viewpoint. Principally, stative ‘Verb of posture and location' does not 
include any preliminary stage leading to the posture because the initial and final 
endpoints are not part of the States. Hence, stative、Verh of posture and location, 
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behaves the same as mental state verb and psychological verb, which rejects 
perfective viewpoint. 
The movement features of three sub-types of State are different. Mental slate 
verbs have the feature [-Repeat] and [-TM], while the common movement features of 
psychological states are [TM] and [Repeat]. Posture states have an [Epenthesis] with 
an end-hold. Yet perfective viewpoint cannot apply to all kinds of States. 
Consequently, we suggest that States in HKSL take imperfective viewpoint as the 
inherent viewpoint type. The general imperfective viewpoint? focuses on intervals of 
States, which hold for a certain period of time. The kind of imperfectives projected 
on States must not be progressive because States do not develop and evolve in time 
owing to the lack of dynamism. 
4.4.2 Activities 
The dominant movement features in Activity are [TM] and [Repeat]. Apart 
from denoting the durative and atelic inherent temporal meaning of Activity, the 
features also reveal the imperfective viewpoint. 
(17) INDEX([x.,) C H I L D CRY 
' T h e child is crying. ' 
The Activity verb CRY contains the feature [TM]. It is articulated by repeated 
flexions and extensions of the selected fingers of a V-handshape ( ) in front of the 
signer's face (see Figure 74). When no explicit viewpoint marking is applied to the 
7 Accord ing to Smith (1997)，there are two most c o m m o n imperfect ives , namely ‘general 
imper fec t ive ' and ' p rogress ive ' . The fo rmer focuses intervals of all situation types; the latter appl ies 
only to non-stat ives. 
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Activity verb C R Y as in (17), the situation must be viewed as imperfective. i.e. the 
signer just presents the process of crying without mentioning the endpoint of the 
Activity. The features [TM] and [Repeat] transparently indicate the progression of 
the Activity in time. Therefore, more precisely, Activities are essentially projected 
with a progressive viewpoint. 
(18) INDEX(De,) CHILD CRY (FOR-ONE-HOUR) FINISH 
‘The child cried (for one hour).’ 
The presence of the perfective marker FINISH in example (18) makes the atelic， 
durative Activity become temporally bounded. It is because FINISH presents a 
temporal endpoint to the Activity CRY. The situation in (18) is telic in meaning 
because the perfective marker FINISH denotes a change of state of the situation, i.e. 
the child experienced a change from being cry to stop crying. According to Smith, 
Activity that is intentionally terminated by an explicit time adverbial such as for an 
hour denotes telic meaning and it becomes derived Accomplishment. The perfective 
marker FINISH terminates the Activity and thus (18) is a derived Accomplishment. 
The co-occurrence of the Activity verb C R Y with the time adverbial 
FOR-ONE-HOUR cannot present a perfective situation in HKSL if the perfective 
marker FINISH is not articulated. The situation will just mean 'The child has been 
crying for one hour' which is imperfective. Hence, the projection of perfective 
viewpoint to Activity needs to be expressed by the explicit perfective marker 
FINISH. 
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4.4.3 Semelfactives 
Semelfactive is a situation type that is always perfective without the addition of 
the perfective marker FINISH. Since Semelfactive is a single-stage event, it has no 
internal temporal structure for the projection of imperfective viewpoint principally. 
(19) DOOR MALE CL: PERSON_KNOCK_AT_CL: DOOR FINISH 
'A man knocked the door (once).' 
The informants accept the use of FINISH with Semelfactive CL: 
PERSON_KNOCK_AT_CL: D O O R (see Figure 33) to represent a perfective 
viewpoint as in (19). Nonetheless, the practice is not common. Usually Semelfactives 
do not co-occur with the perfective marker FINISH. As claimed by the informants, 
the meanings of the Semelfactive with or without FINISH are the same. Both 
indicate that the situation occurs just once. The movement features [-TM] and 
[-Repeat] indicate the single occurrence of the Semelfactive, which is intrinsically 
temporally bounded and perfective at the same time. 
(20) DOOR MALE CL: PERSON—KNOCK—AT—CL: DOOR FINISH LEAVE 
' A man knocked the doo r (once ) and left.， 
The use of the perfective marker FINISH in Semelfactive is more common and 
natural when it is used in a sequence of action as in (20). However, FINISH in this 
sequence is still optional. As a result, we argue that Semelfactive in H K S L is 
intrinsically perfective. This explains the optional and infrequent perfective 
viewpoint marking by the sign FINISH. 
As we have mentioned in Chapter 3, Semelfactives are generally expressed in 
the form of'multiple-events Activity’. 
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(21) DOOR MALE CL: PERSON_KNOCK_AT_CL: DOOR 
'A man is knocking at the door.' 
The signing of the predicate CL: PERSON—KNOCK_AT—CL: D O O R in (21) is 
the same as that in (20), yet the feature [Repeat] is added this time. In fact, the 
situations in (21) are no longer basic-level Semelfactives. The Semelfactive verbs 
articulated with the features [TM] and [Repeat] become derived Activities. The 
situations are so-called 'Multiple-event Activities'. Similar to the basic-level 
Activities, the shifted situations are projected with the progressive viewpoint. The 
practice of presenting a Semelfactive with a progressive viewpoint is the preferred 
aspectual choice in HKSL. 
4.4.4 Achievements 
Since Achievement is instantaneous and telic in meaning, the viewpoint for 
such basic-level situation is perfective viewpoint. Analogous to the temporal schema 
of Semelfactive, there is no internal stage for the imperfective or the progressive 
viewpoint to be projected on. 
(22) BOMB MALE CL: IGNITE—MATCH CL: BRING_MATCH_TO —BOMB EXPLODE 
'A man ignited a bomb and it exploded.' 
The verb EXPLODE8 in (22) consists of the main movement pattern of 
Achievement i.e. [-Repeat], [Path], [Tense] and [Hold], Once the Achievement verb 
is articulated, the situation is telic. The Achievement is viewed as a whole. Therefore, 
Achievement in HKSL is always perfective. There is no preliminary stage of 
Achievement in HKSL. Basic-level Achievement cannot be projected with an 
8 See p. 101 of section 3.4.4.2 and Figure 45 for the sign formational details of EXPLODE. 
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imperfective viewpoint to focus on the preliminary stage of the Achievement as the 
case in English such as 'The man is wining the game'. In this perspective, HKSL is 
similar to Chinese, which only allows a closed reading of Achievement situations. 
If an imperfective viewpoint is projected on an Achievement, the situation will 
become a derived Activity. Nonetheless, such situation shift must be triggered by the 
plurality of arguments; for example, there is more than one bomb for explosion in 
(22). In that case, the movement of EXPLODE is repeated at different loci in space 
to indicate the locations of the bombs. The situation will mean ‘The bombs are 
exploding.' This is a derived Activity with Achievements as sub-events. 
It is common for an Achievement verb to be followed by the perfective marker 
F I N I S H optionally. Achievements are perfective in nature. The optional perfective 
maker FINISH will reinforce the telic and perfective meaning of the Achievement, 
such as DIE in (23). 
(23) K: IF R E L A T I V E S DIE FINISH^ ' ' ' P R O H I B I T I O N C U S T O M HAVE P R O H I B I T I O N 
CONJ NP VP PERF NP NP VP NP 
C U S T O M HAVE? 
NP VP 
i f our relat ive died, is there any cus tom and prohib i t ion? ' [Token 23] 
(24) K: R I G H T F I N I S H ^ (pause) U N C L E - S I X T H L A S T - Y E A R N A T U R A L L Y S L E E P 
INTER.I D.M. NP NP ADV VP 
PAINLESS DIE 
ADJ VP 
‘You are right. Last year. Unc le - s ix th died naturally and painlessly when he was 
sleeping； [Token 6] 
The Achievement verb DIE in HKSL is articulated by a [Tense], pivot path 
movement of an animate classifier ( p ) towards the palm of another hand. It ends 
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with the feature [Contact] (see Figure 75). The sign DIE fundamentally depicts a 
perfective event. However, the co-occurrence with the perfective marker FINISH is 
grammatical and common in HKSL. It emphasizes the perfective meaning of the 
situation. Functioning as an emphasis, the perfective marker FINISH in Achievement 
situation is optional. In Episode One of the natural discourse, there are many tokens 
for the Achievement verb DIE, however, not all of them co-occur with FINSH, for 
instance, token 6 in example (24). 
4.4.5 Accomplishments 
Both Accomplishments expressed in a single sign or decomposed into Activity 
and an outcome can co-occur with the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL. 
Accomplishment is a telic situation in which the endpoint of the event must be 
presented. Therefore, Accomplishment is also perfective by default because the 
imperfective viewpoint does not include the necessary endpoint of 
Accomplishments. 
For Accomplishments (I) that contain a Goal Prepositional Phrase or a Contact 
Compound as well as Accomplishments (II), the perfective marker FINISH is 
optional to project the events as perfective, because the movement features of these 
three types of Accomplishment have already denoted the perfective meaning of the 
event. The feature [Hold] in the above two types of Accomplishment denotes a telic 
endpoint of the situation, indicating a perfective event. In other words, the movement 
features in these types of Accomplishment are adequate to signify the event as 
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perfective even without the explicit perfective marker FINISH. Besides, the second 
verb of a serial verb construction in Accomplishment (I), which is a resultative 
predicate, naturally denotes a natural endpoint. Once the endpoint of an event is 
included, the situation is perfective. 
Some Accomplishment's are produced by projecting a perfective viewpoint to 
an atelic activity. The addition of FINISH to the situation encodes an endpoint to the 
event. 
(25) DH: MALE APPLE CL: EAT-APPLE (CL: APPLE —--) 
BH: FINISH 
NH: (QP: ALL/COMPLETELY) 
'A man has ate an apple' 
The verb sign CL: EAT-APPLE containing the nonmanual [TM] in (25) is an 
Activity, which is atelic and imperfective. The perfective marker FINISH projects a 
perfective viewpoint to the Activity, which makes the situation bounded. The 
perfective marker FINISH may not denote a completion of the consumption of the 
apple if the quantifying particle is omitted. The endpoint denoted by FINISH can be 
a natural one or an arbitrary one depending on the inference of the signer. The 
meaning of the perfective marker FINISH will be discussed in next section. The 
quantifying particle (QP) delimits the atelic Activity of eating by quantifying the 
change of volume of the object i.e. the apple. Such quantifying particle can also 
contribute to the perfective meaning of the event. The event must be perfective if the 
object is wholly consumed. However, such quantifying particle is optional for 
marking perfective viewpoint. The quantifying particle mainly denotes the 
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completion of the event. The perfective meaning is generated by the completion of 
the event as suggested by the quantifying particle. In short, the perfective marker 
FINISH is obligatory in order to present the perfective viewpoint of the 
Accomplishment in (25). 
There is a wide variety of expressions and movement features in 
Accomplishment. The ways of presenting perfective viewpoint in Accomplishment 
therefore vary according to the lexical semantic representation of the verbs. For 
Accomplishments (I) that contain a Goal Prepositional Phrase, a Contact Compound 
or a serial verb construction, as well as Accomplishments (II), the perfective marker 
FINISH is optional. Some Accomplishments are produced by projecting a perfective 
viewpoint to an atelic activity such as example (25). FINISH is an essential 
component to denote perfective viewpoint in this type of Accomplishment. 
Ill this section, we have shown that each basic-level situation type is projected 
with its inherent viewpoint type in accordance with the intrinsic temporal features of 
the situation. These intrinsic temporal features are expressed through different 
movement features as identified in Chapter 3. State cannot be viewed as perfective in 
HKSL. General imperfective is the default viewpoint to stative situation. Activity is 
fundamentally projected with progressive viewpoint. Basic-level Semelfactive is 
perfective but the application of progressive viewpoint is common. Thus, 
'multiple-event Activity' is the preferred aspectual choice to Semelfactive situation 
in HKSL. Contradictory to State, Achievement must take perfective viewpoint. 
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Imperfective viewpoint cannot apply to basic-level Achievement. Besides. 
Accomplishment in HKSL cannot take imperfective viewpoint as well. 
In section 4.2 we argue that Viewpoint Aspect are inherent to basic-level 
situation types in HKSL. Based on the discussion on the interaction between 
Viewpoint Aspect and Situation Aspect in this section, the claim is confirmed. As 
observed, there is no overt marking for imperfective viewpoint. The perfective 
marker FINISH is optional^ Nonetheless, all situations clearly indicate certain types 
of viewpoint without ambiguity. Thus, we assert that there is no Neutral viewpoint in 
HKSL. 
Derived situation types are produced by a shift of viewpoint expressed by the 
addition of the perfective marker FINISH to the original sentence, or in some cases, 
by an alternation of the movement of the verb sign. The alternation of movement 
mentioned here is not a kind of modulation superimposed on the citation form of the 
verb sign as observed in ASL. It means the movement features of a certain situation 
type will become the same as those of the target situation type in derived level. For 
example, the [-TM] and [-Repeat] signing of basic Semelfactive will change to [+TM] 
and [+Repeat] when it refers to derived Activity. The features [+TM] and [十Repeat] 
is the dominant movement features of Activity in fact. 
As suggested by Stephen Matthews (personal communication), viewpoint that 
9 A s d i s c u s s e d , F I N I S H d e n o t e s a p e r f e c t i v e v i e w p o i n t t o u n b o u n d e d A c t i v i t y , w h i c h is 
o r i g i n a l l y i m p e r f e c t i v e . H o w e v e r , it is o p t i o n a l t o b o u n d e d s i t u a t i o n s ( e i t h e r t e m p o r a l l y o r s p a t i a l l y ) 
t o m a r k p e r f e c t i v e v i e w p o i n t . F I N I S H j u s t e m p h a s i z e s t h e p e r f e c t i v e m e a n i n g in i n h e r e n t l y b o u n d e d 
s i t u a t i o n s . T h e b o u n d e d s i t u a t i o n s a r e a l r e a d y p e r f e c t i v e in m e a n i n g e v e n w i t h o u t t h e e x p l i c i t 
p e r f e c t i v e m a r k e r F I N I S H . 
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has overt grammatical marking is more marked when comparing with viewpoint 
without overt grammatical marking. The meaning of ‘markedness, here is somewhat 
different from the general usage in which the less common the category is, the more 
marked it is. The term 'marked' here just refers to a category that is defined in 
narrow sense and is overtly marked by grammatical morphemes or inflection. In our 
data, perfective viewpoint is commonly expressed by an overt lexical marker 
F I N I S H . Thus, we argue that perfective viewpoint is the marked viewpoint in HKSL 
as there is no other evidence suggesting any overt marking for imperfective 
viewpoint in HKSL until now. According to Chung & Timberlake (1985), languages 
that have the tendency to view situation as perfective are termed as 'closure 
languages'.The African language ChiBemba is an example of ‘closure language'. 
ChiBemba belongs to the language family of Bantu, which is spoken in Africa. On 
the other hand, languages that tend to project imperfective or progressive viewpoint 
to situations are regarded as 'dynamicity languages'''. English is a typical example 
of this kind as the progressive inflection is dominant in the language. Since no 
aspectual marking for imperfective viewpoint is observed and the perfective 
viewpoint is commonly marked in our data, we suggest that HKSL can be regarded 
as a kind of 'closure language'. 
10 As defined by Chung & Timberlake (1985), the notion of boundedness, limitation, holicity, 
and completion can all be represented by the neutral and deliberately abstract term 'closure' (p. 127). 
“ A s per Chung & Timberlake (1985), ‘dynamicity’ implies changes over time. 
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4.5 Meaning of the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL 
Perfectives vary across languages. They may emphasize completion or 
termination rather than the occurrence of an event as a whole, but they need not do so 
(Smith 1997:72-73). Comrie (1976) clarifies the general confusion on the meaning of 
perfective viewpoint. He first differentiates the words 'complete' from 'completed'. 
As defined by Comrie, the perfective does indeed denote a ‘complete，situation, with 
beginning, middle and end. The word 'completed' puts too much emphasis on the 
endpoint of the situation. Principally, a 'completed' situation implies a 'complete' 
situation, however, a 'complete' situation may not necessary imply a 'completed* 
situation. A 'complete' situation may simply denote a situation as terminated rather 
than wholly accomplished. 
As mentioned in section 2.2.1.2, FINISH in ASL is treated as a marker for 
perfective action, which emphases the completion of the act. FINISH in BSL also 
indicates the notions of completeness and attainment of an event. On the other hand, 
we assume that the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL represents a perfective 
viewpoint to the whole situation. As suggested by Smith (1997), the perfective 
meaning may vary in meaning according to the endpoint type of a situation. 
Correspondingly, whether FINISH in HKSL encodes the notion of completion oi 
termination depends on the situation types. Since the State cannot co-occur with the 
perfective marker FINISH, we will examine the meaning of FINISH in the other four 
dynamic situations. 
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The meaning of FINISH in Semelfactives and Achievements is fixed and 
straightforward. Semelfactive is just a single occurrence. It is temporally bounded 
but the notion of completion does not apply to Semelfactive. 
(26) INDEX(Det) CHILD JUMP FINISH 
'The child jumped (once).' 
F I N I S H in a Semelfactive situation is optional and it just emphasizes the 
temporal boundary of the single-stage event i.e. JUMP in (26). No change of state or 
outcome is resulted after the Semelfactive of JUMP occurs. Regardless of the 
presence of FINISH, Semelfactives are always terminated. Hence, FINISH just 
emphasizes the perfective meaning in Semelfactives. 
Being a punctual and telic event, Achievement inherently includes the 
completion of the event because it contains a natural endpoint within its temporal 
schema. Accordingly, the perfective marker FINISH that follows an Achievement 
necessarily implies completion. As Achievement occurs instantaneously, it normall> 
cannot be terminated. The event must be telic and completed. 
(27) INDEX(Oet) MALE CHILD RUN FAST AT-LAST WIN FINISH 
'The boy ran quickly and he won at last.' 
FINISH in example (27) must indicate the notion of completion, because the 
victory of the running competition happens instantaneously which is incompatible 
with the sense of termination. As mentioned, FINISH in Achievement is optional. 
The addition of FINISH to Achievement will not lead to any change of the original 
temporal schema and semantics of the situation. Achievements with or without the 
sign FINISH always denote the notion of completion. The perfective marker FINISH 
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in Achievements emphasizes that the events are viewed as a whole. 
The projection of perfective viewpoint on Activity verbs will lead to derived 
Accomplishments such as example (18), which is presented again in (28) below. 
(28) lNDEX(i)eo CHILD CRY (FOR-ONE-HOUR) FINISH 
‘The child cried (for one hour).' 
The [TM] of the verb C R Y originally denotes an atelic and progressive Activity. 
Yet the addition of FINISH to (28) changes the situation to a telic derived 
Accomplishment. It is because the perfective viewpoint provides an arbitrary 
endpoint to the Activity, which makes the situation temporally bounded. In Smith’？ 
model, the situation is regarded as telic. The distinction between basic-level 
Accomplishments and derived Accomplishments depends on whether the endpoint to 
the situation is an arbitrary one or a natural one. Since basic-level Accomplishments 
must have a natural endpoint, the perfective marker FINISH denotes completion of 
the events. Alternatively, the endpoint of derived Accomplishments or in other words 
perfective Activity is arbitrary. So FINISH in (28) shows the termination of a 
process. 
As discussed in the last section, the natural endpoint is included in single 
Accomplishment verbs, i.e. Accomplishment (II). Therefore, the perfective marker 
F I N I S H with single Accomplishment verbs such as GROW-UP, STEAL and GIVE 
etc. denotes completion. 
(29) MALE CL: PERSON—STANDa FEMALE BOOK ^GWE, FINISH 
'A woman gave a book to a man.' 
In (29)，the single Accomplishment GIVE contains a [Hold] at the end of the 
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path movement from location (a) to location (b) in space. Such movement feature 
denotes the completion of transfer of possession. Hence, the perfective marker 
FINISH marks the perfective viewpoint and it also means completion according to 
the inherent aspectual value of the situation. 
Nevertheless, the meaning of the perfective marker FINISH in Accomplishmenl 
(I), which consists of an Activity verb and an outcome, differs according to the 
presence of direct object in the Activity component. Sentences without an explicit 
object or a classifier predicate incorporating the object do not have a natural endpoint. 
The perfective marker FINISH in these sentences therefore denotes termination, for 
instance (30). 
(30)丨NDEX(De,) MALE RUN FINISH 
‘The man ran.' 
The verb R U N is articulated with the body classifier, which is a subtype of 
semantic classifier. There are repeated circular movements of both arms. Analogous 
to (28), the Activity of running in (30) is atelic. Although the perfective marker 
FINISH delimits the Activity temporally, it does not imply a completion or result for 
the Activity. There is no natural endpoint in the temporally bounded Activity. The 
situation is a derived Accomplishment. Thus, we consider that FINISH denotes 
termination in (30). 
On the contrary, the denotation of FINISH may be ambiguous in sentences with 
an explicit object or a classifier predicate incorporating the object. As observed in 
our data, verbs of construction and consumption such as EAT-RICE, DRINK and 
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D R A W commonly show the ambiguity of the meaning of the perfective marker 
FINISH in HKSL. 
(31) DH: MALE (QP: ALL/COMPLETELY) FINISH 
BH: DRAW 
NH: CL: PICTURE 
'A man drew a picture.' 
In (31), the Accomplishment is expressed by an Activity verb D R A W and the 
perfective marker FINISH. The sentence contains an implicit object CL: 
PICTURE that is articulated by the non-dominant hand. The meaning of FINISH in 
(31) is ambiguous. Some of our informants consider that the object i.e. the picture is 
completed. The perfective marker FINISH denotes the notion of completion of the 
event. The quantifying particle (QP) is optional. According to these informants, the 
quantifying particle just strengthens the notion of completion by quantifying the 
constructed object. The situation is still accomplished without it. Conversely, some 
other informants regard the quantifying particle as an obligatory component to 
denote the notion of completion. The presence of FINSIH without the quantifying 
particle in (31) will only show termination of the Activity of drawing. The object i.e. 
the picture may not be fully accomplished. 
The ambiguity of the meaning of the perfective marker FINISH in verbs of 
construction and consumption probably relates to the notion of ‘incremental themes’ 
in the situation. According to Tenny (1994), verbs of construction and consumption 
have incremental themes. In (31), the incremental theme is the constructed object (i.e. 
12 See p.l 12 of section 3.4.5.2.1 and Figure 56 for the sign formational details of DRAW. 
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a picture). The creation or consumption of an incremental theme corresponds to the 
temporal progress of the event. The process of drawing in (31) progresses through 
various stages of completion of the picture. When the picture is completed, the 
process of drawing is bounded spatially and temporally. The final stage of the 
completed picture provides both a temporal and spatial endpoint for the event. The 
ambiguity of the meaning of FINISH in (31), which consists of an incremental theme, 
is due to the different stages of completion of the theme realized by various signers. 
If the signer thinks that the temporal boundary denoted by the perfective marker 
FINISH is located at the final stage of attainment of the incremental theme, FINISH 
denotes a completion of the event. If the signer associates the temporal boundary to 
an earlier stage of completion, FINISH denotes a termination of the situation. 
However, the ambiguity does not exist if a quantifying particle meaning 
'all/completely' is articulated in (31). This is because the quantifying particle clearly 
indicates the completion of the incremental theme (i.e. picture). Hence, the perfective 
marker FINISH must project the temporal boundary at the final stage of attainment 
of the picture. In other words, FINISH denotes completion. 
Besides, the meaning of FINISH in situations containing a motion verb is 
determined by the types of prepositional phrase. The movement features of motion 
verbs must illustrate the path and goal relationship explicitly. Situation with a 
directional prepositional phrase followed by FINISH will imply a terminated event 
rather than a completed event, as there is not a spatial endpoint for the situation to 
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attain. On the other hand, situation containing a ‘Goal Prepositional Phrase" or 
‘Contact Compound' denotes a completion of the event. The addition of FINISH to 
such a situation enhances the notion of completion. Yet, the sign FINISH does not 
override the inherent telicity of the situation as in (32) and (33). 
(32) DH: HAVE(existential) 
BH: RIVER P E R S O N R O W BOAT 
N H : C L : R 1 V E R B A N K 
DH:CL:BOAT—MOVE—TOWARDS—CL:RIVERBANK 
BH: FINISH 
'A person rowed the boat towards the riverbank； 
(33) DH: HAVE(existential) 
BH: R I V E R P E R S O N R O W BOAT 
N H : C L : R I V E R B A N K 
DH: C L ; B 0 A T _ M 0 V E _ A N D _ R E A C H _ C L : R 1 V E R B A N K 
BH: FINISH 
‘A person rowed the boat to the r iverbank. ' 
The path verb CL: B O A T —MOVE_TOWARDS_CL: RIVERBANK implies a 
directional prepositional phrase, which is atelic. The classifier of the boat moves 
towards the classifier of the riverbank in a continuous manner without the features 
[Hold] and [Contact] (see Figure 76). The perfective marker FINISH presents that 
the situation is viewed as a closed situation including an endpoint. Nonetheless, the 
endpoint is an arbitrary one and hence, FINISH in (32) just reinforces the meaning of 
termination. If the situation contains a ‘Contact Compound" such as 
CL:BOAT M O V E A N D R E A C H CL:RIVERBANK in (33), the perfective marker • — — — 
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FINISH will mean completion, because there is a natural endpoint (i.e. the terminus 
to the path) in (33) which is inherently telic. 
To summarize, if the situation has a natural endpoint such as Achievement, the 
notion of completion is expressed regardless of the presence or absence of the 
perfective marker FINISH in HKSL. If the situation has an arbitrary endpoint such as 
Activity and Semelfactive, FINISH will signify the notion of termination. The 
meaning of the perfective marker FINISH in Accomplishment varies between basic 
and derived level Accomplishments. FINISH means completion in basic-level 
Accomplishment but it denotes termination to derived Accomplishment. 
Consequently, we argue that the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL basically 
represents that the situation is viewed as a whole. Whether FINISH in HKSL 
encodes the notion of completion or termination depends on the endpoint types of the 
situation. Moreover, the interpretation of signers may determine the meaning of the 
sign too. Some signers may always take the meaning of completion in situations with 
ambiguity, while some may interpret the meaning of termination. 
The meaning of the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL differs from those in 
ASL and BSL. The perfective marker FINISH can indicate completion but it is not a 
must. In ambiguous cases, the signer's interpretation is decisive. As a result, the most 
fundamental function of the perfective marker FINISH in HKSL is to denote a 
situation as an entirety without viewing its internal parts. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we argue that there are only imperfective and perfective 
viewpoints in HKSL. Neutral viewpoint does not exist in HKSL. Aspectual 
modulation for viewpoints and lexical imperfective marker are not observed so far in 
our study. Alternatively, we identify the presence of an aspectual marker for 
Perfective viewpoint in HKSL, which is glossed as FINISH. The meaning of the 
perfective marker FINISH is determined by the endpoint type of a situation and 
sometimes by the interpretation of the signers. Furthermore, it is suggested that 
Viewpoint Aspect are inherent to basic-level situation types in HKSL without adding 
explicit morphemes. Each basic-level situation type has its inherent viewpoint type in 
accordance with the intrinsic temporal features of the situation, which are expressed 
through different movement features. A change of viewpoint will cause situation 
shift resulting sin a derived situation. 
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Chapter 5 Suggestions for Future Research 
This thesis has investigated the Situation Aspect in Hong Kong Sign Language 
(HKSL) from the perspective of a phonetic and semantic interface. The semantic 
distinctions of dynamism, duration and telicity in situation types are observed to be 
expressed by the 'movement' phoneme in HKSL. We have observed that Situation 
Aspect in HKSL is realized at two levels. At the lexical level, the movement in each 
verb sign indicates the inherent temporal features of its own type. Trilled or repeated 
movements denote durative and atelic meaning. The presence of path movement 
mostly implies dynamic situations. Moreover, an end hold in non-statives indicates a 
telic situation. The tense manner iconically shows the instantaneity of events. 
Aspect is compositional in nature, which is attributed by many other sentential 
components. Apart from the lexical verb sign, other syntactic components such as 
quantifying particles and prepositional adjuncts are important to contribute the 
comprehensive aspectual meaning of a sentence. They are especially salient in verbs 
of consumption/construction and verbs of motion/location as demonstrated in 
Chapter 3. 
Furthermore, we have conducted a preliminary investigation on Viewpoint 
Aspect in HKSL in chapter 4. We have identified the distribution and meaning of the 
perfective marker FINISH in HKSL, however, no aspectual inflection or lexical 
marker for imperfective viewpoint is observed in our data. In addition, we have 
examined the interaction of the two components of Aspect in HKSL. We have 
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illustrated that each basic-level situation type has its inherent viewpoint type 
according to the temporal features of the situation, which is expressed by different 
movement features. A change of viewpoint will cause situation shift resulting in a 
derived situation. Therefore, situation types in HKSL should also be perceived in 
sentential level, just the same as in spoken languages. 
Aiming at conducting a phonetic and semantic interface, we have analyzed 
many movement features in relation to the aspectual meaning of situations. 
Nonetheless, we have not worked out the relationship between the movement shape 
of path movement and the semantic features owning to the relatively limited pool of 
verbs elicited. As suggested by Tang (To appear), the shape of path movement in 
verbs of motion seems to depict the semantic distinction of telicity in HKSL. Both 
linear movements in signs like ENTER and arc movements in the sign EXIT indicate 
telic motion events in HKSL. On the other hand, circular movements may be used 
for both atelic and telic motion events. As a matter of fact, circular movements 
usually denote atelic motion events as in the signs M O V E - T O & FRO and M O V E 
(aimlessly). It is suggested that the circular movement shows the durative aspect of 
the event as well. Since the analysis of movement shape mentioned is based on 
motion verbs only, its possibility to generalize all types of verbs needs further 
research.. 
The plurality of arguments (both subject and object) may lead to a shift in 
temporal features of a situation, such as from instantaneous to durative and telic to 
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atelic. W e have observed that the notion of plurality in H K S L is not solely expressed 
by the nouns, quantifiers and numerals. The plurality of arguments in a situation 
often triggers a modulation of the movement of the verb. For example, 
BREAK—MONEY-BOX，which is an Achievement in HKSL, will become derived 
Activity if there are more than one moneybox. The single path movement of the sign 
will be repeated at different loci with regard to the arguments in the situation. Very 
often, the issue of quantification is involved in these cases. To what extent situation 
type changes according to the plurality of arguments and quantification of event has 
not been explored in details in present study. Actually, the interaction between 
Aspect and the notion of plurality and quantification lies in the core of 
'Distributional Aspect' as suggested in previous literature of ASL. To obtain a 
comprehensive of study of Aspect in HKSL, 'Distributional Aspect' needs to be 
included. 
Although we have conducted a preliminary investigation of Viewpoint Aspect, 
especially perfective viewpoint in HKSL, further research on imperfective viewpoint 
is needed to enhance the study of the interaction between the two components of 
Aspect in HKSL. Many interesting issues such as habitual situations and generic 
sentences cannot be addressed unless more detailed research on imperfective 
viewpoint is done. Thus far, neither aspectual inflection for Viewpoint Aspect nor 
imperfective viewpoint marker is observed in HKSL. Nevertheless, these 
observations are just preliminary. Further investigation on Viewpoint Aspect is 
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needed to confirm and verify the present preliminary observations 
As the first attempt to investigate the notion of Aspect in HKSL, this thesis 
mainly deals with Situation Aspect. The present study only covers limited areas of 
the study of Aspect. However, it may serve as a beginning for further investigation 
related to Aspect, for instance, 'Distributional Aspect' in HKSL. In conclusion, the 
aspectual categories are not language dependent, but are based in universal human 
cognitive abilities. Aspect is a major semantic category in spoken languages as well 
as signed languages grammar. 
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Appendix 1 
Table A1 An aspect model of English (Brinton 1988:53) 
Category Subcategory Formal markers 
1. perfective simple forms 
2. imperfective progressive be V-ing 
contiuative Continue to V. V-ing: 
keep on V-ing 
3. phase ingressive Start to V, V-ing; 
Begin to V, V-ing 
egressive Stop V-ing; 
cease to V, V-ing; 
Finish V-ing 
4. habitual (be) used to V; 
Accustomed to V; 
Simple forms 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A4 Illustrations and demonstrations of the 6 inflections for temporal 
aspect on LOOK-AT in ASL (Klima & Bellugi, 1979:293) 
L L O O K - A T ( C H 对 J A f o r m ) 
3 國 
(b ) L O O K - A T [M : p r o t r a c t i v e } (c) L O O K - A T[M:incessantl 
H國 
( d ) L O O K - A T [ M : d u r a t i o n a l l (e) L O O K - A T [ M : h a b i t u a l l 
？ t f f s ^ ' 
_ _ 
( f ) L O O K - A T [M : c o n t i n u a t i v e ] (g ) L O O K - A T l M n t e r a t i v e l 
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Figure A5 Illustrations and demonstrations of types of trilled movement by 
Brentari (1996:46; 1998:166) 
Single movements Trilled movements 
Ex lllus. Ex. 丨 l l u s . Type of 
, . ‘ / 、 einn rrxDvement Joint(s) sign sign ^ ^ 
elbowor YEAR COFFEE P.'orzWng' 
elbow or 0 ELECTRI. POA:'tremor' 
shoulder CITY r V 
thumb MELT ^ ^ ^ SOIL 人 H S : ' r u b b i n g ' 
mid PERPLEXED WHO ' ' JL HS:'hooking' 
I W 
joints ‘ 
knuckle WAKE-UP ^ ^ WHAT-TO- HS:'tlattening' 
TYPE HS:'wiggling' 
mid UNDER- ELEVEN " ^ f j T N HS.'releasing' 
&end STAND M T 、 、 
finger 
joints^ 
knuckle TAKE MILK HS:'closing' 
wrist WELL COOL ， , 0:'nodding' 
OPEN FISH ^ ^ 0;'twisting' 
DAY ^ ^ ^ WHERE Oi'pivoting' 
nonmanual *** 0 FAR- NMitongue wag' 
IN-FUTURE 
Types of trilled movement, their single-movement counterparts, and example 
signs. Reprinted from Lingua, 98, D. Brentari, Trilled movement: Phonetic real-
ization and formal representation, 43-71, 1996, with kind pcrmissioa of Elsevier 
Sdence-NL, Sara Burgerhartsiraat 25, 1055 K.V Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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Table A6 Verb signs elicited from Experiment 1 








H A V E (possession) 
CL: PEOPLE_SIT_IN_BOAT 





CL: BOAT_FLOAT_IN_CL: SEA 
SMILE — 
BE-SLEEPING 













C L I M B T R E E 
Activities HELP — 37 I 
S W I M 





D R A W 
CL: HIT_IRON-CUBE_WITH_HAMMER 
DREAM" 
C H A S E 
CL: PERSON_WALK_UPHILL 
CL: HANG_CLOTHES 
|CL: CUT CL: PAPER 
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ICL: W H E E L - R E V O L V E — A W A Y I 
LOOK-FOR ~ 
































CL: PERSON—REACH—CL: SUMMIT 
CL: PUT_FLAG_ON_fREE 
CL: HITJAND_BREAK_CL： MONEYBOX 
CL: PERSON_REACH_CL: FINISHING-LINE 
SEE -
Achievements THROW-AWAY 23 
CL: BOTTLE_HIT—HEAD 



















Semelfactives CL: FLAP_WINGS ^^ 
CL: PERSON_JUMP_AT_CL:GROUND 
CL: PERSONITAP_AT_CL： TABLE 
CL: BALL_BOUNCE_ON_CL: GROUND 
|CL: PERSON KNOCK AT CL: DOOR 
Total: 108 
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Appendix 2 Pictures and comic strips for experiment 1 
(1) A man cut a loaf of bread into slices. 
w 
Czf/1 
r — / 
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(3) A boy is coughing. 
轉 、 、 
L 
I s 
•. • —" •丨.. •• • — 
2 X “ ^
 ’ 
1 ^ M M M M




- d n s J I I H H n H 
2 L 






一 暴一 柳 ^ 
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(5) Topic: A running competition 
U \ \ V 、^  ""^t 1 
(KN V \ V vV-. "O M , V D . 
JP ^ m 麵r m 
II麗 
3 斗 \ ^ ^ 
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The natural conversation of Kenny Chu and Lam Tung Wah 
The distribution of FINISH 
Episode One 
(1) K: LAST S U N D A Y PARENT C O M E - B A C K FINISH' 
‘Last Sunday, my parent came back.' 
(2) K: W H A T - M A T T E R C O M E - B A C K W H A T - M A T T E R I H O M E 
BUSINESS I G R A N D F A T H E R DIE FINISH^ 
'My parent came back because my grandfather had died.' 
(3-4) K: R E A L N E W - Y E A R BEFORE 21 ST 
CL:TWO一PERSON—COME-BACK REAL 
CL:TWO_PERSON—COME-BACK REAL 
CL:TWO一PERSON一COME-BACK A B O U T L O N G A B L E L O N G 
A B O U T HOLIDAY H A V E HOLIDAY N E W - Y E A R C O M E - B A C K 
R E A L C O M E - B A C K S U D D E N D L Y H E DIE G R A N D F A T H E R DIE 
S U D D E N L Y IMPORTANT G R A N D F A T H E R M U S T H U R R Y EARLY 
C O M E - B A C K CL:TWO—PERSON一COME-BACK 
FATHER-MOTHER-TWO-PERSON G O FINISH) 21、丨 AGAIN 
C O M E - B A C K N E E D AGAIN AIR-TICKET B U Y FINISH*^ IN-VAIN 
REAL 21 ST UNTIL S U D D E N L Y SO H U R R Y NO-OTHER-WAY 
FLY-BACK REDUPLICATE FLY-TO-AND-FROM W O R K 2 严 
HOLIDAY FLY-BACK 
'Actually, my parent can come back before New Year on to have a 
long holiday. Suddenly, my grandfather died so they need to come back 
earlier in a hurry. They have left and when they come back again on 
21 St, they need to buy air tickets again. In fact they can come back until 
21 St. Suddenly such a thing happened, they need to fly back in a hurry 
without choice. They travel repeatedly to work and fly back on 21 ^^ for 
holiday.' 
(5) K: C O M E - B A C K F U N E R A L - A N D - C E R E M O N Y ALL FINISH' 
Y E S T E R D A Y DAY-BEFORE-YESTERDAY SLEEPY 
NIGHT-TILL-MORNING 
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'(They) came back. All the matters about the funeral and ceremony 
were finished. Yesterday and the day before yesterday, I was sleepy as I 
had been busy for the whole night.' 
(6) L: CARELESS N O - G O O D 
'It is not good to be careless.' 
K: RIGHT FINISH^ (pause) UNCLE-SIXTH LAST-YEAR N A T U R A L L Y 
SLEEP PAINLESS DIE 
'You are right. Last year, Uncle -sixth died naturally and painlessly 
when he was sleeping.' 
(7) K: 4 ™ LAST OTHER-THREE DISAPPEAR FINISH^ 
'She is the one also the last one. The other three have died.' 
(8-12) L: C R Y LITTLE M U C H N O T CRY FINISH^ UPSET C R Y FINISH^ 
A C T U A L L Y F U N E R A L C R Y LITTLE CRY SEEM F L O W - O U T ALL 
D R Y ALL W A N T AGAIN CRY C A N N O T CRY LITTLE FINISH⑴ 
C R Y LITTLE FINISH丨丨 C R Y LITTLE FINISH*^ 
‘I cried not much just a little bit. I cried and was upset and cried. 
Actually, I cried little during the funeral as though all the tears had dried 
up. Even if I wanted to cry again I could not, just cried a little bit, cried 
a little bit, cried a little bit., 
(13-14) K: HOLD-ON Y O U M O T H E R DIE FINISH丨3 Y O U H O W - L O N G 
FORGET FINISH丨4 YOU? 
'Hold on, after your mother had died, for how long did you start to 
forget her?' 
(15-16) L: A B O U T 1-YEAR FORGET FINISH*^ 1-YEAR F O R G E T FINISH'^ 
‘About 1 year, I started to forget her. I started to forget her after 1 year.' 
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(17-18) L: DIE C R Y FINISH'' R E A L F U N E R A L C R Y F U N E R A L FINISH 
S E V E R A L-DAYS-LATER R E M E M B E R H A V E H E A R T 
‘ R E M E M B E R CANNOT-STOP H A V E 
( L H : R E M E M B E R / R H : H E A R T ) CAN'T-STOP 1-YEAR THINK 
GRADUALLY-LITTLE THINK GRADUALLY-LITTLE 
'When she died, I cried. At the funeral, I cried. Several days after the 
funeral had finished, I cannot stop missing her. Gradually after 1 year, 1 
think of her less frequently, 1 think of her less frequent； 
(19) L: SHE SICK C A N C E R B O D Y 5-YEARS S E E M 5-YEARS 
CAN'T-STAND DIE CAN'T-STAND SICK SERIOUS CAN'T 
S T A N D DIE FINISH'^ 
'She suffered from cancer for 5 years about 5 years. She cannot stand 
for it anymore and died. She cannot stand for it and was seriously sick. 
She cannot stand for it and died.' 
(20-22) L: SICK F O R-A-LONG-TIME SICK G O-INTO-HOSPITAL 
F O R - A-LONG-TIME GET-WELL FINISH'。GO-BACK H O M E 
RELEASE G O - B A C K H O M E AGAIN B A C K-HOSPITAL T R A P 之丨 
T O - A N D-FROM-HOME-AND-HOSPITAL F O R G E T DIE FINISH^' 
(pause) DIE FINISH^^ 
‘She has been sick for a long time. She stayed in hospital for a long 
time. When she had became better, she went back home. But again, she 
was sent to hospital and stayed there. She traveled between home and 
the hospital so frequently which I forgot the exact number of times. She 
finally died. She finally died., 
(23) K: IF RELATIVES DIE FINISH
23
 PROHIBITION-CUSTOM H A V E 
PROHIBITION C U S T O M HAVE? 
‘If our relative died, are there any custom and tabooss?' 
(24) L: H A V E Y O U DIE FINISH'' C U S T O M WASH-HAIR PROHIBIT 
(RH:HAVE/LH:YOU)? 
'Have you the custom which prohibits washing hair when your relative 
has died? Have you?' 
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(25-26) L: SEVENTY SOMETHING DIE TREAT SEVERAL-DAYS-LATER 
DIE SOON UNREASONABLE SOON DON'T-UNDERSTAND 
. SEEM SOMETHING-WRONG DIARRHEA DON'T-UNDERSTAND 
TREAT QUEEN-ELISABETH-HOSPITAL GO-INTO-HOSPITAL 
SEVERAL-DAYS-LATER DIE SOON SEE CONDITION-WELL 
SUDDENLY-GET-INTO COMA UNCONSCIOUS WAKE-HIM-UP 
CALL FAIL FEELING SEVERAL-DAYS-LATER SEE 
C A N ' T - S T A N D S I C K S E E C A N ' T - S T A N D S E E C A N ' T - S T A N D 
FAECES IN-A-CYLINDER BLACK STRANGE I N - A - C Y L I N E R 
CAN'T-STAND DYING NATUALLY DIE FINISH^' NATUALLY 
DIE FINISH26 
'He died at his seventies. After treatment for several days, he died very 
soon. That is unreasonable. I don't understand. It seems there was 
something wrong. He got diarrhea and had treatment at Queen Elisabeth 
Hospital and died very soon after several days staying in hospital. We 
saw he was in good condition but suddenly he got into coma. We tried 
to wake him up but he was unconscious and fail to feel anything. 
Several days later, he could not stand for it any more and looked sick. 
His faeces was stored in a cylinder and it was black in color. So strange! 
He could not stand for it any more. He was dying naturally. He died 
naturally. He died naturally.' 
(27) L: H E A R DIE-FUNERAL FINISH^' C U S T O M PROHIBIT WASH-HAIR 
PROHIBIT ANY PROHIBITION? 
'1 heard that there is a custom which prohibit washing hair after the 
funeral was over. Any such kind of prohibition?' 
(28) L: K N O W 1-MONTH FINISH^' C A N FREELY WASH-HAIR 
‘I know. I can wash my hair after 1 month.' 
(29-30) K: OUTSIDE I WASH-HAIR FINISH29 OUTSIDE WASH-HAIR 
FINIStfo 
‘I washed my hair outside. I washed my hair outside； 
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(31) K: NO, DEPEND-ON HE/SHE FRIEND HE/SHE FRIEND 
DON'T-FEAR CAN COME-TO-MY-HOME DEPEND-ON FEAR 
‘ BEING-PARADOXICAL 
RH: HE/SHE 




LH: DEPEND-ON (pause) FINISH^' 
I G O FRIEND H O M E PROHIBIT O N E - M O N T H PROHIBIT 
'No, it all depends on him/her. If he/she does not fear, he/she can come 
to my home. All depend on whether he/she fears or not although he/she 
may find it difficult to decide. The friend himself/herself decides by 
himself/herself. Yet, I am prohibited to go to my friends, home for one 
month.' 
(32) K: YESTERDAY I G O HAIR-SALOON WASH-HAIR O N C E FINISH〗〗 
'Yesterday, I went to the hair saloon and washed my hair once., 
(33) K: GIVE 30-DOLLARS FINE 30-DOLLARS FINISH); WASH-HAIR 
YESTERDAY WASH-HAIR 
'That's fine to give 30 dollars. I gave 30 dollars to wash-hair yesterday； 
(34-35) K: W E E K M A N Y ITCHY ONLY TOLERANT 
C L : F O U R —PERSON—GO-TO M O T H E R FATHER ELDER-SISTER I 
YESTERDAY C L:FOUR—PERSON—GO-TO FINISH^' YESTERDAY 
CL:FOUR_PERSON_GO-TO WASH-HAIR FINIStf^ 
‘It was very itchy for the whole week but we can only tolerate it. We, 
mother, father, elder sister and I went to have our hair washed 
yesterday.' 
(36) K: C L:FOUR_PERSON_GO-TO WASH-HAIR FINISH^' CLEAN 
C O M F O R T A B L E 
‘We went to wash our hair. It was clean and comfortable.' 
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Episode Two 
( 3 7 - 3 8 ) L : A L L - T H E - S A M E N E E D R E P A Y W A N T G I V E - O N E - L U M P - S U M 
G O O D C H E A P R E P A Y A T - A - D I S A D V A N T A G E C A N N O T A L L 
G I V E - O N E - L U M P - S U M A L L H E A R D R A R E L Y M Y P A R E N T B U Y 
HOUSE GIVE-ONE-LUMP-SUM CANNOT 
'All are the same. They need mortgage. Lump-sum payment is good 
and cheap. Making mortgage is at a disadvantage but you need it if you 
cannot pay all at once. It is rare to heard about people who can give 
lump-sum payment. M y parent also cannot give lump-sum payment 
when they bought house.' 
K : F I N I S H 3 7 ? A L L - M O N E Y - P A Y F I N I S H ^ ^ ? 
'Paid all money? Have they paid all money?' 
( 3 9 ) K : I R E P A Y T R O U B L E S O M E 
'I feel it troublesome for repaying mortgage.， 
L： N O - O T H E R - W A Y M O R T A G E J U S T - L I K E - T H I S N O - O T H E R - W A Y 
‘No other way, mortgage is just like this, no other way.' 
K : I 1 0 S E E M 1 0 — 
'I need to repay mortgage for about 10 years.' 
L : Y O U 1 0 - Y E A R S F I N I S H " ' ^ Y O U ? 
‘You repay for 10 years and then the repayment will finish?" 
K： — 1 0 S E V E R A L 1 0 S E V E R A L 
'More than 10 years, more than 10 years' 
( 4 0 - 4 3 ) L : H E ( N A M E O F S P E A K E R ' S F R I E N D ) R E P A Y S E E M 2 0 2 0 Y E A R 2 0 
FINISH'' REPAY FINISH'' RELAX REPAY FINISH'' REPAY 
FINISH43 
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'He has repaid the 20-years mortgage. He has repaid the mortgage and 
now he can relax. He has repaid all the mortgage； 
(44) L: K N O W H O N G K O N G B U Y H O U S E REPAY FINISH^^ L U C K Y 
V E R Y AGAIN THERE SHENZHEN USELESS IGNORE-HIM 
THE-PERSON-INVOLVED ONESELF LIKE DISLIKE HE 
'I know that he has repaid the mortgage for buying the house in Hong 
Kong. He is very lucky. He has repaid all the mortgage. Again, he 
wants to buy house in Shenzhen. I think the house there is useless so I 
simply ignore him. The decision finally is based on the preference of 
the person involved.' 
(45) L: H E A R D N O DON'T-KNOW B U Y H O U S E FINISH^' S U D D E N L Y 
‘I haven't heard about that. I don't know he has already bought the 
house so suddenly.' 
(46) L: H O N G K O N G B U Y H O U S E FINISH'' AGAIN THERE JUST-LIKE 
THIS USELESS IGNORE-HIM 
'He has just bought the house in Hong Kong and now he wants to buy 
house there, which I think that the house is useless. He is just like this, 
so I simply ignore him.' 
(47-48) L: H O N G K O N G B U Y H O U S E FINISH'? (pause) SATISFY FINISH'^ 
'He has bought house in Hong Kong. He should already satisfy with 
this.’ 
(49) L: HE DEAF FRIEND H E SHENSHEN B U Y H O U S E 20 
TEN-THOUSANDS 20 TEN-THOUSANDS 20 TEN-THOUSANDS 
(pause) REPAY FINISH'^ NOT? I D O N ' T - K N O W 
'The deaf friend need to pay 20 thousands dollars to buy the house in 
Shenzhen. Has the entire mortgage repaid? 1 don't know厂 
(50) L: SIGN FULL 100 Y E A R FINISH^® 
‘The 100 years for leasing Hong Kong to U K was over.. 
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(51) L: 100 Y E A R FINISH' ‘ SIGN 
'The 100 years stated in the treaty was over.' 
(52-53) L: Summary—the land rent in the past during the British government was 
cheap. But it is more expensive under the Chinese government now. 
Maybe the government nowadays thinks that Hong Kong is rich. 
K: FINISH52 (PAUSE) RETURN-TO-CHINA FINISH" NEWS SAY 
FREE-OF-CHANGE 
'Yup. But the news said that the land rent is free of change after Hong 
Kong has returned to China.' 
(54) L: IF SELL SELL FINISH^' (pause) DISLIKE H O M E H O U S E N O 
PUBLIC-HOUSING APPLY O K A Y RENT WHAT-ABOUT? 
EXPENSIVE 
'If the house has been sold, I would be unhappy for not having my own 
house. Applying public housing is okay but what about the rent? That's 
expensive.' 
Episode Three 
(55) L: D O - Y O U - K N O W W O R K I N G NOT-COMFORTABLE 
D O - Y O U - K N O W W O R K I N G NOT-COMFORTABLE 
'Do you know that working is not easy and comfortable?' 
K: I THINK I W O R K A C T G O O D 
‘I think the job of acting is good.' 
L: D R E A M I N G N O T - G O O D 
'It's just dreaming! It is not so good in fact.' 
K: A C T EASY A C T EASY S E E M P E R F O R M FINISH" (pause) 
C O M F O R T A B L E 
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'Acting is easy, for example, you can have rest after you have 
performed.' 
(56) K: IF ACT IF ACT WRONG WRONG KNOW DO-NOT-MATTER 
W R O N G TOLERATE AGAIN TAKE-ACTION SEEM 
SEVERAL-TIMES C O R R E C T (pause) FINISH'' 
‘If you act wrongly, I know it does not matter. Just be tolerant and act 
again and again for about several times until you act correctly. That's 
all.' 
(57) K: LOOK-AT-ME K N O W A C T O N E A C T FINISH^^ 
GET-THING-DONE B A C K - H O M E ABLE 
'Hey, look at me. I know that the actors can rest after they have acted in 
the movie involved.' 
(58) K: HAVE-TIME GIVE-A-PHONE-CALL C O M E W H A T - M A T T E R 
W O R K A C T ALL FINISH'^ HALF WAIT ANOTHER-DAY 
GO-TO-AND-FROM TIME FLEXIBLE 
'The producer will phone the actors to ask them coming for work a 
certain part when they are available. Remaining parts will be done 
another day. The working schedule is flexible.' 
(59) K: A C T O N E FINISH^^ GAIN-MONEY A-LOT-OF 
The actors can gain a lot of money after they have acted in one movie/ 
(60) L: TIME FREE TIME FREE C A N N O T SEEM TIME FREE C A N N O T 
FORCE FORCE DATING WANT CANNOT NEED CANNOT PLAY 
C A N N O T PERSON ACTIVITY C A N N O T F R E E D O M C A N N O T 
FORCE W O R K TOLERATE GAIN-MONEY USEFUL 
GAIN-MONEY NO-OTHER-WAY 
'The working time is free? It is not true. It seems that the working time 
is free but it is not the real case. The actors are forced to work at any 
time they are called. They cannot have dating, go out to play, have 
personal activity and freedom. They are forced to work but they still 
need to tolerate as they want to gain money. Gaining money is 
important, so there is no other way to go.' 
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K： FINISH60 HE ORDINARY MOVIE-STAR G O O D C O M F O R T A B L E 
G O O D MOVIE-STAR G O O D 
'Okay, but being ordinary actors is good and comfortable.' 
(61) K: CONCERT SEEM ORGANISE-CONCERT SINGING 
CL:MANY_PEOPLE-COME ONE-DAY AGAIN 
C L : M A N Y~PEOPLE-COME TEN-DAYS FINISH^' GAIN-ALL 
NOT-FOR-A-LONG-TIMEJUST-LIKE-THIS 
‘For holding a concert, many audiences come each day. When 10 days 
is over, the singer can gain all the money in a short period of time. This 
is the way that singers earn money.' 
(62) L: ONE-HOUR FINISH^'ALL-GONE 1-HOUR? 
'All (audience) will leave after 1 hour?' 
(63-66) K: B U T I SEE ABLE ANDY-LAU D O-YOU-KNOW-HIM C A N GREAT 
STILL SING A C T TWO-THINGS TOGETHER HE GREAT 
B E C O M E - F A M O U S FINISH" Y O U D O - Y O U - K N O W ANDY-LAU 
B E C O M E - F A M O U S FINISH^' (pause) D O - Y O U - K N O W 
JACKY-CHEUNG D O - Y O U - K N O W JACKY-CHEUNG HE 
GENERALLY M A R R Y FINISH^-' N O T - G O O D M A R R Y FINISH^' 
HE STILL ANDY-LAU 
'But I see Andy Lau can. Do you know him? He is great which he can 
still sing and act at the same time. He is great and has become famous. 
Do you know that Andy Lau has become famous? Do you know Jacky 
Cheung? He is not so popular after he has married. However, Andy Lau 
is still very popular.' 
(67-68) L: IF M A R R Y FINISH^' GAIN-MONEY DON'T-KNOW M A R R Y 
FINISH68 N O T - G O O D ALL-THE-SAME 
‘If the pop stars get married, it is a doubt whether they can still gain so 
much money. It is common for the pop star to become less popular once 
they get married.' 
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(69-71) K: MARRY FINISH'^ BECOME-LESS-FAMOUS HE ANDY-LAU 
DISLIKE KEEP-SECRET INTELLIGENT HE INTELLIGENT 
. GREAT GREAT GREAT BECOME-FAMOUS FINISH?� 
DOU-YOU-KNOW BECOME-FAMOUS FINISH?丨 GREAT 
‘Pop stars will become less famous once they get married. Andy Lau 
dislike to disclose his private life. He is intelligent to keep his personal 
life in secret. He is great great great and has become famous. Do you 
know that he has become famous and he is great?’ 
(72) L: GIRL-FRIEND WHO FIND WHO SECRET NO-OTHER-WAY 
'Who is his girlfriend? Someone found her? He had no other way but 
just kept dating his girlfriend in secret.' 
K： FINISH'^ SEEM RUMOR DO-YOU-KNOW BAD-NEWS HE 
ANDY-LAU LITTLE CAN LITTLE IF ALL-THE-SAME MUST 
BECOME-FAMOUS MANY ALL-THE-SAME MUST 
BECOME-FAMOUS RUMOR SPOILAGE-OF-ONE' S-REPUTATION 
MANY RIGHT? ANDY-LAU LITTLE SEE LITTLE 
'Okay, it seems that there is very little bad news about Andy Lau, do 
you know that? For those pop stars who has become famous, there must 
be many rumors about them. There are many people who want to spoil 
their reputation, am I right? There is little rumor about Andy Lau, really 
little； 
(73) K: HE(AARON-KWOK) SEEM ONESELF PAST TRY BEHAVIOR 
BAD OTHER-PEOPLE HATE 
SPOILAGE-OF-ONE'S-REPUTATION IS SEEM SUSPICIOUS 
LIKE-THIS (pause) FINISH?� LEON-LAI LOSE DO-YOU-KNOW 
GIRLFRIEND SUSPICIOUS SHU-QI? 
‘It seems that Aaron Kwok has once had some bad behaviors which 
many people hate. The rumors is suspicious but spoilage of one's 
reputation is just like this. Okay, for Leon Lai, he is losing his 
popularity. Do you know that he has a suspicious girlfriend, Shu Qi?' 
(74) K: HE(CHAU-YUN-FAT) GOOD GREAT NICE MARRY FINISH?' 
FAMOUS ABLE LIKE-THIS ABLE LIKE-THIS 
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'Chau-yun-fat is good, great and nice. He is still very popular after he 
has married. He can do this.' 
Tlliistrations Appendix 4 
(Some of the photos are taken from Tang (In preparation): A Linguistic Dictionary of 
Hong Kong Sign Language.) 
m m 
(a) (b) 
Figure (1) DISLIKE 
n • 
(a) (b) 
Figure (2) BE-AFRAID-OF 
(a) (b) 
Figure (4) RUN 
Figure (3) BOIL 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (5) JUMP 
(a) (b) 
Figure (6) DREAM 
僅 麵 
(a) (b) 
Figure (7) LIKE 
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Figure (8) LOVE Figure (9) LOVE 
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Figure (10) Figure (11) 
CL:PERSON_STAND_UNDER_TREE CL:BOAT—FLOAT—IN_SEA 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (17)BELIEVE Figure (18) HAVE 
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Figure (19) PUSH Figure (20) EAT-RICE 
(a) (b) 
Figure (21) TEACH 
(a) (b) 
Figure (22)WASH-CLOTHES Figure (23) ROW 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (24) CL:PERSON_WALK_UPHILL 
W B wsSB jIL 
(a) (b) 
Figure (25) CL:WHEEL—REVOLVE—AWAY 
4 
(a) (b) 








Figure (28) CL:PERSON—TREBLE一ON—FLOOR 
joKmrnm m K K m % 二、 
(a) (b) 
Figure (29) DRINK Figure (30) CL:FLAP_WINGS 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (31) SNORE 
(a) (b) 
Figure (32) SNORE 
•悬. 
Figure (33) (a) (b) 
CL:PERSON_KNOCK_AT_CL:DOOR Figure (34)CL:CLAP 
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Figure (37) HICCUP 
IHk . 
(a) (b) 
Figure (38) BLINK 
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⑷ (b) 
Figure (39) BLINK 
⑷ (b) 
Figure (40) BLINK 
''VHfe iSBi -
Figure (41) Figure (42) 
CL:PERSON—TAP一AT一CL:TABLE CL:BALL_BOUNCE_AT_CL:GROUND 
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垂 m m 
(a) (b) 
Figure (43) CL:HIT—AND—BREAK—MONEY-BOX_WITH_HAMMER 
m 
(a) (b) 
Figure (44) IMAGINE 
$ 醒 JHi. 
(a) (b) 
Figure (45) EXPLODE 
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Figure (46) WIN 
O i t 
(a) (b) 
Figure (47) CL:PERSON_REACH_FINISHING-LINE 
(a) (b) 
Figure (48) CL:BALL_HIT_HEAD 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (49) BEGIN-TO-SMILE 
饞 直 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE (50) CL:BOAT_TURN_OVER 
m m ^ 
(a) (b) Figure (52) 





Figure (53) CL:EAT-APPLE 
iHl mm 
(a) (b) 
Figure (54) ALL/COMPLETELY (from-al1 -to-nothing) 
(a) (b) 
Figure (55) ALL/COMPLETELY (from-nothing-to-al1) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (56) DRAW Figure (57) ALL/COMPLETELY 
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Figure (60) (a) (b) 
CL: HIT_ CUBE—WITH—HAMMER Figure (61)CL:CUBE_BE(DME_FLAT 
(a) (b) 
Figure (62)CL:BOAT_MOVE—AND—REACH一CL:RIVERBANK 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (64) ARRIVE Figure (65) MOVE-AROUND 
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dl JmrnA ； 
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(a) (b) 
Figure (66) CL:CAR_MOVE_AND_STOP_IN_CL:GARAGE 
(a) (b) 
Figure (67) CL:BEND_IRON_BAR 
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Figure (70) SELL 
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Figure (71) SELL (generic) 
i 
(a) (b) 









Figure (74) CRY 
© 
• 
Figure (75) DIE 
o 置 
(a) (b) 
Figure (76) CL:BOAT_FLOAT_TOWARDS_CL:RIVERBANK 
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